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STELLINGEN

t. Voor zover bekend is de koppeling tussen basepaar triplet en
aminozuur in a1le levende !/ezens in principe identiek. Er zijn
echter mutaties mogelijk, die een andere koppeling veroorzaken.
Het feit dat de koppeling tussen basepaar volgorde en arninozuur
desondanks uniform is, zou veroorzaalal kunnen worden doordat
soorten met een andere koppeling niet in staat zijn via horizontale
gen overdrachE functionele genen Ee ver\flerven.

Een solitaire sluipwesp verhoogt haar reproduktiesucces, als zij de
eerste gastheren, di-e zij in haar leven vindt, parasiteert, ongeacht
of deze al eerder zijn geparasiteerd, en indien zi-j Later in haar
leven r,rel onderscheid maakE tussen we1 en niet geparasiteerde
gastheren. Derhalve kan uit het feit dat de sluipwesp Leptopilina
hetev,otoma bij haar eerst gevonden gastheren geen onderscheid maakt
tussen wel en niet geparasiteerd, en later wel, niet worden gecon-
cludeerd dat zirj heE discrimineren moet leren.

4.

lnteelt depressie is a11een relevant bij soorten waarbij weinig of
geen inteelt. voorkomt. Derhalve kan inteelt depressie niet gebruikt
worden als verklaring voor outbreeding.

fndien homosexualiteiE een genetische basis heeft, hebben de kerken
door het tegengaan van hornosexueel gedrag het voortbestaan van
homosexualiEeit bevorderd .

5. Het gebruik van de term "incompatibelrr om aan te geven dat plasmiden
bepaalde eigenschappen gemeen hebben, werkt verwarrend.

6. Het. feit dan men ervoor gekozen heeft het Nederlandse equivalent voor
het Engelse woord plasnid, "plasmide", onzijdig te laten zijn, doet
vermoeden dat men een plasmide beschouwt als een soort chemische
verbinding. Inrners, andere woorden op -ide plegen in het Nederlands
vrouwelijk te zi1n,

De beEekenis van de Latijnse oorsprong van het woord evolutie,
evolvere, doet vermoeden dat de eersLe gebruikers van deze term
eerder dachten aan een gepredestineerde voortgang, die zich
slechts hoeft te ontrollen, dan aan door toevalsprocessen bepaalde
veranderingen in de loop van de tijd.

3.

7.



8. De buidigE vorlo van beoordeling v'an we't€nscheppeliik werk naakt
dat onddrzoekers er tegetiwoordig va.ak minder waarde aan heehtetr
dat hun artikeleo vorden gelezen dan worden .geteld.

9, De hrridige onve.rtruurbaarh.eid Van veel hoogbOrirnr-flatwonitge.n toont
eena te meer aaa' dat de stokpaardjes van de jaren zestiS tot de
naehtmeriies van de jaren teehtig kt1[fle4 trorden,

I0. IIet spf,eeklroord ttAls het kaXf verd-tonken is, dempt men de putt'
getuigt-van eec verg,aarrde vorltr v'an optislsne.

S,tel1L.ng,e-n behqrend bij fret proefschrift vaa Netrty van der H'oeven
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CHAPTER 1:

lNTRODUCTION

In this thesis some mathematical models wi"11 be formulated

to analyse the effects of sefection on the population

dynamics of conjugative plasmids, In the Introduction some

general properties of plasmids r'rilL be summarlzed' There-

after, the questions, investigated in this thesis are given'
In Chapter 7 some stiI1 unsolved problems about the influ-
ence of selection on the structure and function of plasmids

are considered.

PLASMIDS

The genetic information of bacteria is encoded in a

single cj-rcul_ar chromosome. In addition to this chromosome

many bacteria also contain smaller autonomous circular DI\IA

molecules. These pieces consist, iust as the bacterial chro-
mosome, out of two complernentary DNA strands, and are caI1ed

plasmids (Novick et a1., 1976) ' Sometimes, they can be in-
corporated into the bacterial chromosome, ln which case they

are called episomes (Novick et al.,1976). 0n a plasmid sev-

eral genes may be situated. Some of these genes are plasmid

specific and encode for functions necessary for the plasmid,

like plasmid replication, vrhereas other genes are not necess-

ary for plasmid maintenance. Some plasmids have genes with
a clearly discernible phenotypic effect on their bacterial
bearer. Many plasmids for instance, encode for resistance
against antibiotics or against heavy metals. Plasmlds of
whi-ch no phenotypic effect is discovered, are calted cryptic
(Novick et a1. , 1976).

A parti-cu1ar plasmid type rnay be present with a number of
copies in a single bacterial ce11. The number of copies
(copynumber) can range from one or two up to about 800

(Projan, Carleton & Novick, 1"983). Large plasmi-ds often have

a lower copynumber (mostly less than 10) than smaller plas-



mids.
Most plasmids are not l_imited to a single host species:

Pl-asmids, which are indistinguishable with the used
identification methods can be found in geographically
separated bacterial populations and in different bacterial_
species (for instance, Grindley, Humphreys & Anderson, 1973b;
Roussel & Chabbart , 1978; Jdrgensen & Sdrensen , 1979; polak
& Novick, 7982). Some plasmids can be transferred to a wide
range of bacteria in mating experiments in the 1ab (for
lnstance, Datta & Hedges, 1972i Chandler & Krishnapillai,
1!/4; Appendix B of Bukhari, Shapiro & Adhya, t9T7). Some

plasmi-ds are not even restricted to prokaryotes, but can
also be successfufly introduced into simple eukaryotes
(Goursot et af ., 1,982).

PLASMID REPLICATION AND SEGREGATION

In order to be maintained in a bacterial cel1 1ine,
plasmids have to replicate. Each pJ-asmid copy has an origin
of repli-cation at which the replication starts ei-ther uni-
directional or bidirectional (see for instance Scott, 1984).
The i-nj-tiation of replication is in most cases plasmid-
reguJ-ated. For their replication plasmids may partly make

use of the replication enzymes of thelr bacterial host. The
rate of replication is mostly plasmid determined (Nordstrdm,
Ingranr & Lundbdck, 1972; Timmis & Winkler, 197j), but prop-
erties of the bacterial host can also have some influence
(Macrj-na, Weatherly & Curtiss, !974; Cress & K1ine, I976).
Each plasmid copy has to replicate on the average once per
ce1l cycLe in order not to disappear from the cel1 line
(average <1) or to increase unlimited in number (average >1).
ff this replication would be a random process with a mean of
exactly 1, the number of plasmid copies per bacterial cel1
would vary consi-derab1y. However, plasmid copy numbers
appear to be very stable (Barth, Richards & Datta, !9TB).
Besides, slight deviations from the mean val-ue of 1 will
either lead to the disappearance of the plasmid or to an
unlimited growth in numbers. Therefore, there has to be
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some control- on the number of plasmid copies to prevent de-
viations from the average. It appears that this control-
l-eads to a constant number of repl-ications per unit of time,
independent of the number of copies afready present (Gustafs-
son & Nordstrdm, 1!80; Pritchard & Grover, 19BI). Replica-
tions occur durlng the whole ce11 cycle, independent of the
replication of the bacterial- chromosome (Gustafsson, Nord-
strdm & Perram, 1!/8; Steinberg & Helmstetter, L)81). For
each replication, the replication is initiated in a random
copy (Gustafsson & Nordstr6m, 1975). However, plasmids which
have just been replicated, cannot immediately start with an-
other round of replication (Gustafsson, Nordstrdm & Perram,
1978).

For a stable inheritance of plasrnids in a bacteriaf cell
line, it is not only essentiaf that the plasmids replicate,
but also that each daughter cel1 of a plasmid bearing bac-
terium contaj-ns at feast one plasmld. For plasmids with a
high copy number, random segregation wiff already ensure
that almost all daughter cefls have at least one plasmid
copy. For low copy number plasmids, random segregation wil_l_

resul-t in a high percentage of plasmid*free daughter ce11s.
However, 1ow copy number plasmids do not segregate at random
(Miki, Easton & Rownd, 1980; Nordstrdm, Motin & Aagaard-
Hansen, 1!BO; Austin & Abelis, L9B1a, b). There are strong
indications that eaeh daughter ce11 obtains half of the
number of the plasmid copies of the mother cefl-. Nordstrdm,
Molin & Aagaard-Hansen (fggO) found that the rate of loss of
plasmids i-s even l-ower than should be expected if the initi-
ation of plasmld replication was distributed according to a

Poisson distribution (a constant probability of replication
initlation per unit of time and per plasmid-bearing ce11)
and the partitioning was strictly even (in case of an odd

number of plasmid copies, one daughter cel-f obtains one plas-
mid copy more than the other one). This extreme stability
could be caused by a higher than usual replication rate j-n

case of very 1ow number ol plasmids (Nordstrdm & Aagaard-
Hansen, 1984). Ogura and Hiraga (1-983) discovered that the
moment of cell- division can be delayed if only one plasmid



is present. Such a delay
rate. A recent review of
Nordstrdm, Mol-in & Light

PLASMfD ]NCOMPAT]BILITY

will- also reduce the plasmid loss
plasmid replication is given by
( 1984 ) .

As mentioned in the previ-ous section the number of
plasmid replications per ce11 cycle is regulated ln a fairly
accurate way. However, if two different plasmids occur in
the same bacterial ce1I, both using the same mechanism of
regulating their replication, the total number of replication
initiations is regulated, but at each initiation each copy

has the same probabllity of being replicated. This will lead
to a random increase of the rel-ative frequency of one of the
plasmids.

If both plasmid types use the same partitioning mechan-

ism, both daughter ceIls will obtain an equal number of
plasmid copies, but the two types will be distributed
randomly over the daughter ce1ls. It may occur that one of
the daughter ce1ls obtains only copies of one plasmid type.
Gradually, bacterla bearing both plasmid types will disap-
pear and more and more bacterla containing only one plasmid
type will arise.

Two plasmid types which use ei-ther the same mechanism to
regulate thelr replication or the same partitioning mechan*

ism, or both, cannot be maintained for several- generations
in the same bacterial- ce1l line (unless there is a sel-ection
pressure for bacteria carrying both). Two such plasmids are
therefore ca11ed incompatible (for a revi-ew, see Timmis,
7979). The rate of segregation into different ce1l lines of
two incompatible plasmids starting in the same bacterium has

been calculated by Ishii, Hashimoto-Gotoh & Matsubara (t978),
Novick & Hoppensteadt (1978) and Cuflum & Broda (7979). That
rate depends on the copy number of the plasmid. If two plas-
mj-ds use the same replication and/or segregation mechanism,

there is a particul-ar relationship between them. Their genes

cod.ing for replication and segregation have, in that case,
almost the same nucleotide sequence (Grindley, Humphreys &
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& Anderson, 1973b; Broda, 1979a) . The relation between two

incompatible plasmids may be asymmetric: Copies of one of
them may be preferentiaJ-1y replicated. Plasmids are ordered
according to this property into incompatibilily groups
(Datta, 7979). A list of incompatibility groups, and the
plasmids belonging to them is given in Bukhari, Shapiro &

Adhya (1977 ) appendix B.

CONJUGATION

Some plasmids are capable of infectious transmission from
one bacterium to another. Vlhen a plasmid-bearing bacterium
colLides with another bacterium, one strand of the DIJA of a

plasmld copy can be transferred. This process is called con-
jugation, and plasmids, capable to induce their own transfer
are called conjugative plasmids. The first plasmi-d was dis-
covered by its ability to induce recombination. fl was

called a Fertility factor (F-pfasmid). Nowadays a wide range

of different conjugative plasmids 1s known (Bukhari, Shapiro
& Adhya, 1977 , Appendix B). Several different conjugative
systems are known. Incompatible plasmids often use the same

transfer system (Brad1ey, 1980a, b).
Conjugative plasmids lnduce their bacterial host to form

plasmid speciflc pili, some kind of extracel-fular filamen-
tous organelles (Bradl-ey, 1!BOa). These pili are one of the
characteristics of a transfer system. Plasmids using dilfer-
ent transfer systems encode for different pi1i. Pili play an

important role in the pair formation between donor cel1 and

recipient (Ou A Anderson, 1970t Tomoeda, Inuzuka & Date,
1975). They can also serve as an attachment site for pilus
specific bacteriophages (Brinton, Gemski & Carnahan, 196\:
Caro & Schnds, 7966; Bradley, 1976, 1980a). In the presence

of such a bacteriophage, therefor'e, the possession of pili
is disadvantageous for a bacterium.

When pair formation between two bacteria has been success-
fu1, one strand of the DNA of a plasmid copy will be trans-
ferred. This transfer always takes place in the same direc-
tion, starting with the origin of transfer, oriT. For the F
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pfasmid, the order of transfer is such that directly after
ot:iT, the gene complex encoding for replication regulation
ls transferred (Rowbury, 1977). The genes coding for trans-
fer themselves are transferred fast (Wafker & Pittard, 1972t
Broda et aI., t)f2; Guyer & C1ark, 7977). After the strand
of plasmid DNA is transferred completely, the celf to cell-
contact between donor and recipient will be dissofved. In
the recipient a complement to the transferred strand is syn-
thesized and the now doubl-e stranded DNA is recircularized
(Olrt<i & Tomizawa, 19681 Vapnek, Lipman & Rupp , 1971) . The

reci-pi-ent itself beeomes a potential donor bacterium. How-

ever, if the contact is broken before the total plasmid
strand is transferred, the transfer region wifl- not be

transrnitted, and the recipient will not be abfe to induce
transfer itself (Guyer & Clark, t977).

Sometimes, a plasmid which does not code for conjugation
itself can be transferred in case its bacterial host also
contains a conjugative plasmid. This may be the result of a

coval-ent union between both plasmids. In that case the non-
conjugative plasmid is as it were dragged along with the
conjugative one (e.g.: Hooykaas, Den Dulk-Ras & Schilper-
oort, 1980). In this way some conjugatlve plasmids can also
mobilize and carry along parts of the bacter"iaf chromosome
(Holloway, 1979).

Some non-conjugative plasmids possess an oriT region on

their DNA. Sueh plasmids can use the transfer products en-
coded by a conjugati-ve plasmi-d, to become mobilized and

transferred (Warren, Twigg & Sherratt , t97B ). In that case
the non-conjugative plasmid is transfered alone. Such plas-
mids often do not need all transfer genes of the conjugative
plasmids (Van der Po1, Veltkamp & Nijkamp, \978; Warren,
Saul & Sherratt, 1979; Willetts & Maul-e, 1979 ). Because
these plasmids can be mobilized by the transfer gene prod-
ucts of another plasmid, they are call-ed mobil-lzabl-e plas-
mids (Cl-ark & Warren, t9T9).

Levin, Stewart & Rice (I979) have investigated whether
the transfer rate of plasmids from donor to recipient sat-
isfies a simple mass action model. They experimentally ver-
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ified that the number of transfers per unit of tine Is in-
deed proportional to the product of the donor and recipient
eoncentration. Experiments of Cu11um, Collins & Broda (1978a)

indicate, however, that the transfer rate per donor and per
recipient decreases with increasing bacterial concentration.
They explaln this by the findi.ng that the efficiency of pair
formation decreases in a crowded environment (Co11ins and

Broda, 1975) and by the finding that a plasmid-bearing bac-
terium can donate a plasmid onfy once per generation. In an

envi-ronment wlth a surplus of recipients, the transfer rate
can become al-most one per donor generation.

The transfer rate appears to depend not only on the bac-
terial concentrations, but afso on the number of generations
the plasmid-bearlng bacterium atready carries its plasmid
(Ozeki, Stocker & Smith, 1-962; Stocker, Smith & Ozeki, 1963).
A newly infected host is not capable to donate a plasmid dur-
ing the first one or two generations, After this initialtrj-n-
cubation time'r the descendants of the infected bacterium be-
come very efficient donors. This l-asts several generatlons,
but then the abil-ity to induce transfer is repressed, and

transfer occurs only rarely. Finnegan & Willetts (!971,
1972, L971) and Grindley et al. (1973a) have investigated
the genetics of transfer repression of F-Iike plasmids. In
order to enable transfer, the transfer gene complex (t:r'aY to
tz,aZ) has to be translated. The translation of this complex

is positively controlled by the product of the tral gene.

This gene in its turn, is negatively controlled by the ccm-

bj-nation of the products of two other genes (fino and finP).
After infection of a fresh host, tral immediately gets trans-
Iated. Its gene product enables the translation of the tra
gene complex, which, in its turn, makes conjugational trans-
fer possible. However, at the same time the finO and finP
gene products are synthesized, repressing the transcription
of tral. First tral and afterwards the other tva gene prod-
ucts are lhen gradually diluted by subsequent celf divl-
sions. (For a review, see trrlil-letts & Skurray ' 1980 ) . Freter
et aI. (L983) have estimated lhe transfer rate both from the
original host and from newly infected bacteria. It appears
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that for the transfer repressing plasmid R1 the transfer
rate from the newly infected host is 105 to 1OB times as
high as from the orlginal donor. After several generations,
the transfer rate drops to 1O-1 to 10-4 times of that of the
newly infected bacterium.

SURFACE EXCLUSION

Bacteria already containing a ptasmid are often much less
efficient recipients for other plasmids than plasmid-free
bacteria (Lederberg, CavalIi & Lederberg, 1952). This phe-
nomenon is ca1led surface or entry exclusion. It is caused
by certai-n plasmid encoded proteins in the ee11 membrane of
the plasmld bearing cells (Achtman, Kennedy & Skurray , 1977;
Kennedy et aI., 1977 ). Surface excfusion does not depend on

the presence or absence of pili (Achtman, Wllfetts & C1ark,
1971).

Not afl plasnids exclude each other equally strongly. Ac-
cording to this property they can be ordered into groups of
plasmids excluding each other mutually strongly, the so

ca11ed surface exclusion groups. This classification has,
however, several di-sadvantages. One of them is that surface
exclusion is not necessarily mutual. ft can only be detected
if it is directed agalnst transferable plasmids, so that
only the conjugative plasmids can be classified in this way.
Besides, it is, of course, a quantitative property, and it
may therefore depend on the opinion of the investigator
whether surface exclusion is cal-l-ed strong or not.

It appears that surface excfusion is often strong when

the resident plasmid and the plasmid trying to enter are in-
compatible (Datta, 1979). The ordering of pJ-asmi-ds into sur-
face exclusion groups gives therefore often the same result
as the ordering into incompatibility groups. The fatter
cl-assification is, however, more universally applicable and

is more universall-y applied.
When several different plasmids with different surface ex-

clusion systems, are present together in a bacterium, their
exclusion systems may interact. Witletts & Maule (197\)
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discovered that if two different plasmids occur ln one host,
sometimes only one and sometimes nei-ther of the surface ex-
cfusion systems function. trihen two compatible plasmids en-
coding the same type of surface exclusion coexist in one bac-
terium, the degree ol surface excl-usj-on is not affected
(willetts & Mau1e, 197\).

The genes coding for surface exclusj-on in F-like plasmids
are situated in the transfer gene complex (Achtman, Kennedy

& Skurray, 1977; Willetts & Skurray, 1980). This implies
that in case the transfer is repressed, surface exclusion is
also repressed (Wifletts & Skurray, 1980). The surface excl-u-
sion genes of several- other plasmids are also situated in
the transfer region (Al-faro & Willetts, !972; Barth, 1979).

ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE

Since the introduction of antibioties in medicine, there
exists a strong sel-ective advantage for resistance to anti-
biotics in bacteria confronted with these antibiotlcs. The

origin of many antibiotic-resistant bacterial strains was

therefore to be expected. However, it appears that the mech-

anism of antibiotic-resistance found in nature differs great-
1y from that i-nduced in the fab (Benveniste & Davies, 1973a).
The genes for resistance (R factors) found in nature are
mostly situated on plasmids and their mode of action is much

more sophisticated than that of chromosomal mutations
causing resistance in laboratory populations. These plasmid-
borne resistance genes can be transferred between bacteria
of the same and sometimes afso of different species (Jones &

Sneath, 7970; Reanney, 1976). In this way, plasmids cause

natural genetic engineering.
The R-factors found in different parts of the world are

often very similar both in function and in structure (Datta
& Hedges , 1972; Heffron et al ., 1975; Barth & Datta, 1977;
Farrar, 1!81; Tietze, Prager & Tschd.pe, 7982). This suggests
a single origi-n of these factors. In many soil bacteria antl-
biotic resistance is already a favourable property for a

very long time, because many soil organisms, lncluding
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several- bacteria, produce antibiotics. The resistance genes

in several- soll bacteria show a cfose resembfance to R-
factors on plasmids in gut bacteria and in bacteria causing
diseases (Benveniste & Davies, t973a, b; Polak & Novick,
1982). Therefore, it has been suggested that antibiotic re-
sistance, nowadays common for many bacteria in the human gut,
original-1y evolved in bacteria in the soi1, and has been

successfully transferred to gut bacteria at the time that
conditions changed (Benveniste & Davj-es,197)a,b1 Jones &

Sneath, 1970; Reanney, 1976; Polak & Novick, t9B2).
The R-factors themsel-ves are often situated on trans-

posabl-e elements (Tn) . These elements can transpose one site
to another leaving behind a copy at the original- site. Trans-
position can occur inside a piece of DNA but also between
different DNA mol-ecul-es (Kopecko, 1980; Shapiro, 1980). In
this way a plasmid can collect several R-factors laying on

transposable elements. This implies that if a particular
antibiotic is used, a resistance factor against that anti-
biotic, situated on a plasmid, may disseminate throughout
the bacterial population. That plasmid rnay take along resis-
tance against several other antibiotics. In this way, the
spread of antibiotic resistance is far more effective than
simple mutation towards resistance can be.

HORIZONTAL GENE TRANSFER

The fast spread of antibiotic resistance all over the
world follovring the introduction of antibiotics is an

example of gene transfer between different (bacterial)
species. This kind of gene transfer is cal1ed horizontal
gene transfer. There is little reason to suppose that the
observed spread of R-factors, caused by human interlerence,
is exceptional. The vehicles for this spread, the plasmids,
were already present before antibiotics were introduced
(Hughes & Datta, 7983), and sudden changes in the envlron-
ment can also have a natural (i.e. non-human) origin. The

importance of horizontal gene transfer for bacterial- evol-
ution is not yet c1ear. It may imply that almost every bac-
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terial species can obtain any gene of an arbitrary other
species (Reanney, 1976). In that case, a species is not a

reproductively isolated entity, and the species concept
becomes very i1I-defined for bacteria.

GENETIC ENGINEERING

Pfasmids are often used as tool-s in genetic engineering.
They are capable to introduce genes into a bacterium and

this property is used in bio-engineering. fn order to pre-
vent the escape of artificially constructed bacterla lnto
nature, the employed bacteria often have a metabolic defi-
ciency. They can only survive when some nutrient is provlded
which is scarce in nature. However, if the artificially in-
troduced genes are introduced into a plasmid, and that plas-
mid is capabl-e of i-ndependent transler or mobllization,
these genes may be abl-e to escape from their crippled host
and may be transferred to a more healthy bacterium. fn that
case, escape from the lab may not be impossible. Stewart &

Levin (1977 ) studied the theoretlcal possibility of the es-
tablishment of an unfavourabfe gene if that gene is situated
on a conjugative plasmid. This appears to be possi-ble under
rather broad condltions. The conditlons under vlhich a mobi-
fizable, non-conjugative plasmid can be maintained are, how-
ever, far more restricted (Levin & Stewart, 1980), and es-
cape of such a plasmid from the laboratory is therefore not
very 1ike1y, although by no means impossible.

SELECTION ACTING ON PLASMIDS

Plasmlds have an important impact on the evolution of
bacteria. They may propagate throughout the bacterial rea1m.
Bacteria can acquire new genes, which are al-ready completely
evolved, by means of plasmid transfer. These genes will
someiimes be favourable or even necessary for the bacterla.
In this way, plasmids i-ncrease the adaptability of bacteria
(Jones & Sneath, 1.970; Reanney, 7976). Plasmids themsefves
are of course also subject to evolution. It is doubtful
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whether pfasmids would ever have come into existence if
their sole selective advantage was increasing the bacteriaf
adaptability. In the first p1ace, increasing the adaptabil-
ity of bacteria is a longterm advantage, whereas the costs
of the maintenance of plasmids and their transfer are immedi-
ate. Besides, the flexibility of the bacteriaf gene content
witl only increase after conjugative plasmids have devefoped.
Moreover, plasmids make it possible for bacteria to acquire
new genes, but the acquired genes will often be usefess and

burdensome for the bacteria as energy and nutrients for
transcription and translation are needed (ZLind & Lebek,
19BO; codwln & Slater, 1.979; HeLLing et a1., 1981).

Conjugative plasmids can spread infectiously over a bac-
terial population. This may enable them to compensate for
their negative effects on the fitness of thelr bacterlal
bearer (Stewart & Levin, 1977). fn that case they can invade
a bacterial population by infection and stay in existence.
To see how non-conjugative plasmids maintain themsefves is
more difficult. Some of these plasmids can be mobilized by

conjugative plasmids. Levin & Stewart (1980) have cal-culated
that these mobil-izabfe plasmids can be maintained under
ralher reslricted conditions, even if they are slightly un-
favourable for their bacleriaf host. Non-conjugative, non-
mobilizable plasmids cannot spread infectiously. They do not
inlluence horizontal gene transfer. How they can maintain
themsel-ves is a stil-l unsol-ved problem.

In this thesis, the attention will be restricted to con-
jugative plasmids. For some properties lt will be investi-
gated how sefection affects them.

Chapter 2 & 3. One of the most important properties of
conjugative plasmids is clearly their ability to induce
transfer. To enabfe transfer several transfer products have

to be synthesized (Wifletts & Wilkins, 1!84). Plasmid-bear-
ing bacteria, able to transfer, have pili (Bradley, 1980a,

1981). These pili make the bacierium susceptlble to infec-
tion by pitus-specific bacterlophages (Brinton, Gemski &

Carnahan, 196\t Caro & Schnds, 1966; Bradley, 1976, 1980a).
The ability to transfer wil-I burden the energy budget and
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lncrease the nutrient consumption of a cell-, The growth rate
of bacteria with transferable plasmids wil-l-, therefore, in
most cases be l-ower than the growth rate of bacterla with
non-conjugative plasmids, and each increase in transfer rate
wil-1 probably decrease the bacterlal growth rate. As long as
transfer can only occur after an accidentaf eollision between
the plasmid-bearing cel-l- and another bacterium, there is a

maxlmum transfer rate: each collision results in transfer.
To exceed thls rnaximum transfer rate, a new mechanism has to
be developed, lor instance an increased mobility of the host
bacteri-um, a directed motion towards other bacteria or a

virus-Iike infection mechanism. Such a mechanism w111 prob-
ably be, in one way or another, disadvantageous for a bac-
terium, and decrease the growth rate. The questlon whether
there is an optimal transfer rate if an increase in transfer
rate decreases the growth rate of the bacterial host wilt be

answered in Chapter 2 for plasmids i-n a chemostat. fn Chap-
Ler 1 it is shown that the answer i.s qualitatively identical
if the host population 1s periodically transferred to a

fresh food supply. It is demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3

that two incompatible plasmids excluding each other compJ-ete-
1y can sometimes coexist, it is shown, however, that three
such pl-asmids cannot coexist.

Chapter 4. Pfasmids tend to exc1ude other, incompatible
plasmids from their host. Generally there is no entry bar-
rier against compatible plasmids (Datta, 19791 Finger &

Krishnapillai, 1980; lriinans & Walker, 1985). Sometlmes, how-
ever, a compatible plasmid is excfuded, whil-e an incompat-
ible plasmid can enter (Affaro & Wil-1etts, 1972; Hedges &

Datta, 1973). fn order to excfude another plasmid, a plasmid
must contain exclusion genes (Achtman, Kennedy & Skurray,
1.)ff; Barth, 1979), and synthesize the proteins responsible
for exclusion (Kennedy et a1., 1977). These exclusion pro-
telns are situated somewhere in the cell membrane (Kennedy

et a1., 1977t Hartskeerl-, Tommassen & Hoekstra, 1985), and
change the properties of the membrane. This will influence
the bacterial fitness. Producing extra proteins creates prob-
ably extra costs. If the change ln the ceff membrane is so
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advantageous for the bacterium that the costs are more than
compensated for, bacteria would probably have arisen, en-
coding for these proteins themselves. Therefore, the pos-
session of surface exclusion genes probably is in some way

disadvantageous for a bacterium, and will reduce the overafl
growth rate. Then why do plasmids exclude other incompatible
plasmids? This question is investigated in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5. Ozeki, Stocker & Smith (1962) discovered that
a newly infected bacterium is a much more eflicient plasmid
donor than a host infected many bacterial generations ago.

Since the ability to induce transfer is harmful for the bac-
terial host, an inefficlent donor wilI have a higher fltness
than a very efficient one. Several investigators (Stocker,
Snrith & Ozeki, !963; Broda, 1979b; Campbe11, 198L) have sug-
gested thal the ability to suppress transfer in "oldrr hosts
is of advantage for a plasmid. They reason that transfer
from a donor will occur more often if there is a surplus of
recipients, for in that case the probability of an acciden-
tal collision with a recipient is higher. Therefore, a newly
infected host will occur more often in an environment with
plenty of recipients. And in such an environment, it pays to
have a high transfer rate, because there are many potential
vlctims to infect. On the other hand, if recipients are
scarce, transfer wifl occur only rarely, and most plasmid-
bearing bacteria wiff have been infected many generations
ago. If these long ago infected bacteria are inelficient
donors, the bacteriaf fitness is higher. And even if the
transfer rate per donor and per recipient would be high, the
number of transfers would be smaff, since the concentration
of potentlal recipients is 1ow. This seems to be a plausible
reasoning, A colony of bacteria bearing repressing plasmids
will grow laster than a colony bearing non-regulating, per-
manently derepressed, plasmids. Therefore, if most of the
bacteria in the colonies are plasmid-bearing, the number of
plasmid coples of the regulating type will increase faster,
since the colony with the regulating plasmids grows faster:
The colony of regulating plasmids has an advantage over the
colony of non-regulating, permanently derepressed plasmids,
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as fong as they are isolated from each other, and therefore
this reasoning is based on group selection. The theory of
group selection is mostly involved to explain the existence
of characteristics which are (slightty) unfavourable for an

individual, but which are in some way or another beneficial
for the population. For example, group selection arguments
have been used to explain why individuals restrict the number

of their offspring in case of overcrowding. This is clearly
disadvantageous for the indivldual, since it gets less des-
cendants, but it may increase the survival probability of
the population (Eshel-, L)f2; Boorman & Levitt, 1973). Ac-
cording to these arguments, unlimited population growth, re-
sulting in depletion, and maybe destruction, of their habi-
tat, is prevented by self imposed reproduction restrictions
of the individuals. In the case of regulating plasmids, the
advantage of regulation for the group is different: Popula-
tions of regulating plasmids can grow faster than popula-
tions of non-regulating, permanently derepressed plasmids,
Hor,vever, the faster growth in number of a group of regu-
Iating plasmids does not imply that such a group is secured
against the invasion of a non-regulating plasmid. What wifl
be the fate of a non-regulating nutant pJ-asmid, which is per-
manently derepressed in a population of regulating plasmlds?
0n1y in the case that such a mutant plasmid is not able to
invade and take over the plasmid population, transfer regu-
l-ation can be an evofutionarily stable strategy. (For a sur-
vey of the theory of evolutionarily stabl-e strategies (ESS)

see Maynard Smith, 1982) . This question will be investigated
in Chapter 5.

Population Dynamics of CompatibLe PLasmids, CLtapter 6. In
Chapters 2,1r 4 and 5 the result of sefection on plasmid po-
pulations is investigated by considering the fate of a mu-

tant plasmid in the population. A plasmid and its mutants
are, of course, closely related, and will- therefore be in
most cases incompatibl-e. However, what will happen with com-
peting compatible plasmids?

In many natural- bacterial populations, more than one

plasmid type coexist, in most cases belonging to different
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incompatibility groups (Christiansen et al., 1"971; Datta et
al.,1979; Richards & Datta, 1982; Lee et at., t9B\1 Hedges,
Smith & Brazi:.,1985). In Chapter 6 the restrictions on co-
existence of several compatible plasmids are investigated.
The hypothesis that several species can only coexist if they
use their environment in some way or another differently
(the one niche - one species hypothesis, Gause, 1914; GiI-
bert et al., 1952) suggests that several plasmids will only
be able to coexist i-f they employ their environment (which
is the population of their bacterj-a1 hosts) in different
ways, for instance if one possesses a high transfer rate,
and another a higher growth rate of lts bacterial bearer.
Iiedges, Smith & Brazil, (tgAS) discovered three cornpatible
plasmids in some bacterial strains, and wondered how these
three plasmids could coexist consi-dering the one niche - one
species hypothesis. They suggested that the coexistence of
the three plasmids is only a transient stage. However,
Iiutchinson remarked in L957 that the one ni-che - one species
principle will probably not hold in case competition is a1-
most entirely intraspecific. ft is therefore an interesting
probl-em whether competition between compatible plasmids is
mostly inter- or intra-speclfic. In the fatter case competi-
tion between compatible plasmids might be an example contra-
dicting the one niche - one species principle, provided of
course that one is prepared to extend the specj-es concept to
plasmids. This question is investj-gated in Chapter 6.

Some unsoloed problems, Chapter 7. fn thls thesis some

questions concerning the population genetlcs and population
dynamics of plasmids are investigated. However, il is of
course not possible to deal with the whole scope of plasmid
evolution and popuJ-ation dynamics even restricting oneself
to mathematical modelling. Some interesting, sti11 unsolved
problems are therefore shortly introduced in Chapter 7,
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A Mathematical Model for the Co-existence
of Incompatible, Conjugative Plasmids

in Individual Bacteria of a Bacterial Population

NellY vAN DER HoeveN

Department of Genetics, Centre of Biological Sciences, Unioersity of
Groningen, PO Box 14,9750 AA Haren, The Netherlands

(Receiued 16 December 1983, and in reuised form 23 March 1984)

A model is formulated to examine the possibility of coexistence of two or
more plasmids of the same surface exclusion group in a bacterial chemostat
culture. It appears that two plasmids are able to coexist. If two plasmids
can coexist they will follow different survival strategies, one with a high
conjugational transfer rate and a tow fitness of its host, and the other with
a low transler rate and a high host fitness. Coexistence of three plasmids
of the same surface exclusion group is impossible.

Introduction

Plasmids are pieces of extrachromosomal circular DNA. They occur
frequently in bacteria. Although plasmids are autonomous some of them

are capable of recombination with, and incorporation into, the chromosome

of their bacterial host. Other naturally occurring plasmids are known only
in an independent state. These plasmids encode a mechanism for their own

replication and an (almost) even distribution of their copies over the

daughter cells at cell division. Some of these independent plasmids are

capable of infectious transmissions to a bacterium without such a plasmid

in case of cell to cell contact between the plasmid-bearing (donor) bacterium
and a plasmid-free (recipient) bacterium. This transmission is called conju-
gation. A mathematical model describing the conditions for the maintenance

of such plasmids was formulated by Stewart & Levin (1977).

The cell membrane of bacteria containing a conjugational plasmid is

often changed in such a way that plasmids of the same typ€ are no longer
able to infect these bacteria. Related plasmids are also excluded. This
phenomenon is called cell surface exclusion (Willets & Maule, 1974). The

combination of incompatibility and surface exclusion is called super infec-
tion immunity.

Plasmids can be ordered into incompatibility groups (inc. groups). An
inc. group is a group of related plasmids which use in some way or another
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the same replication and/or segregation mechanism. This implies that, i[ a

bacterium contains two different plasmid types of the same inc. group no
distinction is made between those types when choosing a plasmid copy for
replication. When such a bacterium divides both daughter cells will obtain
about the same number of plasmid copies, but the distribution of the two
different types over the daughter cells will be at random. The rate at which
bacteria, containing both types of plasmids, are lost in a population has been
calculated by Novick & Hoppensteadt (1978) and Cullum & Broda (1979)
among others.

On the other hand, plasmids can also be ordered into surface exclusion
groups. This ordering is in many instances the same, but unfortunately not
always. Besides, this ordering has the disadvantage that it is possible for
two plasmids to exist such that one excludes the other but the other does
not exclude the first (Willets & Maule, 1974).

Although surface exclusion is never absolute, it can be quite strong. Finger
& Krishnapillai (1980) found that the entry frequency in a recipient which
exhibits surface exclusion is 1000 to 100000 times smaller than that in a
non-excluding recipient.

Clearly, two plasmids exhibiting supe r infection immunity cannot stably
co-exist in the same bacteria. If they start in different bacteria, they will
never be able to enter a bacterium containing the other plasmid, and if they
start in the same bacteria, they will segregate because they are incompatible
unless there is strong selection for bacteria carrying both (Cullum & Broda,
1979). However, another question is: can there be stable co-existence of
the two types in a bacterial culture? To solve this question a mathematical
model will be formulated. It will appear that two plasmids of the same
surface exclusion group can sometimes co-exist in one bacterial population.
The obvious next question, can three types of plasmids co-exist if two can,
will also be solved. The answer to this question provides a prediction about
the types of plasmids expected to exist.

Model for Two Competing Plasmids of the Same Surface Exclusion Group

Stewart & Levin (1977) have shown that a plasmid can be maintained
in a continuous culture, even if the fitness of the plasmid-bearing bacteria
is less than that of the plasmid-free bacteria. However, is it possible for
two plasmids, belonging to the same surface exclusion group to co-exist in
a chemostat? To answer this question the following model is formulated to
describe the behaviour of a two plasmid-one bacterium complex in a

continuous culture.
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STEN('t] OF BACTERIAL PtASMIt)S

AASI('ASSTJMPTIONS

In formulating the mode I I have made, in addition to the usual chemos-
tat assumptions (see the next section) also the following suppositions.

It is assumed that there is only one limiting resource in the chemostat.
The growth rates of the bacteria without plasmids, of bacteria with plasmid
species P1 and with plasmid species P2 are proportional to the same function
of the limiting resource concentration s, /(s) . /(s) is an increasing function
of s. The proportionality parameters are measures of fitness of the three
different types of bacteria. They are respectively wo, w, and wr.

The consumption of the limiting resource is proportional to the increase
of the bacterial concentration. Per cell division a quantity e of the limiting
resource is needed. Plasmid-bearing bacteria lose their plasmid with constant
rate r, independent of the plasmid type.

The conjugational transfer rate is proportional to the chance of an
accidental collision between a plasmid-bearing and a plasmid free bac-
terium. ln other words, a simple mass-action model is assumed. The conjuga-
tional proportionality parameter differs for the two plasmid types, 7, for
P, and y2 for Pr. The surface exclusion is assumed to be absolute. All
symbols are listed in Table l.

Tnsle I

List of parameters used in the model

bo, bt, b2

s
k
P

7r, ^fz

T

wo, tlt t, llr2
.f(s) w,

Concentration of plasmid-free, P,-bearing and P2-bearing bacteria.
Concentration of the limiting resource in the chemostat.
Concentration of the limiting resource in the inflow.
Turnover rate of the chemostat.
Conjugational transfer parameter of P, and P2.
Rate of loss of plasmids from plasmid-bearing bacleria.
Fitnesses of plasmid free, P,-bearing and P2-bearing bacteria.
Growth rate of bacteria 0,.

e Quantity of resource needed for one cell division.
h(bo + b | + br) : po111, - e(bo + D, + br))
ts1= wrf wo

or= wrf wo

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The inflow of the chemostat consists of a constant nutrient solution with
concentration k In the chemostat the inflow is thoroughly mixed with the
chemostat content which can be considered homogeneous. The rate of
removal of the contents is equal to the inflow rate p. Therefore the rate of
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concentration changes in the chemostat is

ds

i: p(* - s) - e/(.r)( w,,bu+ w,b' + wrbr)

Q : ro/(r) b<t- Pbo_ ftbobt - fzbnbr+ rbt + rb2
dt

I : wrr(sl br - pbr * y1b6b, - rb,
dr

*: *zf@bz- pbz* y2bsb2- rb2.
dl

It is obvious that an input-output equilibrium will rapidly be attained.
At this equilibrium s *e(bs +br+br) = k Therefore one can replace/(s)by
a function h of (bo+b, +62) such that

h(bo+bt+b): wof&- e(bo+b,+br)). (2)

Since/(s) is an increasing function of s, lr(b) is decreasing. The fitness of
the plasmid containing bacteria can be taken relatively to the fitness of the
plasmid-free bacteria. The relative fitness w,/ wo is called u,.

Rescaling system ( 1) yields

f:Otro* br+br)br- pbs-71b6b1-fzbobz+rbt+rb2 (3a)

dbr-..r,^
; = urtr(Do +bt +b)bt- pbr * yftsb1- rb1 (3U;

dbr-.. r,^
a;: ozh\bo+ bt + b)b2- pbr+ y2b6b2- rb2. (3c)

In order for plasmids P, and & to be able to coexist in a chemostat culture,
system (2)^has to have a stable internal equilibrium, i.e. a stable equilibrium
at which bo)0, b, >0 and br>O.

At equilibrium the
implies that

or

THE INTERNAL EQUILIBRIUM

rates of concentration changes are zero. dbr/dt:0

( Ia)

( lb)

(lc)

( ld)

6,:o

fru,-p-r+y16s:0,

(4a)

26
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( 5a)

hur-p-r*yrbo:Q
and dboldr :0 if

(i - il6r+ 6,1, - y,6o) + 6,1, - yrbrl = g.

In case both plasmids coexist b,>0 as well as br>0.
Therefore at internal equilibrium equarions (ab) and (5b)

i:1, + p11yz- y)/(yzur- tez)
and

bo: Q + p)(u,- u)/(yzur- tttz). (8)

Without loss of generality we take ot) Dz.

Since ft as well as bo have to be positive, 72 must be greater than 71 .

Combining equations (6), (7) and (8) results in

5.: 6,(nlYz- Yr\ - PY'(o'- o')\
' '\PYr(or - u) - ruz(Yz- Y,) /

, (r + p)(o1- ur) (r + p)(yr- "t) - p(yzur - "trtz)+ o,u-;,; (e)

If the fitness of the plasmid containing bacteria is lower than the fitness
of the plasmid-free bacteria, i.e. o2( ur ( I a necessary condition for
coexistence, since ft e(p, plo2) is

(-O.I]XISTI]N('E

dbrldt: 0 implies that

or

and

OF BA(]TERIAL PLASMII)S

6,-o

(5b)

, -r*p-urpYtl Y2<- 

-

T+p-D2p

, - r*p-porfo2
"lt/ fz>

T

(6)

hold. Thus

(7)

( l0a)

( lob)

If conditions (l0a) and (l0b) are satisfied, the existence witl still depend
on the function ft. Provided that /r is a decreasing function, it can be proved
that the equilibrium, if existing, is stable (see Appendix).

If one of the types of plasmid-bearing bacteria has a higher fitness than
the plasmid-free bacteria, and the other type a lower fitness, i.e. u2 < I < u,
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a necessary condition for existence, since i e (pl o,, pf u2), is

Irl"lt<
ta,f u, (il)

(P + r)ur/ rt:- P

while inequality (l0b) also has to hold.
If l<ur(u, inequality (ll) has to hold for equilibrium and also, if

(p+r)-pu1)0
, - (u+p)-pu,

'tr/ "tz> 
G+d_ptb

(12)

since h e (pl o,, p).
Unfortunately, in the last two cases, the condition that /r decreases is not

sufficient for the equilibrium to be stable. This is connected with the fact
that a negative relation between the growth rate and the population size is
not sufficient to secure the existence of only one equilibrium at which bo > 0,
b'>0 and bz:0 in case u,> l.

| .05

v2

.).qq

o85

t.oo

vz

o.6 0

o.20

o.or o.o3 o.r5 o25
lz

o.50

o.30

Frc. [. Possibility ofcoexistence oftwo plasmids. Transfer rate 7 and hosts fitness u of
plasmid P' fixed. (a) yr:0'01, ur =0'99. (b) yr :0'075, ur:0'5. (c) yr:0'tS, ur =0'l. A
second plasmid P, can coexist with P, i[ (7r, ur) is between the broken and the solid line. If
(7r, ur) is above the solid line then P2 will expell P,. lf (y2, r:) is under the broken line then
P, will expell Pt.P=0'1, r:0'005, c:l'125.
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CO-EXISTENCE OF BACTERIAL PLASMIDS

For a given function h the area in which P, and P, can coexist can be
computed. A reasonable choice is the hyperbolic relation between nutrient
supply and the growth rate, i.e. 

"f(s) = as/(p + s) (Monod, 1949). Scaling
the time in units of generation time of plasmid-free bacteria and kl e at
unity h becomes

h@:!:!. (r3)c-b
In Fig. I the values of u, and 72 for which P2 can coexist with P, with given
u, and 7, are shown.

THE FATE OF A THIRD PLASMID

To investigate what will happen when a third plasmid & tries to invade
a stable two plasmid-one bacterium equilibrium I will first extend system
(3) with the dynamics of the third plasmid. Let the fitness of the Pr-bearing
bacteria be u3 and the conjugational transfer rate parameter of P, be y.

The extended form of system (3) becomes

t: O,r, +bt+b2+b3)bo

- pbo- Trbob, - lzbobz- hbobt* rb, + rbr+ rb,

ff: u,h(br+ bt + b2+ br)br - pbr * y1bnb1- rb1

db.
Oi: ozh(bo+ bt + b2+ br)br- pb2i y2bob2- rb2

*: "rfWr+ 
bt + b2+br)br- pbr* yrbsb3- rb3.

( laa)

(l4b)

( lac)

(l4d)

For coexistence of Pr, P2 and P3 equations (4b) and (5b) have to hold just
as in case of coexistence of only P1 and P2.

Besides, in equilibrium dbrl dt:0 and, when P3 is not excluded,

iur- p-r+yr6o:g. (15)

It is only possible for all three equations (4b), (5b) and (15) to hold together
if

,)t: -f t1t' - 
rs.-) 

*(Y'u' - Y'u..)

fz- ft fz- fr
which is very unlikely to be exactly true.

( l6)
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Therefore, if P, can penetrate into an equilibrium of P' and P, at least

one of the plasmids P' and P, will be eliminated, and P, can invade iI

or if

This implies that for every combination (h, ur) above the line connecting
(7,, p,) and (72, u2) in the (y, u) plane P, can invade an equilibrium of P'

and P, (Fig.2).

frrr-p-r+yt6o>o

- (u' - u) , (yrur- ytur)
Dt2 -Tt;---- , -r-;-

\"lz- lyt) (72 - 7r)

( l7)

( l8)

Frc. 2. Possibility for a third plasmid to invade a two plasmid equilibrium. A third plasmid

P, with transfer rate 73 and hosts fitness u, can invade an equilibrium of P, and Prif (71,t4)
above the solid line PtPz. lt o= so) is convex (--) then a plasmid P, with transfer rate

7, and host fitness ur:g(73) can penetrate if (73,u3) is above the solid line P1P2, so if
'tt1"tt172. On the othcr hand if o=g(y) is concave (" " ") then a plasmid P3 has a

combination of 7, and u3 = g(73) above the solid line PtP2, tf 1t<'fr or 1t> "lz.

COMPETITION BET\VEEN MANY DIFFERENT PLASMIDS

Suppose that many difterent plasmids may occur. E-ach plasmiA F, has

given conjugational transferrate i, and the fitness ofa P, bearing bacterium
i a. Wfri"tr plasmids wilt finally survive? Obviously all plasmids F, with
(in 6,) will be eliminated if there exists at least one plasmid P, with lt> li
and-61> 6,. Let {P} be the subset-of {F}, the set of all plasmids, such that
ifr Fj ;{ Fi and for every F, e 1 F1 Fi1,-6, < 5i or i, < i1 then 4 e { p}. In other
words there exists no plasmid P,e{Pl so that it has both a higher conjuga-
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tional transferrate and a higher hosts fitness than a plasmid l, e { P}' Only

plasmids P,e{P\ are candidates lor final survival, and therefore I will

restrict my attention to plasmids oi { P}.

One can describe the relation between 7, and u, for all P, e { P} by a

decreasing function g : y I u, since if y,> yi then u; < 11 (see Fig' 3)' Suppose

g is convex, i.e. d2gldy2 < 0 (Fig. 2). Then, if an equilibrium of two plasmids

existr, u third plasmid with host fitness u3 and conjugational transferrate

73 somewhere in between the hosts frtnesses and the transferrates of the

iwo already established plasmids will always be able to invade and expell

at least oni of the otherplasmids. On the other hand, if 7r<min(7,,7r)
on Trlmax(y,,7r), the third plasmid will not be able to penetrate'

o o " 
o^---E\
"ooo o ^o ooo

6O

o o o\
oo

Frc. 3. Collection of plasmids alt with a different combination of 7 and u. O, plasmids for

which at least one othir plasmid exists with higher transfer rate and higher host fitness

itFlf plll, i, plasmids for which no other plasmid exists which has both a higher transfer rate

;;;-h1;il"; hiness ({p}). The solid line ii an arbitrary decreasing function g:"t+ u through

all (z u) of plasmids O.

After a new equilibrium is reached with the intermediate plasmid and

one of the originals, another plasmid in between these two can invade. This

can continue until only one plasmid survives' This finally surviving plasmid

will have y and o as near as possible to i and ri such that ti:g(i) and

the tangent to I at f coincides with

p+r- y6o0)
u =--T(i)

in which 6o(y) ana frO) urc the equilibrium values of bo and ft for an

equilibrium with only one type of plasmid with transferrate y and host

fitness g( y).
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In other words, y can be computed by solving

(le)

However since g is completely unknown, and fr only approximately the
possibility to compute f exists for the time being only theoretically.

If, on the other hand, g is concave,i.e. d2g/d"y'>0 (see Fig. 2) a third
plasmid will be able to invade in a two plasmid equilibrium if and only if
its conjugational transferrate y1 is outside the interval between the transfer-
rates of the two established plasmids. In other words, a third plasmid can
invade if 7r<min(71, T) or yj>max (yr,yr) and will be excluded if
min (7,, y)<yt<max (yty).The invading plasmid P3 will expell the
plasmid with conjugational transferrate somewhere in between its own and
that of the other plasmid. This process can of course be repeated until only
plasmids with minimal and with maximal transferrate survive.

Discussion

In the previous section it is shown that two plasmids belonging to the
same Surface Exclusion group can co-exist in a chemostat. However three
plasmids can never be maintained together. To attain these results I have
made several assumptions. One would like to know how realistic those
assumptions are and if the conclusions are robust to change in them.

The possibility for two and the impossibility for three plasmids to co-exisf
is based on the fact that equations (4b) and (5b) form a system of two
linear equations with two unknowns (bo and fi) and are therefore solvable,
while for co-existence of three plasmids a third equation (15) is added to
the system without adding a third unknown. Therefore this system of three
equations has almost nowhere in the parameter space a solution. Consider-
ing this it is clear that the conclusions are independent of the assumption
of equal loss rate r for all plasmid types.

The assumption that the nutrient need per bacterium (e) does not depend
on the presence of a plasmid is reasonable as long as the limiting resource
is not needed solely or mostly to build DNA or to construct a plasmid-coded
product. However, the assumption itself is redundant because the nutrient
need e does not appear in equations (lc) and (ld).

It seems reasonable to assume that the dependence of the growth rate of
the difterent bacteria on the limiting resource has roughly the same configur-
ation. The assumption of proportionality is maybe too strong but offers the
possibility to define fitness parameters. If one drops the proportionality one
has to be content with "fitness functions" f,(s) instead of the fitness para-

7)
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meters lri. However, it can be shown that it is sumcient to assume that

tdf,.tdL
7,ds-7rds

for the conclusions to hold. On the other hand, if there is more than one

limiting resource and the efficiency of the resource utilization depends on

the plasmid types which are carried, it might be possible that more than

two plasmid types can co-exist. This would be an example of the one

niche-one species theory, while this model shows that in a chemostat with

only one niche for the bacteria at most two related plasmids can co-exist.

The assumption that the conjugational transfer rate is proportional to the

chance of accidental collision between a donor and a recipient bacterium

was checked by Levin, Stewart & Rice ( 1979) and found reasonably accurate'

Collins & Broda (1975), on the other hand, state that the transfer rate per

donor and per recipient decreases as the bacterial concentration increases.

It can be shown that the conclusions do not change as long as tho transfer

rate is for all plasmid types f proportional to the concentration of f -bearing

bacteria times a function f of all bacterial concentrations, which is the same

for all plasmid types. But even if the transfer rate is only approximately

proportional to such a function f, the subset of the parameter space for

which P1, P, and P3 can co-exist, will be very small and can be safely

neglected. Of course, if the surface exclusion is not absolute an extra

equation should be added to describe the dynamics of bacteria carrying

two different plasmids. However, since surface exclusion is often quite

strong (Finger & Krishnapillai, 1980) this type of bacteria will only occur

in a non-neglectable quantity if its fitness is higher than that of the other

bacterial types. Consequently, the conclusions that sometimes two, but never

three plasmids of the same surface exclusion group can co-exist, is rather

robust.
Experiments in which incompatibility properties are tested are mainly

executed under exponential growth conditions and in absence of conjuga-

tional transfer. Under such conditions all plasmid types originally present

will stay in the population, because host death is scarce, but their ratio will
change. However, under limiting growth condition, selection pressure will
be expected to lead to the extinction of all but one or two plasmid types.

If two plasmid types survive, one of them will have low or zero conjugational

transfer rate. So selection pressure can explain the existence ofnon-conjuga-
tive plasmids, even if they reduce their hosts' fitness.

The relation between transfer rate and hosts' fitness is little studied. Such

studies are complicated by the fact that the host growth rate and the transfer

13
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rate depend on the type of bacteria and on the environment. Godwin &
Slater (1979) observed the arisal of new plasmid types while studying the
maintenance of a plasmid in a continuous culture. In most of their experi-
ments the plasmid population after several weeks continuous culture consists
almost entirely out of one or two types. Which types survive depends on
the limiting resource.

It is also conceivable that plasmids will arise which combine both survival
strategies (low fitness, high transfer rate and high fitness, low transfer rate).
This could be realized by sometimes suppressing the ability to transfer. This
phenomenon is described by Stocker, Smith & Ozeki (1963) among others.
They found that plasmid-bearing bacteria, which have acquired their
plasmids only a few generations ago are much more efficient donors than
those which carry that plasmid already for many generations. The evolution
of this phenomenon will be further investigated using an extension of the
present model.

The manuscript was typed by Mrs J. Poelstra-Hiddinga. The figures were prepared
by Mr H. Mulder. This investigation was supported by the Foundation for Funda-
mental Biological Research (BION), which is subsidized by the Netherlands
Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO).
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APPENDIX

The equilibrium of system (2) with positive 6o, 6r, and 6, is locally
asymptotically stable if all eigenvalues of the jacobian matrix at equilibrium
have negative real parts. The first derivative of system (2) at internal
equilibrium (the jacobian matrix) is

I ^ a,+6. \

l-"0"-rT -abo-y,bs+r -dbo- yrbo+r 
\t^^l

[ -au,b, + y'b, -au1b1 -ao1b1 
I

\-o116, + h62 -our6, -our6, I

3))
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in which

dhl
-:-:-.-------:-- t / v,
d( bo + b, + br) | (60*a, *a,r=r 6n*6, *brr

since h is a decreasing function. Therefore, the eigenvalue equation is

o : A3 + l 2{a 
16o + u,6, + ur6r1 + r(6, + br) I 6o}

S 
a({(b, + 6,) / 6ole,6,^+ r,6; + y,6,60^+ yr6r6o)

+l{ +(r-yrb,))u1b1+(r-yrb)urbr) |
[ + y,6,(y,6o- r) + y262(fz6o- r) )

+ o6o6,6r(yr- y)(yzo, - -ttuz)

= I3 +(apr + pr)A'+(aq,+ qr)t +ra

All eigenvalues have negative real parts if
apt*pr)0, aqrlqr)0, ar)0 and (apr+p2)@qr+qz)-ar)0.

We have p, and pr>0 since 6o, 6, and 6, are positive at the internal
equilibri],m; r > 0, since lz) ^/r and u, > u2; and 4r ) 0, since if o. 1 o1 1 1,
then^Tibobi(l-u,)>0 (,:1,2), and if u2< l(u, then r-f,6o>0 and
yrbobr(l-u2)>0, while if l1ur1V,,^then ,-"y,6p>0 and -7160+r+
r(bt + b2)/ bo: huz- p + r(b, + b)/ bo: h(u2- t) + y,b, + yrSr> 0.

However, q2 is not always positive.

qz: y$ly$o- r) + yr6rQr6o- ,)

= y,6o1i - p) +(yr- y,)6rb - irr).
If u2(u,<l then h-p>0 and p-hur)0)qrr0. Finally we have
to^ show that (ap1+p.r)(aqr+e)- ar)0; (up1+pr)(aq1*q2)- ar:
o2prq,, * o(prq, * prqz- r) + pzqz. prQr) 0 since p, > 0 and er> O. it can be
proved after tedious calculation that prq, * prqr- r > 0 if q2 > 0. So, if qr> 0
the internal equilibrium is stable. If q2 < 0 the condition for stability of the
equilibrium is

or'_ P'q.,-P'q'+JM
2p,qt

AE





CHAPTER J:

COtrXISTENCE OF INCOMPATIBLE PLASMIDS IN A BACTER]AL

POPULATION LIV]NG UNDER A FEAST AND FAMINE REGT}.{E

ABSTRACT

A model is formulated to examine the possibility of (co)existence of
plasmids of the same incompatibility and surface exclusion group in a

bacterial population living under a feast and famine regime. The condi-

tion is given under which a growth rate decreasing plasmid can invade a

bacterial population. It appears that in case only one plasmid type is
present, the frequency of plasmid bearers will tend to a stable equi-

librium if the food supply at each growth site gets exhausted and both

plasmid-free and plasmid-bearing bacteria need an equal quantity of

food per cell division. Otherwise the frequency of plasmid-bearers

might oscillate. Two plasmids will sometimes be able to coexist, but

only if they follow different survival strategies, one with a high con-

jugational transfer rate and a lower fitness of its host, and the other

with a 1ow transfer rate, and a higher host fitness. Coexistence of

three plasmids of the same surface exclusion group is impossible-

INTRODUCTION

Plasmids are pieces of extrachromosomal circular DNA.

They occur frequently in bacteria. Most plasmids are repre-
sented with more than one copy in bacterial cel1s. The num-

ber of copies per cell depends both on the plasmid type and

on the bacterial species, and is cafled the copy number.

Pl-asmid replication is often regulated by the pl-asnid itseff.
Plasmids encode also a mechanism to ensure an (almost) even

distribution of their copies over the daughter cells of
their host at cell- division. Sometimes the correct segrega-
tion of the plasmids over the daughter cells fails, and one

of the new born celfs is plasmid-free. This seens to occur
only rarely. Nordstrdm, Iiolin & Aagaard-Hansen (1980) and

Nordstr6m & Aagaard-Hansen (198I) estimated the loss rate to
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-h -Abe l-ess than 10 - and 3.10 " respectively per celf division.
Rel-ated plasmids often use the same mechanisri for regu-

lating their replication and segregation. When a bacterium,
carrying copies of two related plasmids, divi-des, each daugh-
ter cell may contain only one of the two plasmid types with
non-zero probability. In the long run, the descendants of
such a bacterium wil-1 consist of bacteria carrying either
the first or the second of the two plasmid types, but never
both. Such refated plasmids are called incompatible and the
phenomenon, that the descendants of a bacterium bearing two
incompatible plasmids will split up in bacterla carrying
only one type, is cafl-ed incompatibility segregation. Plas-
mids are ordered accordlng to this property into incompati-
bility groups. Novick & Hoppensteadt (7978), Ishj-i, Hashimo-
to-Gotoh & Matsubara (1978) and Cuffum & Broda (1979) have
studled theoretical- models for the rate of incompatibility
se gre gat ion .

Some plasmids are capable of infectious transmission from
their host bacterium (the donor) to a plasrnid-free bacterium
(the recipient) in case of cefl- to cefl contact between the
potential donor and recipient. This transmission is calfed
conjugation. The transfer rate often depends on the gener-
ation time of the donor with a limit of one transfer per gen-
eration (Cul1um, Collins & Broda, 1!fBa, b).

Plasmids often prevent the entrance by conjugation of a
second, related, plasmid lnto their bacterial host, This
phenomenon is cal-led Surface Excl-usion or Entrance Exclusion.
fn most cases, incompatible plasmids exclude each other
(Finger & Krishnapillai, 1980). Although surface exclusion
will- nerr'er be absolute, lt can be quite strong. Wllletts &

Maule (1974) found that the entrance frequency can be reduced
with a factor of about 100, and Finger & Krishnapillai (1980)
found even reduction with a factor of 103 to 105. In a pre-
vious paper (van der Hoeven, in press: Chapter 4) I have in-
vestigated whether it is advantageous for a plasmid to ex-
clude other, incompatible plasmids from lts host. This ap-
peared to be so for 1ow copy number plasmids.

Plasmids often influence the growth rate of their bacter-
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ial- bearers in one way or another. Some plasmids make their
host resistant against antibiotics, which is of course of
great advantage in the presence of antibiotics. without anti-
biotics, however, resistance becomes a drawback. In most

cases, pl-asmids appear to be slightly growth rate reducing'
Stewart & Levin (L977) showed that even growth rate re-

ducing plasmids can sometimes maintain lhemselves by conju-
gation. They both investlgated the case in whlch the bacter-
ia1 population lives in a chemostat and in a periodically
changing environment in which the bacteria consume their
food suppJ-y after which they are transferred to a fresh
supply (a feast and famine regime). In a previous paper

(van der Hoeven, 1984: ChapLer 2) I showed under which con-

ditions a second plasmi-d can invade a plasmid-bearing bacter-
ial poputation in a chemostat, when both plasmids are incom-

patible and exclude each other completely. f also showed

that under chemostatic growth conditions two ineompatible
plasmids can coexisi, but three cannot. If an increase in
conjugatlonal_ transfer rate causes a reduction of the growth

rate of the bacterlal host, selecti-on would lead to an opti-
mat transfer rate, or to the coexistence of lwo plasmids,

one wlth a very high transfer rate, and the other non-

conjugative. However, only part of the natural environments

of plasmids, such as animal guts, resembles chemostat condi-

tions. What will happen with plasmids, 1f their bacterial-
hosts llve under feast and lamine conditions? I/lil-1 two plas-

mids be abfe to coexist under that regime? And if two plas-
mids can coexist, can three afso? To solve these questions a

mathematical model wifl be formulated.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

The growth of the bacterial population is assumed to be

food limited and the food supply gets exhausted. After a

fixed ti.me T, or when all food is consumed, a fixed number

of bacteria is transferred to a fresh food supply. At the

new site the initial nutrient concentration is sO (s is the

nutrj-ent concentratlon). The bacterial population consists

19



ol plasrnid-free bacteria (concentration b) and bacteria
carrying one plasmid species (p, denotes the concentratlon
of bacteria carrying plasmid pi ) . The whol_e bacterial popula-
tion is assumed to be homogeneously mixed. The growth rates
of al-J, types of bacteria are assumed to be proportional- to
the sarne function f(s) of the nutrient concentration. f(s)
is an increasing function, and, f(a) = 0. The proportionality
parameters are denoted by uO and can be considered as the
fitness of bacteria carrying plasmid pO (the function f(s,)
is chosen such that the proportionality parameter for plas-
mid-free bacteria is 7 ) . A fixed amount of food is needed
for each celf divlsion, e for plasmid-free bacteria and, e.
for bacteria carrying plasmid :r..

The plasmi-ds are able to induce eonjugational- transfer.
The probability of transfer of plasmi.d. p. is proportionaf to
the probability of an accidental- collision between a p . bear-
lng and a plasmid-free bacterium, and therefore proportional
to the product of the concentrations b and. p.. The transfer
rate is also assumed to be proportional to the growth rate
of the bacteria. The proportionality parameter is called the
transfer rate of plasmid p . and. denoted by yi. It is assumed
that plasmids cannot enter a bacterium already containj-ng
another plasrnid (complete surface exclusion).

Plasmid P-. bearing bacteria can loose their plasmi-ds at
L

cel1 division. Therefore, the l-oss rate is proporti-ona1 to
the growth rate. The proportionality parameter is denoted by
r.. (A1t symnols are listed in table I).

MODEL FOR ONE PLASMID SPECIES

Stewart & Levin (1977 ) formulated a model for the ease of
only one plasmid, Under a feast and famine regirne, the bac-
terial population wiII, during its stay at one site, consume
its food supply and grow according to the following
equat ions :

)^
)+ -
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Table f

List of parameters

P.: Tne lth plasmid

B : Total bacterial concentration
b : Concentration of plasmid-free baeteria
pl: Concentration of bacteria carrying plasmid P,

s : Concentration of the growth rate limiting resource

f(s): Growth rate of plasmid-free bacteria as a function of the limit-
ing resource

uOf(s): Growth rate of P. bearitg bacteria
Y7: Conjugational transfer rate parameter of plasmid P.
'r,: Loss rate parameter of plasmid P.

ere.': Quantity of resource needed for one cel1 division of respectivel.y
plasmid-free, and plasmid P. bearing bacteria

r = Zp./(b+Lo.)

a = pz/(pfpz)
z = Pt/(Pr+pr)
Br(n) , br(n), sr(n), rr(n), A7(n), zr(n): Respectivel! B, b, s, o, !, z

in site n at tiue t.

SA

fr = ff") (b-trbpr+af1)

dp .,

Af = 1(s ) (u 
ro 1*\ lbp J-r lp 1)

(1b)

(1c)

After a fixed time ?, or after exhausting the food (equlval-
ent to ? + -), a fixed number of bacteria is transferred to
a new food supply with food concentration sr. Thi"s will lead
to an inltial concentration of bacteria at the new site of
B0 (B is the total bacterial concentration). The fraction of
P, bearing bacteria 1s = Pl7(pr+b)) in the transferred bac-
teria is the same as the end frequency at the former food
site. So n0 at site z (rO(n) ) is r, at site (z-t) (rr(n-1)).
During the stay at a site,
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# = 
"'"'{(ar-1)

A pfasmid wil-l be

population if xo(n+1)
therefore if

(1-r)+yrb-"rrli

able to penetrate in
= or(n) > rO(n) for

(2)

a plasmld-free
sma11 values of r,

LdrT

t

1

o" .:' y
"r

i'
"a

+j'
.T

dt>0+ \.

So, a plasmid be abl-e to penetrate, if in absence

T

0
f( s ) (a r-1+y ,b-t ,) dt > 0

absence of Pr, # = -nr,")b and, eB. + sO = eb + s + b

+ (so-s)/e. Therefore, inequality (l) implies that

f ( s ) (a r-1+\ 7(b o+ { s 
O-" r) /e ) -r r) ds>0-ef(s) (80+(s0-s)/e)

(u r-1-t r)
"87" f "

ds>0

q,

f,#

+ (ur-1-rr)Ln(Br/BO) + I

( see also Stewart & Levin
this result ) .

Successive transfer of
r o(1),r o( 2),. . .:$ 0(n) . .. .

the whole course of r, B

therefore the sequence is
cursive relation. In case

bearing bacteri-a need an

sion ( e=e r) and the food
the sequence {ro(n)} wi-i-l
(Under these conditions,
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a{-D

(3)

lD -D l > n (4)7'"T "o'

(1977) for another derivation of

the bacteria leads to the sequence

Since both BO and s 0 are fixed,
and s at a site is determined by r,
the sofution of a first order re-
both pl-asmid-free and plasmid-

equal amount of food per cel1 divi-
supply at each site gets exhausted,
converge to a stabfe equiJ-ibrium.

the system is at each moment com-

wi1

In
Bo



pl-eteIy determined by

l(1-r+w-x).aj ano 4tdB
at each site, and the
sequence {r^(n) J will.U
At that equilibrium

s-r and B, ;; = x{((wr-1)+yrB)(1-n)-rr}/
: 7. Since B o and B? will be the same

solution curves cannot intersect, the
either be increasing or decreaslng) .

)+ - f( s ). { (u r-1 ) ( t-r)+y f-r r}dt = o \?/

However, if either the food supply does not get exhausted,
or the quantity of resource needed per ce11 division depends

on the plasmid content, the sequence {rr(n)} wilT not necess-
arily converge to a stabl-e equilibrium. Fig. 1 shows examples
both of sequences, converging to an equilibrium, and of non-
converging sequences. However, even when the infinite se-
quence {aO(n) } does not converge to an equilibrium, it will
have one or more accumufation points since rO(n) e [0,11.

MODEL FOR TWO PLASM]D SPECIES

Can a second plasmid P, invade a population, already con-
taining a plasmid P, and can the two plasnids coexist? To

answer these questions, the model- given in the previous sec-
tion, vriff be extended to a two-plasmi-d mode1. The growth
dynamics at one site now become

T,
l,#

?
a*{

0

ds--iT -UD

db_

-f ( s ) (eb+w f lp j.+u Ze Zp 2)

f ( s ) (b-y rbp 1-\ rbp r+t 1p fr 2p 2)

(6a)

(6b)

(6c )

(6d)

dp-
A;= f ( s ) (u 

1p 1*\ tbp t-r f 1)

dp"
A;= f ( s ) (u 

rp ,+t ,bp 2-r 2p z)

The dynamics at each site are completely determined by the
initlal frequency of plasmid-bearing bacteri-a at that site
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Fig. l. Invasion of a plasmid-free bacter-
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and the initial frequency of P, in the plasmid population.
These initial- frequencies are identical to the end fre-
quencies at the previous site. Let c be the frequency of
plasmid-bearing bacteria (x = (pr+pr)/(b+pr+pr) ) and y tlne

frequency of P, bearing bacteria in the plasmid-bearing bac-
teriaf population (a = Pz/(pl+pz) ), then, at a particular
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site the dynamics of r and A aye

rf ( s ) . { ( t-r) (a ,( 1-u ) +u ra ) +"t ,b 
( 1-y ) +y ,by -"r ,( t -y ) -"c ,u}

(7a)

and ( 1 -a ) f ( s ) . { (u r-r r) - ( u r-'c r) + ( y r-y r) b} (7b)

P, will- be able to penetrate if A o(n) j-ncreases for srnaf 1

values o7 a 0. In the case that the population without P, is
at a transfer equilibrium (nO(n) = fiO), the situation is
easy to analyse . g increases if

AO(n+1) > UO(n) f (s)( (ur-rr)-(ur-"rr)+(yz-\t)b)dt > 0

(B)

which impJ-ies that P, wifl certainly be able to invade if
both (ur-'cr) > {ur-rr) and. \2, \7. fn this case A0 will a1-
ways increase and Pl will finally become expelled. ff either
(ur-rr) , (r7-'tr) and IJ_, lz or vice versa, P2 may or nay
not be able to invade, depending on the rel-ative magnitude
of the two terms in inequality (B). ff no transfer equilib-
rium exists, the same conclusion holds, since for small
values of y

y f ( s ) { (u r-r ,) - (u r-r ,) + (y ,-y I b}

dr_
aT-

du--+- = udlt

tr,

4!- Xdt (e)

\2,
versa,

so y can only increase j.f ei-ther (ur-rr) , (rr-.,"r) or
yr. Only i-n case (ar-rr) , (r1-tr) and \z . \1or vice
coexistence of P, and P2 may occur.

If two plasmids coexist, the whole course of B, s, r and

g at each site is completely determined by r0 and yr. The

sequence {ro(n),Ao(n) } gives therefore a complete description
of the fate of both plasmids. fn Fig. 2 some sequences of in-
itial frequences of coexisting plasmids are shown. Sometimes

a stable equilibrium of initial frequeneies lor coexisting
plasmids wil-1 be reached, in other cases a l-imit cycle will
be attained. The infinite sequence {ur(n),U6(n)} will have

one or more aceumulalion points. If P1 and PZ coexist y
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Fig. 2. Coexistence of two incompatible plasmids. dt = 0.9i \t = 5.10-B;
-R -o -A'11 = 70 "; uz = 0-95; y, = 10 "i a2 = 10 "' (As in Fig' l:

f(s) = s/(2+s); n = n7 = L0-0; sA = 100; B0 = 1000). a) T + *.

The dotted line is the stable limit cycle. b) ? -- 12. A stable

equilibrium will be attained.

cannot become arbitrari-ly close to 0 or 7, so there exi-sts
an e > 0 such that gr(n) e le,L-el for each n (> mO). There-
fore, there exists for eaeh 6 > , a subsequence

{x o(nl,a o(nr) } such that

lu o(n . *r) -u o(nl | < oe fr -e)

n. --1L+1
I .:' :7=n.

n i*1-1I .r' J=ni

T

I
0

da,(,j) dtl < 6e(7-e)dt

1 du(jL atl . a
aTTTO-a G)i -At

r
J
0
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|((a,-rr)-(ur-r,))
n. ,-1 TL+l ?
.r I rr"(i))d.t -1=n. J^ '"1-U

n,L+1

't7 t2r. j2n

Since 6 can be

{(ro(nO),a o(nO)

n

to (l r-l r) .

in the next
will be able

n. --1L+1
(un-"En)-(u"-r.) ) .Iz z I t J=ni

en

an

-1 T

Ii0

chos

)j c

f(s(i))b(i)dtl < 6

arbitraril-y sma11, a subsequence
be chosen sueh that

( ro;

,t,+L.

.,1__ l
'r-'Li o

sect ion
to inv

Tr
\ ff" (j) )dt is arbitrarily close
h

b(j)f(s(j))dt. This resuft wil-1 be used

determine whether a third plasmidto
ade.

MODEL FOR THREE PLASMID SPECIES

In the last section it is shown that two plasmids may co-
exi.st, provided that one has a higher transfer rate (for j-n-

stance P":\">yo) and the other has a higher net growth ratetlz
(ur-rr>ur-rr). Can three plasmids also coexist? In a previ-
ous paper (van der Hoeven, 1984: Chapter 2) I have shown

that three plasmids cannot coexist in a chemostat culture.
To answer these questions, the model is extended to three

plasmid specles. At each site the growth dynami-cs are given
by the equations

)^
; = -f ( s ) (eb+u 

rn 1p 1*u 2" 2p 2+u 2e <p s)

st"

trt = f f 
" 
I ( b-t ,bp ,-t ,bp ,-t ,bp s*, 1p L+r zp z+r sp a)

dp.
,',' = f (s) (u.p.+y.bp.-r.p.) for i = 1- 2- 3

UL U L D L U U

lrra)

(11b)

(11c)

Lel r be the frequency of plasmid-bearers in the baeterial
population (*=(pl+p 2+pr) / (A+pr+p 2+pr)), y the frequency of
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P, carriers among P, and P, carciers (A=pz/(pfpil ) and z

the frequency of P, caruiers among P, and. P, carciers (e --

nr/(er+or) ). The initial frequencies (xo,U0,ra) at one site
are identical to the end frequencles at the fast site. These

initial frequencies completely determine the dynamics at a

site (provided that prl0: in that case the variable
e ,/ (e 

,+e ,) shoufd be replaced' by p ,/ (p fV ,) ). At a site, the
dynamics of r, y and z are given by

( 1-u) (u r( 1-y )

Its) +y rb 
( 1-a ) ( 1-z ) +y rby 

( 1-z ) +y rby z

)

t r-r1 +u 
2A 

( 1-z ) +u saz

)^
dt

- ( r r( l-a ) ( 1-z) +r 
2a 

( 1-z ) +'r 
sa z )

1-z+yz)

( 12a)

s,,
ffi = ,(l-y)f (s) ((ur-"tr)-(ur-rr)+(yr-ylb) (12b)

and, ffi = z(1-z).f (s) ( (ar-rr)-(ur-"cr)+(yr-yr)b) (72c)

P, wlll be able to penetrate lf a, increases for smalf
vafues of z. Since, however, to and U6 may differ at differ-
ent sites, it is possible that zo(n) > zo(n-1), while zo(n+l")
< zo(n). "0 = 0 will be unstable, if the sequence {zo(n)} be-
comes larger than some value e > 0 from some value m of n,
i.e. if there is an e > 0 such that if zO(0) = 6 > 0 then
zo(n) > e for a:-.J- n > m. For smalL values of z

*; X , . f ( s ) . { ( u ,-r ,) - ( u ,-"r ,) + ( y ,-y ,) b} (13)

lf P1 and P2 coexist, there will be some E > 0 such that
Ar(n)ele,L-ei, i.e. neither the fraction of P, not the frac-
tion of P, in the total plasmid population decreases beneath
a certain threshold e. fn the absence of Ps, the sequence

{(ro(n),Ag(n))} has for each 6 >, at least one subsequence

{(xo(nO),as(nO) )} such that luo(nO)-Uo(nO*r)l < 6e(7-e),
which implies that
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l":;:' 
(, r,"(i))b(i)r,]- t '

l:;:' i,, ",,,,u,,,0,)* r,

ni*[1 
T+ ((ur-rr)-(ur-"rr)). jr=no \ r,"(i))dt +

, n. --1 f(uZ-rZ)-(uf"t1) 1-+1 r

-Tyrl- iEno lo ft"(i) )dt <

( rt+;

wh"re t = 16/(yt-y/1.
In that case z(ri*l) > z(nl if

n. --1 IL+t I
+ (\s-vz). 

iEro )o fft(i))b(i)dt > 0; therefore always if

(\.-\ r)
{ (a ,-'t ,) - (u r-r ,l 1ffi. ( (u ,-"t ,) - (w ,-r ,) )}

ln. --1 T \

1':t:'[0r,",,,,0,) - a/tr,-t,t > o (15)

tr \s> (u,-,,) c?++T +Wffi (16)

it is always possible to find a 6 > 0 such that inequality
(15) hol-ds. The same conditions hold for each aceumulation
point. Therefore, i-f inequality (16) ho1ds, the sequence

{zO(n) } has one or more increasing subsequences. Since only
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a finite number of elernents of the sequence {(xo(n),Uo(n))}
does not belong to a converging subsequenee, and some mini-
mal value k > 0 wil-f exist, such lJnat z(n+l")>k.z(n) for all-
n, tbe sequence {zO(n) } will always become larger than some

value e from some value of n if inequality (f6) nofds.
Therefore, if inequality (1'6) ho1ds, a third plasmid P,

can invade a population already containing the plasmids PJ

and Pz. This is the same condition as that for a thlrd plas-
mid to invade a bacterial population in a chemostat which

contains afready two plasmids (van der Hoeven, 1984: Chapter

2). However, it is irnpossibl-e that each plasmid can invade a
population containing the other two plasmids.

Can three pl-asmids coexist, although they cannot all
three invade a population already containg the other two? If
they can coexist, both Ut and a, should remain in the inter-
val (0,1), therefore some value e > 0 exists, such that
yr€1e,1-el and zre[ e,1-el for a]-1 t. The sequence

{ (r o(n) ,a 6(n), z o(n) ) } has at least one accumulation point
rlo,Uo,2ol . since (*0,a0i"0!.r^= {l_0,llx[ e,l-e] x[ e,7-e] J,

the accumufation point (ig,ig,io)ev, and there exist, for
each 6 > a, an n, and n, such lhat

(ro(nr),uo(no),zo(no)),(X0,lo,!ol) < 46e(1-e) for i =

1",

SO

d(
z,

lu r(rr) -a o(nr) | < 6e(7-e,)

and lzo(nr)-zo(nr)l < 6e(1-e,t

The first inequalitY l-eads to

'z-1 T

I ( (a r-r r) -(u r-r r) ) . jz=, t \, f t u ( i ) ) dt

(77 a)

(17b)

n^-L TZ(
- (yr-\2).;L-- J tr"(i))b(i)dtl < 6, ,"1 

0

and the second to

(1Ba)
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nz-l T
l( (ur-"rr)-(ar-rr) ). .L \ ff" (i) )dt -

l=nt b

n^-1 Tzr- (\r-t")..L t fr"(i))b(i)dtl < 6
1=u J" '"1 0

( 1Bb )

both conditions canSince 6 can be chosen arbitrarily sma11,

only hold if

\l - \z \s - \z
(u r-r r) -(u r-"c r) - (u r-"r r) -(u r-"c r)

( 19 )

This condition is very unlikely to be fu1fi1led. (tne
parameters shoul-d be in a subset of the parameter space with
measure 0). Therefore, it is impossibl-e that the sequence

{ (r o(n) ,A o(n) , z o(n) I } rras an accumul-ation point in
f = {t 0,11x[e,1-elx[ e,J-e] ]. Since e > 0 can be taken
arbiNrari-Iy sma11 and the sequence has to have at least one

accumulation point, it follows that at the accumul-ation
point either A = A (no Pr) or y = 1 (no Pr), or z = 0 (no Pr)
or z = I (no Pr), which implies that at least one plasmid
gets expe1led. This proves that three plasmids cannot coexi-st
in a bacterial population subjected to a feast and famine

DISCUSSION

It is shown in this paper that a plasmid can be main-
tained in a bacterial population living under a feast and
famine regime, even if it reduces the growth rate of its bac-
terial host. This resuLt was already obtained by Stewart &

Levin (1977 ). ff plasmid-bearing bacteria need an equal
amount of resource per ce11 division as plasmid-free bac-
teria and the resource j-s exhausted, a stable initial plasmid
frequency wifl be reached. In other cases the frequency of
plasnid-bearers may oscillate. Two incompatible plasmids can
coexist, provided that one has a higher transfer rate and
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the other a higher intrinsic growth rate (hosts fitness
minus loss rate). When two plasmids coexist, they do not
have to occur in the same ratio at each bacterial transfer.
A great number of transfers may be needed before it becomes

clear which plasmid will win, or whether they can coexist.
Three plasmids can, however, never coexist. When a bacterial
population contains initially three plasmids, at least one

of them will be lost.
The qualitative results of this study strongly resemble

the concl-usions, reached in an earfier paper (van der Hoeven,

1!84: Chapter 2) for a bacterial populatlon in a chemostat.

By sequentlal transfer as well- as in a chemostat two plas-
mids ean coexist, provided they pursue different strategies
(a higher transfer rate versus a higher intrinsic growth

rate). Under both conditions it is impossible for three plas-
mids to coexist in the bacterial population. An important
difference is, however, Lhat with sequential transfer ln
many cases no stabfe equilibrla exist, while in a chemostat

stable equilibrium concentrations wifl be reached. The simi-
larity of the qualitative behavj-our of competing incompat-

ible plasmids in a bacterial continuous culture and in a bac-

teriaf sequentially transferred population wilf not be pre-
served when plasmids, which can surpress their ability to
conjugate, are considered (Chapter 5).

In the modef it is assumed that incompatible plasmids

exclude each other completely. When that assumption is re-
1axed, extra equations should be added to descrj-be the dy-
namics of bacteria carrying two or more plasmids. Moreover,

since the plasmids are incompatible, an extra equation has

to be added for each ratio of two plasmids occupying the

same host. The bacteria carrying two incompatible plasmids

will disappear from the population but new ones will arise
continuousfy by conjugation. In a previous paper (van der

Hoeven, in press: Chapter 4) I frave shown that, at least for
low copy number plasmids, plasmids inducing surface excLu-

sion, wiJ-1 have a selectlve advantage. tr'or high copy number

plasmids the dilution in frequency of the just entered plas-
mid by all the plasmid copies, that are already present, has
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nearly the same effect as surface exclusion. Experimentally,
surface exclusion has been found to be often quite strong
(Finger & Krishnapillai, 1980).

The model studied in this paper is based on the wide-
spread use of sequential transfer of bacterial populations
in laboratories. It can, however, also be considered as a

modef for rtseasonal" growth, in which only a fraction of the
bacteria survives to the next Itseasonrr with an ample food
supply. In that case, however, neither the initiaf food
supply, nor the initial bacterial concentration will be

constant. The time spent at each food site may al-so differ.
Will the qualitative result be influenced by a fluctuating
environment? In that case, the dynamieaf behaviour of the
different fractions r, A and a at site n are completely
determined by the initial frequencies *0, a0 and ar: the
initial bacteriaf density Bo, the initial nutrient concen-

tration s, and the duration of the period T(n). As long as

80, s, and T(n) are elements of closed and bounded sets,
i.e. as long as they have an upper fimit, the sane concfu-
slons can be drawn, based again on the argument that the se-
quence {(ro,ao,ra,B0,eo,T)} has to have at l-east one accumu-

lation point.
It appears that the conclusion that two incoropatible,

excludlng plasmids can coexj-st, but three cannot, has a

broad validity.
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CHAPTER 4:

EVOLUTION OF BACTERTAL SURFACE EXCLUSION

AGA]NST INCO'.IPffi

ABSTMCT

Many conjugative transferable plasmids exhibit surface exclusion

against plasmids of the same incompatibitity group. A mathematical

model is developed to calcul-ate under which conditions surface exclusion

against incompatible plasmids can evolve. It appears that plasmids

inducing surface exclusion can evolve and even replace non excluding

plasmids if the copy number is 1ow and the transfer rate high provided

that the cost of surface exclusion is small. They can more easily expel

the non excluding plasmids if the possession of a plasmid is not very

harmful for a bacterium and if the rate at which plasmids are lost is

smal1.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pl-asmids are pieces of extrachromosomaf, circufar DNA.

They occur abundantly in most bacteriat species (Bukhari,
Shapiro & Adhya, 1977). Most plasmids encode a mechanism for
their own replication, independent of the replication mechan-

ism of the bacterial chromosome. The replication rate is
probably fixed, and not influenced by the number of plasmids
present. Thls implies that during each ce1I cycle the same

number of plasmid replications will occur (Gustafsson et al.,
7978; Pritchard & Grover , tg9t). At ceII divi-sion the plas-
mids are distri-buted evenly over the daughter ce11s

(Pritchard & Grover, 1981). The combination of these two

mechanisms will result in a fixed number of plasmids at the
start of each cell cyc1e. This number is cal-led the copy

number of the plasmid.
Refated plasmids often use the same mechanism to regufate

fJournal of Theoretical Biology (in press)
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the number of replications. When two refated plasmids occur
in the same bacterial host, the nurnber of replicatlons is
the same as when only one of these plasmids is present, At
each replication, the plasmid which wiff be duplicated, is
chosen at random among all available plasmid copies. Related
plasmids also often use the same mechanism to ensure that
both daughter cel1s obtain the same number of plasmid copies
at bacterial cell- division. In that case, however, no dis-
tinction will be made between plasmid copies of the differ-
ent types, so that both daughler cel-l-s wilf not necessarify
contain the same number of each plasmid type. As a resuft of
the inability to distinguish related plasmids at replication
and segregation, the descendants of a bacterium containing
two refated plasmids wil-1 eventually consist of bacteri,a
with either the flrst or the second plasmid type, but never
with both. Pl-asmids are ordered according to this property
into incompatibility groups (Datta, 1979) . Novick & Hoppen-
steadt (1978), fshii, Hashimoto-Gotoh & Matsubara (7978) and

Cul-Ium & Broda (1979) have developed a model to predict the
rate at whieh bacteria containing two different plasmids of
the same incompatibility group are lost in a population.

Some plasmids are capable of infectious transmission to
other bacteria i-n case of cell to cel1 contact between their
host and another bacterium. This process is caffed conjuga-
tion. Since only one strand of the plasmid DNA is trans-
ferred, the number of copies 1n the original host is kept
constant.

Many conjugationally transferable plasmids change the
cell- membrane of their host in such a way that plasmids of
the same Nype cannot enter their host. This phenomenon is
calfed cel-l surface exclusion. In many cases not only plas-
mids of the same type are excluded, but also refated pJ-as-

mids (l,iill-etts and Maule , 1974; Finger and Krishnapillai,
1980). AS a result, plasmids belonging to the same incompat-
ibllity group often excLude each other. However, in contrast
with incompatibility, surface exclusion is not afways recip-
rocal.

Surface exclusion is produced by a change in the ceI1
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membrane of the bacteriaf host. This alteration will probably
decrease bacteriaf fitness, for if it were advantageous, bac-
teria would be expected to encode this property on their own

chromosome. However, among conjugationally transferable plas-
mids surface exclusion i-s a common property, which suggests
that il confers some advantage to a plasmid. This advantage
could stem from the fact that surface exclusion frees a plas-
mid from competition at segregation with retated plasmids.
In this paper, a mathematical model is constructed to analyse
the evolutionary dynamics of surface exclusion. The model
predicts that, even if the avoidance of the foss of bacter-
ial- hosts as a result of incompatibility segregation is the
only advantage of surface exclusion, surface exclusion will
be sefected under broad conditions as long as the decrease
in fitness it causes is smal1, the copy number low and the
transfer rate suffj-ciently high.

II DISCRETE MODEL

A. Basic assumptions

Suppose there are two types of plasmids, one type (p+)
which induces its host to prevent the entrance of refaled
plasmids, while the other type (P-) does not induce surface
exclusion.

The presence of surface exclusion i-s supposed to lower
the fitness of the bacterial- host.

The plasmids are assumed to be closefy related, belonging
to the same incompatibility group,

Since incompatibility segregation oceurs only at cell di-
vision, it is a discrete process. Therefore a model with dis-
crete bacterial generations wil-1 be constructed. However,
since most bacterial populations are not synchronized, and
because a continuous time model is mathematically more tract-
ab1e, a contj-nuous version of the model will also be analysed

During each bacterial generation the following events can
occur (and ln this order):

1. conjugation
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2. plasmid replication
l. bacterial mortality
4. plasrnid loss
5. bacteriaf division combined with plasmi-d segragation.

Both plasmid types have the same copy number ltl. For simplic-
ity 1t is assumed that plasmid replication continues until
twice the copy number is attaj,ned irrespective of the number

of plasmlds at the beginning of the replication phase.

A bacterium wil-1 exhibit surface excl-usion against both
plasmid types if it contains at least one P+ plasmld.

Finally, the population size is assumed to be constant;
therefore half of the bacterial population will die before
cell divislon.

C onj ugat ion

Eaeh cell- cycle ls assumed to start with a period during
which conjugation can occur after an accidental coflision
between a plasmid-bearing bacterium and a potential recipi-
ent. Both plasmid-free bacteria and bacteria carrying only
P- plasmids are potential recipients.

The probability per unit of time of such a colfision is
proportional to the concentrations of both the potential
donor ce1ls and the potential recipi-ents' Therefore, the

transfer rate is assumed to be proportional to the product
ol these concentrations. The proportionality parameter is
call-ed |. i-evin, Stewart & Rice (1979) have shown that this
assumption is fairly accurate.

It is assumed thal, if a donor bacterium contains both P-

and P+ pfasmids, each ptasmid copy has an equal chance to be

transferred. However, a plasmid, which has just been trans-
ferred into a new host will not be transferred agai-n durlng
that generation.

It is assumed that each potential recipient can receive
at most one plasmi-d by means of conjugation in one transfer
period. This assumpti-on has several advantages. First, if
each bacterium receives at most one plasmid, no bacterium
will contain more than twi-ce the copy number fl after a
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transfer period. In the second place, one does not have to
make awkward assumptions about the immediate effect of a P+

plasmi-d on the surface exelusion of its new host. Besides,
if the transfer period i-s short, the probability of acqulring
more than one plasmid wllf be smal-l- anyhow.

On the other hand, I have assumed that the ability of a

bacterium to serve as a donor during one transfer period is
unrestricted. However, as long as the transfer period is
short, multiple conjugations will- be extremely rare.

These assumptions wil-I lead to the fol-lowing dynamics of
the potential recipients (concentration l), the potential
donors (concentration 0) and the bacteria whlch have re-
ceived a pfasmid (concentration rrl) during the transfer period

-Yq0

0

YEP

in which ? ir a measure for
ning of a transfer period 6

= u(0) = A. At the end of a

concentrations are therefore

tu

E(t) = E(o)e-irf(o)

Q(T) = Q(0)

u(r) = E(0) tr-n-)r\f ol,

(ra)

(1b)

(1c)

the transfer rate. At the begin-
is equal to e(0), 0 = 0(0) and u.r

transfer period of length 7 the

4=dt

du-

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

Therefore, the probability that a potential recipient"will
acquire a plasmid during the transfer period is [ 7 -"-irAfol,

Let the probability that a new-acquired plasmid is P- be

f- and that it is P+ b" f* = 1-f Since both plasmid types
have equal probabi.li-ty of being transferred, it follows that
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f =
number of P pLasnids .at the _gtart of t4e lransfet' -period . .ioiaT-niiTbi of plasmids at the stat't of bhe transfer period

After the transfer period the number of plasmids in a bac-
terium can be 0, 1, N or N + l. The bacteria earrying J or
N + 1 plasmids have acquired a plasmid by means of conjuga-
tion. Bacteria containing N + L plasrnids after the transfer
period, have been plasmid-bearing as well as potentlaf re-
cipients at the start of the transfer period, carrying ,1/ of
the P plasmids at that time. If 1ll -- 7, naL all bacteria
with one plasmid have obtained that plasmid during the trans-
fer period.

2. Plasmid replication

After the transfer period the plasmids in the bacteria
are assumed to replicate. This replication will conti-nue un-
ti1 the cells contain 2,V plasmids each.

It is assumed that the plasmid replications occur success-
ively and that for each duplication a plasmid is chosen at
random among afl available plasmids. Newly made plasmids can

also duplicate. The same replication model has been used by

Novick & Hoppensteadt (1978) and by Cul1um & Broda (1979) in
cal-culating the rate at which incompatible plasmids will-
separate. In fact the replication model is a special case of
Polyars urn scheme (Fe11er, t96B).

Thus the probability of a bacterium to end up with 2N - i
of the P and 7 of the P+ plasmids when it start wlth k of
the P- and r: of the P+ plasmids is

p (k.,,,, , =f (i-" 1 (l-l/ L:;:,) lluu ,"",-'
I c otherwlse .

(3)

When the concentration of bacteria carrying 2N - i of the P

and j of the P+ plasmids after plasmid replication is denoted

as x] (2N-j,j) ana the concentration of bacteria carrying k

of the P- and r of the P+ plasmids before replication is
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denoted as X(k,r) luhen

1Nx' (2N-j,j) = L p(N-r,t,,j)x(N-r,r)+p(N,1,i)x(N,1), (4a)
a-fi

lor0<i<2N,

xl tzN, 0) = x(N,0)+x(N+1,0)+x(1,0), and (4b)

14c )xl {0,2N) = x(o,N)+x(0,1)

J. Bacterial mortality

After plasmid replication, some of the bacteria will die.
The probability of dying depends on bacteriaf fitness, which
is determined by the presence or absence of plasmids and of
surface exclusion.

To keep the modef as simple as possible f have assumed

the population size to be constant.
Since all surviving bacteria will divide, the population

size will remaj-n constant if half of the bacterial population
survives.

Let the relati-ve fitness of bacteria with at l-east one P+

plasmid, with onl-y P- plasmids, and without plasmids be re-
spectively u, a+s7r ond u+s0. Then the surviving fraction of
these three types will- be respective\y ,lu/V1, Ll (a+sr)/Vl
and. bl (u+s 

O) /V) in which iz is the mean fltness of the po-
pulat ion .

Pfasmid loss

At cel-l division sorne bacteria may lose their plasmids.
However, to simplify the modef I assume plasmid loss to be a

separate step just before ce11 division. The probability
that a plasmid-bearing bacterium loses all its plasmids is
equal to r. After losing all i-ts plasmids a bacterium will
become a normal- plasmid-free bacterium.
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Bacteriaf division combined with pl-asmid segregation

At the end of each cel-I cycle the bacteria will divide.
AlI plasmid-bearing bacteria contaj.n 2,V plasmids prior to
ce11 division. At ce11 division the plasmids are distributed
equally over the daughter ce1fs. No discrimination is made

between the two types of plasmid. Given these assumpti-ons,
the distribution of the two plasmid types over the daughter
cel1s will be hypergeometric (see afso Novick & Hoppensteadt
I)fB and. Cullum & Broda, 7979).Thus the probability that a

particular daughter celI of a bacterium, carrying (zn-k) of
the P plasmids and k of the P+ plasmids contains (zv-i) of
the P- and j of the P+ plasmi-ds, is

q(k,j) = (5)

AI1 symbols used in this model are listed in table I

B. The special case of copy number .V -- 7

In fig. 1 the most simple case (copy number 1V=1) is shown

schematically. In the first period of the cel1 cycle poten-
tial recipients receive a plasmid with probability I * cl.

(1-a) = (1-e*pf-lr.teonc. pLasmid-beaving bactet'ial ), as de-
rived in secti-on fI-A-1. After the transfer period the plas-
mid will replicate until each plasmid-bearing bacterium con-
tains 2 plasmids (21[).

Half of the baeteria will die. The survival probability
of a bacterium, depending on its plasmid content, is defined
in section II-A-1.

Some plasmid-bearing bacteria will loose their plasmids
and become again normal plasmid-free bacteria. At the end of
the ce11 cycl-e all bacteria will divide and the p]-asmids are
equally distributed over the daughter ce1ls of their host
bacterium.

Let the frequency at the start of the rth ceII cycle of
P- bearing bacteria be denoted by Zm(0) and of P+ bearing
bacteria by Z^(L).
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TABLE I

List of Parameters

P , P': plasmids \^rithout/with surface exclusion.

N t copy number of a plasmid.

Z.--(i) z discrete frequency of bacteria carrying (li/-z) copies of P and i
m-'

copres ot y .

Ai : (continuous) a linear combination of Z(i)'s,

N n-, N
s 'r r z(j); u*= ,t_" (j/N).2(j).so- jlo N il .r-v

tt : fitness of bacteria bearing at least orr. P* plasmid.

u+s7 : fitness of bacteria bearing only P plasmids.

D+s0 : fitness of plasmid-free bacteria.
V* : mean fitness during th. mth generation.

T : (discrete) probability of plasmid loss per gefleration;

(continuous) plasmid loss rate per generation time.

V , (discrete) transfer rate during the transfer period (in volume x
-! -lx cell'x time ').

I : (discrete) lengthe of the transfer period.
y : (discrete) = |.f.totat bacterial concentration;

(continuous) transfer rate per generation time.

o^ : the probability that a potential recipient will not receive a

plasmid during the transfer period of the ,th g"rr"t.tiorr.

f^,f), frequency of P-,P+ plasmids in the rth gu.,"t".ion (f-+1)=4.

p(k,r,,j): the probability that a bacterium which contains before plas-

mid replication k copies of P and t' of { will contain after

plasmid replication (2N-i) copies of P and i of P+.

q(k,j): the probability that a daughter cell of a bacterium containing
(21tr-k) copies of P and k copies of P+ will contain (/t/-i) copies

of P and j ot f.

The probability that a potential recipient wifl not re-

seive a plasmid by conjugation during the ,u" g"r,e"ation is
equal to

o = n-\(zm(o)+zm(1)) (6)
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,/r*/v

bocteriol deoth

Fig. l. A diagrarn of the successive events in a cell- cycle of the model.

The arrows indicate possible transitions, and at each arrow the

expectation of that transition is given.

where \ = \f.ItotaL bacteyiaL coneentyationl,
-+Let f^ and f' denote the fractions of all plasmids which

are respectively P- and P+ al the start of the ,u" gene"-
at ion:

Jm

rm

= t (0)/(Z (0)+z (1))
mmm

z (1)/(z (o)+z (1))mmm

(7 a)

(zr)

The mean fitness
eration is equal

of
to

the bacterial population in the ,th gen-

vm = u+a 0{t-z^(0)-zm(t)}a^+s r{zm(0)o^*f;(1-a*) 
(1-zm(1) )}

(B)
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So the reLation between the frequencies of p and P+ bearing
bacteri-a at the start of two successive generations is

o /^\ - /a -.("r*') -Z^*1(0) = (1-r)-T-.1Zm(A)a^+11-Zm(1) ) (1-a^) frl +

+ u(l-r,; .[ zm(o) rt-a,) f)t (ea)
and

with o
m

and I/.m
P can
> z (1)

m

, a(1-'r)
m+L' -' - V

m

+r.Z (0)(1-a )f'm m "m
(9b)

Only one plasmid type present

If only one plasmid type is present - p+, say - equation
(9b) reduces to

z^*1( 7l = -#.1 zm( 1 ) + ( 1-an) ( 1-zm( 1) ))
m

(10)

y > (s ^+ru)/a(1-"r)t)

If inequality (11) is satlsfied the frequency of
bacteria wil-l tend to a stable equilibrium Z(L),
implicitly given by the equation

if z _(1)m+J

( 11)

with0<Z(1)<7-r,
If, howeve?, P* cannot invade a plasmid-free population
(y<(s"+ru)/u(l-t)), l'+ might stilf be able to maintain itself.U
as long as y exceeds a certain minimum value l^in(7), an ex-
pression for which is derived in^appendix A. In that case
equation (12) has two solutions Zt(1) and Z2(1), with

Z (1)+(1-Z (0)-Z (1))(1-a )t+n m m m'm

= e-yzm( 1 )

= d + s^(1-Z (1))aumm
i-nvade a plasrnid-free bacterial population
for small- values of Zm(1), so if

.| bearang
which is
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a < z1(1) < Znin(1) < Z2(1) < L-r. (Zn.n(1) is the equilib-
rium frequency of z(.1 ) it I = \^r)n). rf the inj-tia1 frequency

is beneath 2r{l), P+ vrill disappear, while if it is above

ir{l) tn" frequency of 
^P+ 

bearing bacteria will tend to the

equilibrium frequency Zr(1) .

The case in which only P- plasmids are present is exactly
analogous, with il replaced by r,; + s, and ", 

by t 0 - "1'
Equation (10) is derived from the special case of N = 1-'

However, since the copy number only influences the competi-

tion between incompatible plasmids equation (10) is indepen-

dent of copy number.

D. Evolution of surface excl-usion i. t1l9-rl9!.ul-9e!S-N = 1-

Can P+ invade
other words, can

answer is yes; P+

-*ry / h ) ^
e-'t Lt u, ( ( s.+La) z(0) -s.) < buZ(0 )-s.rtl

(13)

where z(0) is the equilibrium frequency of P- prior to intro-
duction of P+. (For a derivation of inequality (1J), as well
as (14) and (15), see appendix B). It foll-ows, that the ex-

cluding plasmid can always penetrate i-n a population with
only non-excluding plasmids if s, < 0, that is, if surface

exclusion has no negative effect on bacterial fitness. If
surface excl-usion reduces the fitness of bacteria, a surface

excfusion induci-ng plasmid can stiIl penetrate provided

{u(so-sr)} = o (14)

If o > zmin(0) (the minimum of the stable equilibrium fre-
quencies or"'-p'= in absence of P+) then surface exclusion will
become established if
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1y, 6{Lnl (1-o) ( (s 
o-s r)o+(u+s r) ( 1-'r) )l -Lnl (u+s r) (1-r-o)l }

(15 )

In fig.2 line relatj-on between s, (tfre Oitterence in fit-
ness induced by surface exclusion) and y is given for whlch
P+ can invade an equilibrium with P . For some parameter

values, it is possible for P+ to invade a P- equilibrlum al-
though neilher P nor P+ can penetrate in a plasmid-free po-
pulation, In that case the lnvasion of a P equilibrium by a

P+ plasmid may lead to the extinction of both plasmids (fig.
3). So, surface excfusion can become established under broad
conditions and it becomes more prolitabfe if the transfer
rate ls high.

tr 
r.-l 

@
I

@

0-ro 0.05 0.10
...-sl

Eig. 2. Competition bet\.reen P+ and P plasmids, discrete model. For

given s, and 'r (2a: 
"0 = 0.ll , = 0.001; 2bz sO = 0.1, t = 0.01;

2c'. sO = 0.01, T = 0.01) ,P* plasmid can intrude into an equi-
librium of P- plasmids if the combination of the values of s,
and y are above the broken line in tine (sr,\) plane. A P plas-
mid can invade an equilibrium of P* plasmids it (sr,\) is be-

neath the solid line. Below the dotted line a P plasmid cannot

invade in a plasmid-free situation. In all cases the copy number

/t/ = l.

o/



L r.016 1.0

,lol

ET\
,t o'] \ osrl\tt\ t\

^)Y

1.00.0 0.25 0.s0 0.0

Frequency P*

Fig. 3. Some examples of the dynamics of competition between P+ and P-

plasmids, discrete model. In all figures a P+ plasmid invades a

bacterial population at equilibrium, carrying plasmid P .

sn = O.l; st = 0.01 and t = 0.001. The equilibrium frequencies

oi (p*,p-) are indicated by o. fn all examples a P* mutant can

invade the equilibrium with P plasmids. 3a: Y = 0.09. The P+

plasmid expels the P ptasmid, but as a consequence becomes ex-

tinct itself, Neither P+ ,or P can invade a plasmid-free bac-

terial population. 3b: y = 0.095' The P+ plasmid almost expels

the P plasmid, and as a consequence becomes almost extinct it-
self. The few remaining P plasmids can increase in frequency

when P* plasmids are rare. This interaction results in a limit
cycle. 3c: y = 0.1. The P+ plasmid expels the P plasmid and an

equilibrium with only P+ plasmids is reached. However, the P+

plasmid is not able to invade a plasmid-free population. 3d: y =

0.105. The P+ plasmid expels the P plasmid. The P+ plasmid can

now also intrude into a plasmid-free population.

Can the loss of surface exclusion ever be advantageous?

Yes, it might, in case

b8
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The derivation of the inequality is analogous to that of in-
equality (11). Inequality (16) can only hold if s, > 0, that
is, if surface exclusion confers a sel-ective disadvantage.
Inequality (16) combined wlth equation (12) implies bhat P

can invade an equilibrium with p+ if

where | --

rl t

/z

(17 )

,(u+s O) 
+ ( bu+s 1) 

( s O+wr 1 -

/l {s ,(u+s o) 
+ ( $u+s ,) ( s o+u'r ) }2 -4s os ,( $u+s ,)

so(sr+Lu)

It fol-fows , lbaL P can invade a P+ equilibrium if

y : *{ Ln (1-n) (sort+u(1-r) ) -Ln(u(l-r-n))t ( 1B )

provided that n > Zm.n(L). In fig.2 the relation between s,
and y for some values of ur, tO 1nd'r 

is given for vrhich P-
can invade an equilibrium with P'. Thus a non-excl-uding plas-
mid may be abl-e to invade a bacterial population in whlch
only exeluding plasmids are present, and may even expel that
plasmid, but only i-f surface exclusion is sufficiently harm-

ful- for a bacterium and il the transfer rate is smalf.

E. The general discrete model- with copy number 1tl

For an arbi-trary copy number 1t7 the modef can be derived
in exactly the same way as was done for,l/ = 1. The various
transition probabilities are given in section II'A. Lel z*(i)
be the frequency of bacteria carrying zj of the P+ and fa-Tl
of the P- plasmids in the ,th gun".ution. The frequencies of

thP and P'ptasmids at the start of the rn"" generation are
respectively,

(19a)

,r-"r,\,

N

f"m = .I^(N-i)z (i)/.L^N.z (i)
1-=U m 1,=U m
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and
f+um .L^iZ (i)/.L^N.z (4) = 1-fL=U fr z=U m -m (19b)

recipient will- not reeeive
,th guo""rtion is given by

(20)

th1n tne m gen-

The probability that a potential
a plasmid by conjugation in the

N

- -y .t ^Z (i)a" = e 'L=u m
m

The mean fitness of the bacterial population
eratlon is equal to

N
V = ?,)+s ^( 1- .Z ^ZMUL=UM

+ s.{z (0)a
lmm

p (k,r, j )

(i) )a +
m

N
+(1-.L-Z (i) ) (1-a )f- \1-=J m m

I

(21)

(22)

(24a)

N-1
.l o!r{o ( N-r', r',k ) . z*( r )

(sr+u) (1-r)
+ - - t ry. l1),J' V 't'm'-' 'm

m

if k < zu-i
andr<j
otherwise

j +p ( N, 1,k) zm( 0 ) ( 1-c.i f;l
N

+(1- jz=tzm(i) ) (L-a*)f-)

("'.il-lr\

and

q(k,i) =li)1,,!,_il,\,,:,) G1)

as defined respectively in section A2 and A5.

.,, , _-, N
z .-(o) = -\!- '/ .L-o(k.0).m+t v K=1' '

i-)1
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t

,, / 1 
-* 

|\ wt! r/

M+J V
m

2N-1. N-1

t<L=u 
q ( k, N ) .t 

rL=1 
(p ( N-t:, r,k ) z

N

+z *( N ) * ( t- jL=Oz^( i ) ) ( 1-"^) f;

. u(1-r)u^+7t" - V
m

In this section a continuous
be developed. First, we rePlace
variables y-., given by

N

lt = ,\" e_..2(j)
u d-v vd

) +p (N,1 
"k) 

Zm( 0 ) ( 1-c 
m) 

f;l

( 24b )

version of model (24) wilf
the variables Z(z) bY new

(25)

(t:)
m

]

N +j N-1

t L=i q (k' i ) .1 oL-r(P 
( N-r" r, 

" 
k ) . z 

^( 
t, ) ) +p ( N , 1 , k ) . z 

m( 
0 ) { I -a 

^) 
1+l

far j = 1, 2, ..., N-7 (24c)

Unfortunately, the model is in its general forn rather un-

tractabl-e. However, the continuous equivalent of model (24)

is easier to handle,

III. THE CONTINUOUS TIME MODEL

This linear transformation is chosen such that
-1lo.t jl = lnijl 'LleOrl , in which

l"iil is the ((N+1)x(N+1)) matrix with elements

2N
d., =,.L^q(k,i).p(n-k,k,j ),LJ K=U',
and A is a diagonaf matrix with diagonal elements trr,\r,...,
Ir. -Therefore, if the el-ements of t e...1 -1 are denoted by

nij', then e-'O is an eigenvector ot laril with corresponding
eigenvalue I .. The matrix I a,rl has two identical largest
eigenvalues, l, and trr, both equal to 1- The variables gn

and. yr denote respectively the frequency of P- and P+ pfl"-
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mids multiplied by the
so,

't tt--'
A^ = L ";;"2(i)

u.^tv

frequency of plasmid bearing bacteria,

(26a)

(26b)

(27 a)

(27b)

and tu.
- L^,..

UN = ,L^NZ(L)

Furthermor€t €..n = €;- = 0 for i = 1r2r.,.,N-1, therefore1,U LIV

"O'O = 7 and 
"OU = 0, and

N.N-L
z(o) = .r^";;Ui=Uo+ .L_"iiu.L=U L=.1

Let v, - 1n^yi, then l0 = a and uiy = 0, since l, = 1,1, -- I and
li. 0 for i = 7,2,...,N-7, Putting

N_1 N
6, = ".L-rer.. ,L_-.q(i,i)p(N,1,j) lor k = 7,2,...,N-7 and.

^L .l-u
denoting the eontinuous equivalentE of the parameters y: r:
s, and s, also by y, r, e0 and sl, the eontinuous version of
model (24) becornes

!0 = -Ta0 + (y-sO)UO(1-UO-gr) +

N-1 _,+ (u^+ t e^'.a,)(s,(L-y^)-\a^,/(N+l )),", i_1 rJ-J t -u 'tu

uN = -raN + (Y-so)ar(l-uo-gr) +

N_7 _,* (a 
0* ,Z ," oiu i) 

(-s 
rU N+\A N/ 

(N+1) ) ,

and

a 7, = -ry O+t)ka k-s 0 
( 1-y o-g *) * ,, n!rr=',

-1
" o-j, j) ( -s ,a u+'r 6oa ,) ,

(27 c)
for k = 1,2,...,N-1.

If onJ-y one of the plasmid types is present Ai = 0 lor
'L - rtz,...,tu-t. A. p' (p ) plasmid will increase in frequency
when introduced in a plasmid-free bacterial population if
lU , 0 (AO , 0) for smal-l values o7 AN (gO), therefore if
'( > s0+r (t>so-sr+r). An other vrords a plasmid will increase

t<



in frequency .if its transfer rate compensates both the de-
crease in bacterial- fitness caused by the plasmid and the
loss rate of the plasmid. fn absence of the other plasmid,
the frequency of P+ (P- ) bearing bacteria wifl tend to a

stable equilibrium of I -t/ (y-s O) ( 1-"c/ (\-s n+s, ) ) , provided
+-P' (p ) can invade a pl-asmid-free population. If P- (p ) can-

not invade a plasmid-free population, no (stable) equilibrium
exists wiLh only p* (p-).

Can an excluding plasmid mutant invade a plasmid popula-
tion consistlng entirely of non-excluding plasmids? Yes it
wil1, if the Jacobian matrix of system (ZT) at the equilib-
rium point wlth P- and without P+ has at lasl one positive
eigenvalue. It appears that the largest eigenvalue of that
Jacoblan matrix is

-1+ (y-s 
o) 

( L-U 
O) 

+y 
o( -s f\ / (N+t ) ) .

Therefore, since io = ,-r/(\-so+s
can invade a bacterial population
excJ-uding plasmi-ds if

,), an excluding plasmid
containing already non-

Y>

t/ o 
o

and

lro0

-"rr]ur,
[;:

-sr)+r+(N+1)sr+

( s 
O-s r) +r+ ( N+1 ) r r)2 -< ( u+l ) s r( s 

o

1-s./s. for s./s^ < 1//(N+2)
IUJU_

(u+1)sr/so for sr/sO > 1/(N+2)

or s" < 0.
l-

(see fig. 4 and 5)
Many plasmid species have a very sma11 loss rate.

Nordstrdm & Aagaard-Hansen (1984), for instance estimated
the probability of plasmid loss to be less then J.10-6 per
cel-I and per generation. If t can be neglected, condition
(28) for P+ to be abfe to lnvade a P- equilibrium reduce to

(28 )

(29a)

(29b)

invadeInequality (29a) is exactly the condition for
plasmid-free bacterial population. Therefore,

P- to
if 'r
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1.0.- s/so

Fie. 4. Competition between P+ and P plasmids, continuous model. For

given r/sO and ltl (4a: r/s.: O.l, 1ll = li 4b' r/sO = 0.01 , N = 1,

4c: r/s' = 0.01, lV = 5) a P' plasmid can iotrude into an equilib-
rium of P- plasmids if the combination of the values ot sr,/s'
and, y/s' is above the broken line in the (sr,/s.,\/s,) p1.an.e.

A P plasrnid can invade an equilibrium of P' plasmids if
(sr/sO"t/s) is beneath the solid line. Below the dotted line a

P plasmid cannot invade a plasmid-free population.

negligible, the P+ plasmld can always invade an equilibrj-um

with P- plasmids if sr/so < l/(w+z). Since P+ can only in-
vade a plasmid-free population if "f /" 0 ' 1" ('c'0 ), it follows
from eondition (29a) that if sr/so < 1/(N+2) then P+ can

easier be established in a population with P- than in a

plasmid-free population.
On the other hand, the condition for a P mutant to be

abl-e to invade a P+ population, is that the Jacobian matrix
of system (27) has at least one positive eigenvalue at equi-

+-fibr"ium with P' and without P This condition reduces to
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'ilr,

I'o

plasmids is marked with
tion if \/s0 > l.0l and

(sr/so=0.5).

.......*N

a l. Y can only

P- if. y/sO > 0.91

Fig. 5. Competition between

P' and P plasmids,

continuous mode1. For

r/s^ = 0.01 and both.U
for s-/s^ = 0.1 andI'U
sr/so = 0.5 the mini-
mal value of y/s 

O for
_+which a P plasmid

can invade an equilib-
rium of P plasmids

(both plasmids with
copy number ,V) is
markedwithaiand
the maximal value of
y/s ^ for which a P,. 

U

plasnid can invade an

equilibrium of P+

invade a plasmid-free popula-
(sr/sO=0.1) or y/sO > 0.51

-r+(\-s ^) ( 1-u--)+s --\u --/ (w+l) > 0u "lv I "lu'

Since uN = 1-r/(y-so), it follows from inequality (10) that
a non-excfuding pl-asmid can estabfish itsel-f if

(10)

(31)
s 0+'t+(N+1)s r+'/ (s 

o+r+(N+1) s 1)'-4 (N+1) s os,
'z

and s1> 0 (see fi-g. 4 and 5)
This inrplies that if'r is negligible P can only invade a P+

bearing bacterj.al- population if

\/s0 < (N+1)sr/so and sr,/sO > 1/(w+t) (12)

If sr/s0 < 1/(N+1), P+ will expel P- ptasmids from the
population, provi-ded P+ can establish itsel-f in a plasmid-
free bacterial population (fig. 4). But even if r is not
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negl-igible, P+ will expel P- if surface exclusion is not
harmful for the bacteriaf host. l,{oreover, the presence of P

will facil-itate the invasion of P+ if surface exclusion is
only slightly disadvantageous, provlded , . 

"0.
In general, the selective advantage for a plasmid to in-

duce surface exclusion increases with decreasing fitness loss
of the bacterial host due to the excl-usion, with lncreasing
transfer rate, and with decreasing copy number.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the previous sections conditions were derived for the
evolution of plasmid-induced surface excluslon. How 1ike1y
are these conditions to be fu1filled? For a number of par-
ameters used in this study, it is possible to obtain realis-
tic estlmates based on empirical evidence. The influence of
a plasmid on bacterial fitness appears to be very variable.
Ziind & Lebek (1980), for instance, found that the generation
time of baeteria carrying different pl-asmids might vary be-
tween 29 and,58 min. (mean (and median) 16 min.; s.d. 6.6
min,), compared to a generation time of the plasmid-free bac-
teria of J0 min. Thls is equivalent with values of s, between

-0 .01 and 0 .93 (mean 0 .2t s .d. 0 .22) .

The plasmid loss rate is in most cases very sma1I. Nord-
str6m, Molin & Aagaard-Hansen (1980) and Nordstr6m & Aagaard-
Hansen (1984) could detect no loss of respectively R1 and

Rl-drd-t9 plasmids in an E. coli strain, which implied a loss
rate of less then 10-4 and 3.rc-6 respectively.

The copy number of plasmids can vary greatly (frorn 1 to
over 800 (Projan, Carleton & Novlck, l9B3)). However, most

conjugatlve plasmids have a relatively 1ow copy number
(somewhere between 1 and 10).

The transfer rate appears to be rather sma11 in most ex-
periments. Levin, Stewart & Rice (1979) found the transfer
rate per donor and per recipient to be almost independent of
the recipient concentration. Their estimates of the transfer
rate per donor are in the range of L.5.L0-12 to 2.0,10-9 ml/
(cel-l x hour) in an exponentially growing population. This
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would fead to values of y somewhere between 5,10-5 and 1O-1

if the bacterial population density is in the order of to8/ml.
The estimates of Freter, Freter & Brickner (1983) are of
about the same magnitude.

Cullum, Col-lins & Broda (1978a) state that the transfer
rate per donor reaches a maximum for high recipient concen-
trations (above 2.fiT cefls/ml). According to them, the maxi-
mum transfer rate is afmost 1 per donor generation (corre-
sponding to values of y of almost 1). Stocker, Smith & Ozeki
(1963) found that donors with newly acquired plasmids are
far more efficient. They lose their efficiency after 3 Lo 7

generations. The above mentioned estimates of the transfer
rate are, however, all based on in vitro experiments. Esti-
mating the natural transfer rate is much more difficult.
Caugant, Levin & Selander (1981) have looked for evidenee ol
plasmid transfer between human gut bacteria without, however,
finding convincing evidence of transfer. On the other hand,

Freter, Freter & Brickner (1983) state that the transfer rate
per donor and per recipient is about the same in vivo and in
vitro, but that transfer eannot be easily detected in vivo,
because the bacterial density is much fower.

To my knowledge no research has been done on the cost of
surface excl-usion for a bacterium. If that property were ad-
vantageous for a bacterium, one would expect the evolution
of bacterial gene(s) for surface exclusion, which might lead
to plasmlds developing another transfer mechanism. However,

it is not clear how harmful surface exclusion is to bacteria,
and to what extent the bacterial fitness loss caused by a

plasmid is due to the induction of it.
Not knowing how much of the decrease in bacterial grovrth

rate is caused by surface exclusion makes it difficult to
predict when surface exclusion wifl- become established. How-

ever, as long as surface exclusion is only responsible for a

smalL part of the fi"tness decrease, soy about 10l,1ow copy

number plasmids, i.e. most conjugative plasmids, will devef-
op surface excl-usion against other, incompatible plasmids.
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APPEND]X-A

+
MINTMU}{ VALUE OF Y FOR WIIICH A P PLAS}{ID CAN BE MAINTAINED ]N ABSENCE

OF P PLASMIDS

The relation between the frequency of plasmid-bearing bacteria in
generation m and,m + 7 is given by equaEion (10). A shorthand notation
for it is

In
one

z -(1) = f(Z (1) )m+L-m

the interval 10,11 f(Z) is an increasing
point of inflection. At equilibriln f(Z)
0 always exists. Since f(7) = 1 - T < 1,

(A-l )

function which has at most

= Z tir,e trivial equilibrium
exactly one non-trivial

(A-2)

equilibrium value exists in case ffl ,=O 
. ,.

If two different non-trivial equilibrium values exist, one will be

stable (the largest) and one instable (the smallest). For given ul, s,
and T the two equilibrium values will approach each other if Y de-

creases. They will coincide on the boundary of the area in which there

are no and two non-trivial equilibria. In that .^t" Z^in is a solution
of equation (12) and

df, ^
Sq I a

m1,n

which implies that Z is a solution of
nrLn

(A-3)

The stable non-trivial equilibrium value of (A-l) wi11, if existing,

(ar+s ^) ( 1-'c ) -2s ̂ ( 1-'c ); . +s ^;2 .
U U M1-N UMLN

/1-7 ltt a . ). tm,n
f-.

Z
mLn

always be larger thet Z^rn.

For given values of tt, s O arrd

stable equilibriun with P+ exist

7B

,l -a1(1-"t) A+(s^1n)(J-1)Z , -s^L J.' tl m'?,?L tJ m'7.71

Ln{u(t-r-i )/ I (l-r)a+(s^-(l-r)ali . -"^i2.l} = 0mLn'' u m1-n uftLn-

T

is
Lhe lower bound of "{,\^7n for which



v = =7 .Ln{(s^i . a,t(1-'r))(b; . l/arrr-i . l}'mLn ; u mLn ffnn' m'Ln
L
nrLn

in which Z.---,-- i,s the solution of (A-3) with 0 < Z,--.-- <m1-n m1,n

APPENDIX-B

Lhe matrix

(A-4)

(B- I a)

(B-rb)

(B-2)

CAN A P+ PI.ASM]D INVADE AN EQUILIBRII]M hIITH P AND VICE VERSA IN CASE

COPY NI]}{BER 1tl = I

The discrete model for /l/ = I is given by equations (9). A shorthand

notaEion for them is

Z^*t(0) = f(Z^(0),Zm(1) )

z -(1) = a(z (0).2 (1) )m+J"m'm

can invade an equilibirum with P

aJ

az(0)

ba
az(0)

I
P'

| (z(o),o)

t^t (z(o),o)

afr
az (1) |

dar
az(1) l

if

,rr)(z(0),

(z(0),

has at l-east one eigenvalue ), with Re(X) < -L or Re(^) > 1 (with corre-

sponding eigenvector (e,er)?, n2+0). since ffi71 fif ol,0) = 0, P* can

invade an equilibrium with P- if

J+- I .:.-. -. ) i, rherefore ifaz(L) t (z(o),0)

,itt i = e-"(z(o)

rn equilibriw Z(0) - f(Z(0),0), therefore

Z(0) = (1-r)(s"a,t)(Z(0)a+(1-a)) / V
I

(B-4)
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(s-3) combined with (B-4)

-*) , n,
e t 4' v / ( (s 

r+ba1z1 91-" r,

-_+as condition for P to be

tion can only be satisfied

Z(0) > s-/(s-+bu),1 1-

lead to

< ksZ(0)-s---I

able to invade a

if

(B-s)

P equilibrium. This condi-

(B-6)

Aecording to equation (12) (replacing z,r by u)+sl, and sOby s,-sr)

_^,) , n,e tu'|// = (a+s 
1) 

(1-'r-z(0) ) / [ ( (s 
o-sr)z(0)+(u+s | (1-r) ) (L-2(0) )]

(B-7 )

condition (B-5) r^,ith equation (B-7) leads to the condition

-2us ,( s 
o-s ,) (a+s 

o)

/ u(sO-ar)
(B-8)

Since 0 > sr/(sr+bw) condition (8-6) is superfluous. 0 does not depend

on Y. For each combination of the parameters tl, s0, s, and T there

exists a value Z--.-^(0), given implicitly by equation (A-3) after re-m1,n ^ 4
placing u by a+s1 and s, bl sO-s, so that Z(0) > Znin(O). Therefore P'

can always penetrate^if. O < Zmin(0). The, in the one plasmid situation
stable, equilibrium Z(0) i-rcreases if y increases, therefore Z(0) > O it

1

\ > 6{Lnl 
(1-o)((so-sr)o + 1r*"11(1-r))l-Lnl (u+sl(1-r-o)1} (B-9)

(The right-hand side^of this inequality is the solution for '1 of equa-

tion (B-7) in which Z(0) is replaeed by 0). In an analogous lriay the con-

ditions for P- to be able to invade a P+ equilibrium can be derived.

1n1

u+s /+fual 
(s 

O-s r)+'r 
(u+s r)'l -

{s ,(u+s | +\al ( s o-s ,) +r (u+s 11 }
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CHAPTER 5:

WHY DO PLASMIDS REPRESS THE]R TRANSFER RATE?

ABSTMCT

A model is presented of the population dynamics of a transfer repres-

sing plasmid, which is derepressed in newly infected hosts. Using this
model, it is analysed whether individual selection on plasmids can ex-

plain the occurrence of conjugation repression, both in a chemostat and

in a periodicatly transferred bacterial population. It appears that in a

chemostat regulation has no advantage, while in a periodically trans-
ferred population regulation is in itself advantageous. However, if the

gro\rEh rate of the bacterial plasmid host diminishes when a plasmid syn-

thesizes regulation products, the dynamical advantage of regulation will
not always be able to overcome its costs.

INTRODUCTION

Plasmids are pi-eces of extrachromosomal circular DNA which
occur abundantfy in most bacterial species (Bukhari, Shapiro
& Adhya, 1977). They are mostly autononous, regul-ating their
own replication and the distribution of their copies over
the daughter cefls of their bacterial- host.

Many plasmids encode for a mechanism for transferring a

strand ol their own DNA to another bacterium which has acci-
dentally collided with their host. This process 1s called
conjugation. A competent donor, i.e. a plasmid bearing bac-
terium which is abfe to transfer a strand of plasmid DNA,

has pi1i. A pilus is a kind of extracellular filamentous
organefle. Pili play a role in the pair formation between

donor and recipient (Ou & Anderson, L970; Tomoeda, Inuzuka &

Oates , 7975). They can also serve as attachment sites for
some pil-us-specific bacteriophages (Caro & Schnds, 7)66;
Brad1ey,7976, 1980). In most cases, the growth rate of a

plasmid-bearing bacterlum will be reduced by being competent,
both because several- kinds of transfer produets have to be
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synthesized, and because a competent donor is more liabl-e to
infection by particular bacteriophages.

Ozeki et af . (1962) and Stocker et al . (!961 ) discovered
Nhat a newly infected host is a much more efflcient donor
than a bacterium infected a long time ago. It has been sug-
gested that this phenomenon is an adaptation which enabfes a
plasmid to spread fast by infection after the first transfer,
without hampering its host too much when the plasmid is a1-
ready spread throughout the bacterial populatlon (Stocker et
al.,1961; Broda, 1979:, Campbel], tg9t). ffris seems a plaus-
ible explanation, although the ability to repress conjugation
probably afso has sorne costs.

The geneti-cal mechanism of conjugation repression of
F-l-ike pJ-asmids has been extensively investigated (for a

review, see Wifletts & Skurray, 1980). It is established
that the combination of the products of two different plas-
mid genes, finO and finP, is necessary lor repression. The

two products interact in sone way and repress together the
expression of another gene, tral. The tral gene product
positivety controls the trtransfer operontr. This operon con-
tains most of the genes directly involved in plasmid transfer
(the tTa genes, other lhan tral ). The disappearanee of tral
gene products and of these products directly responsible for
transfer is supposed to be caused mainly by dilution in a

growing population. The transcription of the tral gene ca:n

either be derepressed, enabling the plasmid to synthesize
its transfer products, or repressed, in which case it is not
posslble to transcribe the other transfer genes (at l-east not
after the rernainder of the tval gene products has dis-
appeared). Attfrough the repression will occur some time be-
fore the plasmid host stops being a competent donor, plasmids
in an incompetent donor will be loosely indicated as re-
pressed and in a competent donor as derepressed.

fn this paper, I will- investigate by mathematical
modelling, whether repression of the ability to conjugate is
advantageous for a plasmid, both for a chemostat population
and for a sequential transferred bacterial population.
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MODELS FOR THE POPULAT]ON DYNAMICS OF TRANSFER REPRESSING

PLASMIDS

As sumpt ions

Stewart & Levin (1977), Freter, Freter & Brickner (1983)

and van der Hoeven (1984: Chapter 2 and l) have modell-ed the
population dynamics of derepressed plasmids. Transfer re-
pression wi11, however, inffuence these dynamics. The trans-
fer rate depends on the amount of time (or) elapsed since in-
fect ion .

The growth rate of the plasmid carrying bacterla will de-
pend among other things on the transfer rate and possibly on

the concentrations of the different transfer inducing and re-
pressing products. Since these concentrations and the trans-
fer rate depend on the time since infection (o), the growth
rate will also depend on u.r. The most straightforward way to
model the population dynamics of a transfer repressing plas-
mid is therefore to assume that the transfer rate and the
growth rate of a plasmid-bearing bacterium are functions of
that time rr.r. The growth rate will also depend on the nutrient
concentration s in the bacterial environment. For simplicity
it will be assumed that the growth rate of al-1 bacteria
(plasmi-d-free and plasmid-bearing, infected time rrl ago) is
proportional to the same funetion of the nutrient concentra-
tion, f(s). f(s) will be chosen such that the growth rate of
plasmid-free bacteria is l.f(s). The proportionality par-
amater for plasmid bearj-ng bacteria r,r depends on 0r.

The transfer rate depends on the growth rate of their
hosts. This will be modelled by assuming proportlonality:
The probability of transfer per donor and per recipient per
unit of time is y'(u)a(u)f(s) = y(u)f(s). y will be loosely
indicated at the transfer rate.

It is supposed that only one nutrient is growth limiting,
and both plasmid-free and plasmid-bearing bacteria need an

equal amount of that nutrient per ce]1 division ()). aft""
cell division, one of the daughter cell-s of a plasmid-bearing
bacterium might end up without plasmids (with probability r).
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These assumptions will lead to a model with partiaf dif-
ferential equatlons. The disadvantages of such a model are
that it is mathematlcally difficult, not easy to simulate and

employs an infinite number of parameters (y(o) and a(u) for
eaeh val-ue of o). If it is assumed that plasmid-bearing bac-
teria can only oecur in two states, either able to conjugate
(derepressed), or not (repressed), and that the transition
rates between the two states are independent of the time
since infection, a much more simple model can be constructed.
It will be assumed that a just i-nfected host is always dere-
pressed. In such a model-, transfer rate regulation can be

captured in only two parameters, the rate of represslon (6r)
and of derepressior, (0a). For reference all symbols are
listed in table L

MODEL FOR PLASMIDS IN A CHEMOSTAT

Let the concentration at time t of plasmid-free bacteria
be b(t) and of bacteria, carrying a plasmid, infected time
0r ago, p(t,o). If the bacteria live in a chemostat with con-
stant turnover rate e and a fixed nutrient concentration s,
ln the inffow, the model- of the dynamics is

s^

-=O

db_vz-

"r( s n-s ) -d1 t s ) {b+ ) u (u)p ( L,u) dul]
"0

(1a)

(1b)

(1c)

(1d)

f ( s )b-pb- (u)f(s)bp(t,u)du+

u (u) rf ( s )p ( t,u) du

*, *, (t,u) {f (s )u (u) ( l-t ) -p}

I,
0

.I
0

3o
OL

with ro) = ) y
0
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TABLE I

I,IST OF THE PARAMETERS

b: concentration of plasmid-free bacLeria

p(tru) 3 concentration of plasmid-bearing bacteria at time f, infected

time tl ago
ii 'thOi,ei, concentration of bacteria carrying the i"" regulating plasmid

resp. derepressed (conjugative) and repressed

Pn, concentration of bacteria carrying non-regulating plasrnids

b, total bacterial concentration

u(u); relative growth rate of plasmid-bearing bacteria infected time

(r) ago

dcra?,Dn, relative growth rate of bacteria carrying respectively dere-

pressed regulating, repressed regulating and non-regulating

plasmids

enc
g: nutrient concentration

f(s): growth rate of plasroid-free bacteria at nutrient concentration

h(b): growth rate of plasmid-free bacteria at total bacterial con-

centration 6
tue: quantity of nutrient needed for one celI division
y'(a),\' l transfer rate Per recipient Per generation time of the donor

resp. per donor infected time crl ago and per comPetent donor

y(u)ry: transfer rate per recipient Per Seneration time of the recipi-

ent resp. per donor infected time tl ago and per comPetent donor

T: plasmid loss rate per generation
.i .i .th
6'r,A| repression/derepression rate of the i"" regulating plasmid

Iz length of each period in the sequential transfer model

* = frequency of ptasmid-bearers in the bacterial population

ou = o" /(o"+p')'r 'c'r

11A'
-zL.,.MLt

Ll = (D +D )/(P +r +h +n )u ttc tr"'rc (r trc Er'

z = p/(o+p+p)'n'c'r'n
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After a relati-vely short time an input-output equilibrium
will be reached in the chemostat. In that case the amount of
nutrient in the inflow is identical to the quantity of nu-
trient, either free or in a bacteriun, in the outflow, in
mathematical terms,

t*Z (b* (t,u)du) = s 
o

b + p(t,u)du i
. 0-De oenoted by

be replaced by a

At the input-out
equations can be

with
p(t,0) = b(t)h(6)

entration and will-
function f(s) can

system of differential

rE t a-ou-n tE ta y (u)p (t,u)da+rh(E) u(u)p(t"u)du

p{h (E )u (a) ( 1-:. ) -p)

(3a)

(lu)

3c)

T,

3o dn
=L-=-=L+dt iioj

(2)

sh
a_t

f conc

um the
that

al bacteria
t equilibri
h(b), svch

= rtsa-eD)

ibrium the
to

s the
6. tt
funct

h(

put eq

reduc

tot
tha
ion

b)

uil
ed

J
0

I
0

i" (a)p(t,u)du

This model will be referred to as regulation modef I.
A mathematically more simple model can be constructed if

it is supposed that the conjugation system in a plasmid-
bearing bacterium can either be derepressed or repressed,
and (de)repression occurs with a fixed probability per unit
of time (or per generation). The conjugation system in a just
infected host is derepressed. Let p" be the concentration of
plasmid-bearing bacteria which can induce transfer t and. po

the coneentration of repressed plasmid-bearers. a, 0n is the
repression rate and 0, the derepression rate, the model (at
input-output equilibrium) becomes
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# = r(6 )a-pu-yh (E )bp 
"+rh 

(6 ) (u 

"p.+urp 
r)

do

af = a.( 1-r )h (b )p o-op o+yh 
(b )bp 

"-Q 
rp 

"+0 
rpo

s^

# = u r( t-'c ) h (6 ) p t-pp ?+Q pp 
"-Q 

pp o

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

(6a)

This model will be referred to as regulation model If

CAN A REGULATTNG PLASMID INVADE A PLASMID-FREE POPULATION?

In the
b and h(b)
equations

Zo
L=-
OU

with

A solution

absence of plasmids the equilibrium value of b is
: p. In the neighbourhood of that equilibrium the

of regulation model- I can be approximated by

ffi + r{ot u(u) (1-r)- 11} (5a)

p(t,0) = bp \(u)p(t'u)du (5b)I
0

of thi equa t ion

u)

f {ot
0

/t--l,tt'-l-11--lS-

p(t,w)

with r the

= p(0,0)n'te

sol-ution

UJ

J t or
0

of

(1-r)u(t)- 1l-rld*^7pb \ v(u)e
0

0 the concentration
be able to invade.

da=L (6b)

of p will i-ncrease and the
Three cases will be con-

In case r >

plasmid will
sidered:
1) u(u) = u

and
y(a) = '(
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Then

\ {ot r t-, tu (r) -11 -r}dr
(w)e o du =

? = p{(1-r)u-l+yb)

Therefore, a non-regulating plasmid can

yb > 1 - u(L-r)

orj,
0

-pb^( - 1

{-(!-711s=174 - '
(7)

(8)

invade if

(e)

-on

l

for
for

)2"
uti
a,

-1

2) u(u) =
u(u) =
( with
In the

oa.( v,

zu, and \(w) =
u, and \(u) =

"YL' \z and 01

case r is the

Y

Y

1

2

u

o1

y,j

<@

UJ<

a<

-{pt

",

of

letpl (1-r)D[11
l-

I ol ( 1-r )u r-t1( 1-'t )u 
1 -3 t 2.

( 1-r )a r-11 -r)
7

10 )

For which vafue of a the fastest invasion rate is obtained?
fn other words, what is for an invading plasmid the optimal
time for switching from fast conjugating to repressi-on of
conjugation? Denote the feft hand side of equation (10) with
g(r,,a). r ismaximal it dt,/da= 0 orif a= 0 or a +-. For
the first of these conditions holds

and

if r = -p + (1-r)p(\1?r2-y2ur)/(tr-tr).

This condition is i.ndependenl of a. If equation (fZ)
g(r,,a) = b.(y.;\z)/{(1-r)(ur-ar)}. Since g(r,a) = L,
equation can only hold if b = ( 1-r ) (u 

,-w r) / (t ,-\ z) ,
case all vafues of a give the same invasion rate. In

BB

Lt-n
3a - "t

{ol ( 1-r )u r-1l -r} {o[ ( 1-t )u r-tl\ t-r z 70171--v7"771-=vy 'e

,1-

--U-d-a

"^tdd - I;g -- Pr.ldu \

-"\"1 _

(tt

(12)

hoLds

thi s

in which
all



other^cases the invasion rate is either maximal if a = 0 (in

"u"" 
J > (1-r)(ar-ur)/(tr-tr)) or if a + @ (in case i.

( 1-r ) (u 
r-w r) / (f ,-"'( | ). Therefore, in aLl- but some very excep-

tional cases, a plasmid which either does not repress its
conjugation or which immediately represses conjugation can
invade more rapidly in a plasmid-free bacterial population
than a regulating plasmid.

J) u and y are stepfunctions: ar(ru)

i-1 i
.L-a. < u <.L-a, for i = 1-2--

In this case, r is the sol-ution

u. and y(u) = v, for
n

-cnAf-' 1= I au-u

j-1
^ n -. I,{p[ (1-r)u-.-11

-L-l L '
Qb . :L "\ _.e

u-d

-"r"rl J"
-J

ot

{
e

ol ( 1-r )u .-tl -rj
-"

a

T -lIpL ( 1-r )u .-11
(1;3)

has at least one positive eigenvafue. A necessary condition
is that either a^(l-r) - 1 + \b > 0 (an afways derepressedc
plasmid can invade) or (1-r)ro - 1 > 0 (an always repressed
plasmid can invade).

The largest eigenvalue of matrix (14) is maximal^if
either QB = 0 (if yb>(L-r)(ur-uo)), or 0, = 0 (if yb <

(t-"r) (w-^-u ^) ). Therefore, regulating the conjugation raterc
will- not increase the invasion rate of a plasmid in a

Again, the invasion rate is maximal- if the optimal combina-
tion of y and u is reached as fast as possible and is never
abandoned.

Regulation model fI gives the same quantitatiye result.
A regulating plasmid can invade a plasmid-free population if
the jacobian matrix of system (4) at the plasmid-free equi-
librium has at least one positive eigenvalue, i.e. if the
matrix

t\
I ot (t-r)u"-1+ybl - OR OD \
\ I (14)

\ O" pl(1-'t)ur,-1l - ODI
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chemostat.
Since regulation is not supposed to be particularly ad-

vantageous in a plasmid-free population, this conclusion is
not really surprising. However, in an al-most entirely plas-
mid infected bacterial population, regulation is supposed to
be advantageous because it will increase the mean fitness of
the baeterial population. In the next sections it wil-l be in-
vestigated whether regulation is rea11y advantageous for the
maintenance of a plasmid in a chemostat.

EQUTLIBRIUM WITH ONE REGULATING PLASMID

What is the fate of a regulating plasmid once it has in-
vaded a bacterial population in a chemostat? Some elaborate
calculations show lhat, provided. thal h(El ls a decreasing
function of b- there exists one stable non-trivial equilib-
rium. This equilibrj-um wilt be attained. At equil-ibrium

-p=Qn-Qnpc/pIwo(1-r)h
and

p + \hb - 0F - oD pr/Bcu.(1-r)h -

In fig. 1 the equilibri-um frequencies of
teria and repressed plasmids as function

(15a)

(15b)

plasmid bearing bac-
oa 0n are shown.

COMPET]T]ON BETWEEN TWO REGULATING PLASMIDS (MODEL II)

Can a second regulating plasmid invade a bacterial popula-
tion, already containing a plasmid if both plasmids onty dif-
fer i-n their regulation parameter? ModeI II for the dynamics

of a two plasmid competition becomes

db
dL = h (6 )b-pb-yh (-b ) a tpr-+p2 ) +-rh (E ) {u -p'-

AD

-=Y = u (1-t)h(b)p" - op + yh(b)bp" -

+r,) DL +rr) o2 +u o2 \v're'c1,'11
(16a)

ofioi + oioi G6at
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0.0

Fig. l.

o.2 0.0 0.2s o.s

+ Repression rote Sa

Equilibrium frequency of transfer regulating plasmids in a bac-

terial population in a chemostat (drarnm line) and frequency of
repressed plasmids in the plasmid population (broken line) as a

function of the repression r:ate 0r. The dotted line gives
(Qn*Qil - b, (freq. of repressed plasmids) (scaled at the left
side of the figure). If this term is negative a regulating plas-
mid with a higher repression rate and/or a lower derepression

rate can invade and vice versa. Derepression rate 0p = 0.1

a) ac = 0.5; uo= 0.95; y = 0.6; t = lO-4. b) uc = 0.9i wo -
0.98; y = o.zi t = l0-4. rn both figures the growth function
h(E) = (1-6)/(1.125-6) and the rurnover rare of rhe chemosrar

P = 0.1.

for i = 1, 2.

The second plasmid can invade an equilibrium of the first if
the matrix

.( 1-r ) +yb ) -o-['zp O,D

i" ( 1-r ) -o-6?T ',l)O,R
(' 

'"

@

has at least one positive eigenvalue. Since at the
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equilj-brium with only

and

hu (1-r) - o --r

the first regulating plasmid

oi - o;p)/o:

o'Ro'"/o)

i. (1Ba)

(1Bb)

(19)

I zoa)

( 20b )

o;-

the second plasmid can lnvade in case O;0'. - O;P; , 0 if it
represses conjugation stronger and/or has a lower derepres-
sion rate, and in case O'rPl - O'r0) r 0 if it represses conju-
gation less and/or has higher derepression rate. In fig. 1

the relation between 0o and OiO) - O)e) ls shown. A plasmid
with both repressi-on and derepression rate sufficiently
cfose to zero can always invade.

If the second plasmid can invade it wifl either expel the
first plasmid, or they can coexist. They can only coexist in
case the first plasmid is also able to invade a bacterlal po-
pulation already carrying the second. If the two plasmids co-
exist, their concentrations will tend to an equilibrium at
which

.i..i i, iqR/ED = Pr/P",

therefore. u (l-'t)h - e = 0-T

and (u.(1-r)*yili-e=o

If two regulating plasmids coexist, the totaf frequency of
respectively derepressed and repressed plasmids is the same

as in the case of two coexisting non-regulating plasmids,
one able to transfer (parameters ?rc and y), and the other un-
able to transfer (parameters ro, and 0). Two regulatlng plas-
mi-ds with identical oc, Dr and y can only coexist if the cor-
responding non-regulating plasmids can coexist. Otherwise,
if of the non-regulating plasmids the conjugative would ex-
pe1 the non-conjugative, selection wifl favor a regulating
plasnid with repression rate as smafl as possible and dere-
pression rate going to infinity. Conversely, if, of the non-
regulating plasmids, the non-conjugative would expel the
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conjugative plasmid, selection wil-1 favor a regulating plas-
mid which represses conjugation as effective as possible.
The second situation can only occur when bacteria carrying
conjugation repressed plasmids have a higher growth rate
than plasmid-free bacteria.

Therefore, selection on regulation rates wifl lead to a

situation in which either a regulating plasmid will prevail
which behaves as a non-regulating plasmid, or a non-regu-
lating plasmid with the same growth parameters is neutral.
However, a regulating plasmid has extra genes to make conju-
gation repressors. It seems 1ikely that the production of
these gene products wilf reduce the growth rate of the bac-
terial host. A non-regulating plasmid will then be able to
invade a population of regulating plasmids, if that popula-
tion is stable against invasion by other regulating plasmids.
Tn competition with such a non-regulating plasmid the regu-
latlng plasmid will only be able to survive if its host
grows fast enough in the repressed state, and regulating
plasmids with high repression rate and slow derepression
rate will be favored.

Concluding, one can state that in the constant environment
of a chemostat, regulation is not an advantageous property
for a plasmid. The model leads to the prediction that plas-
mids, which are cul-tivated during a long period in a chemo-

stat will lose their ability to repress conjugation.

PLASMIDS IN A PERIOD]CALLY TRANSFERRED BACTERIAL POPULATION,

THE MODEL

If the bacterial host lives under a rrfeast and faminetl
regime, i.e. the bacteria exhaust their food, after which
they are transferred to a fresh food supply, the growth dy-
namics at each food site are

ds_
dT- lzta)
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db_aI- f (s)b - \f (s)bp.+ "rf (s) (u.p"+urpr,)

* = u"(1-t)f(s)pc yf(s)bp" Qrp" + Qrp,

(21b)

lztc )

( 21d )

(22a)

When the repression and derepression rates are fixed per
unit of time, 0, and 0, are constants. When they depend on

the growth rate, 0, and 0, are proportional to f(s) (0n--

Qirf{s); Qr=bfif (s) ). Since both plasmid-free and plasmid-
beari-ng bacteria use an equal amount of nutrients, s is at
each moment determined by the initial nutrient concentration
s0, Line initial- total bacterial concentration 5, and the
total bacterial concentration at that moment, bt: st = s0 -
fEr-UolU. Therefore, the first equation of system (22) can

be efiminated and the function f(s) can be replaeed by a

funetion h(b) .

After a fixed time ? or after exhausting an" tood {r*-;
the bacteria are transferred to a new food-site with initial
nutrient concentration sr, The frequency of bacteria carry-
ing a plasmid (x=(p"+pr)/(b+p"+po) ) and of repressed bac-
teria (a=pr/(p"+po) ) at the start of the growth at the new

slte are the same as at the end of the growth at the previous
site. The changes of r and 0 at a site are

* = uo(1-r)f(s)p, * 4np" -

(1-r).1 (u -a )'cv
-'r(u"(1-O)+ur

Q nP,

(1-o)+(u -1)*y6(lT
o)

# = 
"b)r'(

do
- 

-- Fll

-r,t)

and

1-O)h(E) . { ( 1-r ) (uo-u 
") 

-yE { t-r) }+Q a( 1-o) -oDo (22b)

The dynamics of plasmid bearers and repressed plasmids
are conipletely determined by the sequence of initial fre-
quencles of plasmid bearers (cr) and of conjugation repressed
plasmids (0r) at successive si-tes.
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CAN A REGULATING PLASMID INVADE A PLASM]D-FREE POPULAT]O}]?

A regulating plasmid is able to invade a plasmid-free
bacterial population if its initial frequency r, increases
for small values of r O. For smal-f values of r

* X 
". h (E ) { ( w 

"-u 
o) 

( 1 -o ) + ( u r- 1 ) +yb { t -O ) -r ( u. ( 1 -O ) +u 
oO 

) }aDcrrt(rrr)

and
SA 

^,fr n o(l-o)h(b){(1-.r) (wo-w")-yb} + OR(1-o) - 0a0 (23b)

(and 6ryb).
As long as r is small, the dynamies of^O are independent

of r, and 0, will converge to a function 0, with 0, = 0r.
The plasmid can invade if

ro(n+1) = rr(n) > ao(n) when O, = 6t, therefore if

since 6o = 6r,

(ir O- I 0 and. O, I 1), and since-tt
r

(u-(1-'c)-1)h(5)df, does not depend on the regulation par-
0-

ameters, the invasion rate is maximal 't Qn and 0, are chosen
so that

r(^
I 0" + 0" - 0 o/O dL is nraximal .
0"

nm
l-

[*at>o+(!gd.t>o
bd" bedt
T^+ ( nfbl. {(1-o).1 (u.-an) (t-'c)+y,l + ar(7-t)-1}dt > 0 (2\)
h

! ^ T. O-
lo nrTt (1-o).t (a.-ur) (1-r)+y|tot = {o Qn*ln- 

{ 
ot (25)
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the invasion
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, as in a chemostat
ra'ue of a plasmid

for (Qr+O and $r+-) or for
. In fig. 2 Lhe dependence
on the regulation parameter
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o
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.2 .5

Derepression rote
Fig. 2. The invasion rate of a regulating plasmid in a periodically

transferred bacterial population (plasmid frequency at the new

site/frequency at the previous site for low plasmid frequencies).

u" = o-5; ut, = 0.99; Y = l0-7; t = 10-6. rnitial bacterial con-

centration bO -- tO3. Initial nuErient concentration sO = 1g2.

Nutrient/ba"t. U = 10-6. Growth function f(s) = s/(2+s). rtte

invasion rate is maximal 't 0n 0.14 and 0, = O.t:.

Inequality (24) ean be rewritten as

.3

T

Ir
0

Tt_
(a ^-1)+yb-ta^jh(b)dt + 1 Ol (an-un) (t-"r)-yblh(b)dt > 0c o b !' c 

(2b)

If neither
can invade

non-regu 1at ing ,
T,,(?rr<r-r; 
f 

1(uc
0

in parameters equivalent plasmids
-1 ) +yT-rwolh(E) <0), the regulating
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plasmid can sometines invade, in case

-a )(1-r)-yblh(b)dtt,c

is sufficiently larger than 0. In other words, the maximum

lnvasion rate is not always reached when the regulating plas-
mid behaves as a non-regulating plasmid, and sometimes a

regulating plasmid wilf be able to invade whereas a non-
regulating plasmid cannot establish itsel-f.

CAN A MUTANT PLASMID ENTER THE PLASMID POPULATfON?

System (21) can easily be extended for a second regulating
plasmld. Let the second plasmid only differ from the first
ln regulation parameters, then the model of the growth dy-
namics at one site becomes

= h(b)b-yh(6)b(ot+o2)+'rhttlfu ot+tt pt +,) D2+u p2)' 'c ^c c-c rr c'c ?'t1
(27 a)

,L
4D

At=
.i
'v

dt
fan i = 1 ,

Denoting the relative frequency of plasmids by r --
(pt^+p!+p1*p1l / f O*p'^*p)^*p'^*p?^) , the retative frequency of the.c.r.c.r.r'c.r.
second plasmid by A = {pi+pl/(p)+pt+p2*p'r), and the relative
frequencies of the repressed plasmid of the first/second
types ry ai = pi/fei+pil; (i=1,2), the frequency changes at
a site are given by

T

J ttr"
0

db
AT

a,- ,, ,;, 1, 1 ,7,, L ,'1, L ,1, Luc(t-r)h(b)pc + y, .e .fi-e lDPo

,'ort-,th(E)pLt. okZ - a\o',

-rl u

(27b)

(2T c)

s^
ai= h(b)r.( )( (uo-ur) ( (1-y) (l-ot )+y (1-02 ) )+uo-t ) \

\*v6((1-a)(1-or)+a(1-o2)) / I

"( 
( 1-g ) ( 1-ot ) +g ( 1-o2 ) ) +ur,( ( 1-y )ot +yo')l f

(2Ba)
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( 1-y ) .h(E) (at -02 )l ( 1-r) (u 

"-ur) 
+tE ( 1-x)l (2Bb)

saL "' ;
# = oi ( t-gi ) h(b ) .l ( 1-r ) (uo-u 

o) -yE ( t-* )l +OLR( 1-a" I -o'ro'
(2Bc)

IOr''L - ar6.

For very 1ow frequencies of the second pl-asmid, the change

in frequency of repressed plasmids of the second type is dic-
tated by the dynamics of the first plasmid. The frequency
01 will tend to an equilibrium function O]. The second plas-"t "-*^ t
mid will be able to invade a populatlon containing the first
plasmid, if g increases when sufficiently sma1I, i.e. if

T
f^
\ nfE, ) (ar,_or, )l (1_t) (u ^_a-^)+y ( 1-r*)-b; dt, o

htDLct'uu
(29)

Unfortunately, this equation can only be solved numerically.
It appears by simulation that two regulating plasmids with
ldentical growth parameters, but different regulation par-
ameters can sometimes coexist. At feast under some condi-
tions, a combination of regulation parameters 0, and 0,
exists such that no second regulating plasmid can invade. In
that case regulation gives a plasmid an advantage over non-

regulating plasmids.
A plasmid, whj-ch cannot repress the transcription of its

transfer products can do without the genes coding for the
repressors (in F-Iike plasmids the gens finO and finP). A

plasmid, missing these genes, and therefore not synthesizing
their gene products, vtiI1 probably reduce the growth rate of
its host l-ess than a regulating plasmid in the derepressed
phase. Let the growth rate of the bacteria carrying a non-

regulating plasmid be un = Do*o. and denote the concentra-
tion of these bacteria bY pn, then the competition between a
regulating and a non-regulating plasmid leads at each site
to the following growth dynami-cs.

du
,l.t - v
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da

vi-

do

At

do,n
At

= u.( 1--"c ) h (E ) p c+\h (b ) bp 

"-q 
rp 

"*Q 
Dp,

uo(1-t)h(b)n, * Qnp. - Qop,

= u (1-'r)h(E)D + y(u /u )tttEltpn 'n n c 'n

( 1-r ) {l o.-7+u.z+ ( 1 -z ) O ( u r-u.)l +

+ yE1 z(1+{ur7r.1 )+(1-z) (1-O)l}
- r { ( ur-a.) ( 1-z ) o+w o+u.z}

o( 1-o)h(b) {(1-r) (uo-u") -y6(1-r)} + Qr( 1-O) -QoO

(l0b)

(l0c)

(l0d)

(31a)

( l1b )

(The transfer rate ls supposed to be proportional to the
growth rate). The dynamlcs at each site are completely de-
termined by the initial frequency of plasmid bearers r =
(p o*po*pn),/ (b+p.+pr+p/ ; tine relative frequency of non-regu-
lating plasrnids z = pn/(p"+pr+pn), and the relative frequency
of repressed plasmids in the regulating plasmid population
O = p-/(p^+p^^). These initiaf frequencies are the same as'e 'T
the end frequencies at the previous site, At each site the
changes of the frequencies are given by

# = nr-at.(

)
do_
aT-

A non-regulating plasmid will be abfe to invade a bacter-
ia1 population containing a regulating plasmid if

)-
ax

T(_
\ h(b) { ( 1-t )ur+y (uu/u 

")0-
>0

1-z ) h (b ) . { ( 1-r ) u r+y 
( u u/a ") 

( 1-u)E+
+ Ol (u"-ut) (1-t)+y(t-r)El } (3tc)

(32)

table If some

value of u^ for
f_

( l-c ) b+Ol ( u ^-u^^) ( 1-r ) +y ( 1 -r )bl dt-cT

in absence of the non-regulatlng plasmid. In
numerj-cal examples are given of the minimal
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TABLE II

The optimal repression and derepressioo rates of a plasmid in a period-

ically transferred bacterial population. At each site the growth func-

tion is f(s) = s/(2+s) and the food supply becomes depleted. A non-regu-

lating plasmid can invade in a population of regulating plasmids with
optimal regulation rates if the gror,Tth rate of its bearers is more than

ua (min) higher than the growEh rate of bearers of derepressed regu-

lating plasmids.

DUCT
0.9 0.99

0.9 0.98

0.9 0.98

0.9 0. 98

0 .9 0.98

0.9 0.98

0.9 0.98

0.9 0.98

0.9 0.98

0. 9 0.98

0 .9 0.98

0. s 0.99

0.5 0.95

0.5 0.95

0.5 0.95

0.5 0 .95

0.5 0.95

YT

5.lo-B l0-6
5. lo-B l0-6
2. lo-B t0-6

5. lo-B I0-6

5.lo-8 l0-6
5. ro-8 ro-3

-a -1s.l0 " l0'
5. ro-8 lo-3
5. lo-B lo-3
5. lo-B lo-3

_o _a
5.10 " l0'

5. lo-7 l0-6
5. lo-7 l0-6

-1 -?r0 ' l0 -

l o-7 l o-3

rc-7 l o-3

ro-7 l o-3

",fr bo Qo(opt)

l08 l03 0.359

r 08 r 03 0.335

l oB l 03 0.298

5. r07 l03 0.325

l 08 l 03 0.359

r08 l03 0.328

r 08 l 03 0.2i2

l oB l 03 0.328

l oB l 04 0.395

loB l05 o.50l

roB r06 0.7t6

l oB l 03 0.339

l08 r03 0.321

r 08 r 03 0.302

l08 r04 0.367

lo8 lo5 0.475

l 08 l 06 0.690

Qr(opt) a.(nin)

0.00923 0.0 I 54

0.0175 0.0121

0 .06 l 9 0.0097 I

0.04 l 4 0.00998

0.00923 0.0154

0.0229 0.0117

0.0686 0.00869

o.0229 0.01 l7

0.0229 0.00889

0.023 l 0.00580

0.0247 0.00274

0.000712 0.163

0.00317 0.147

0.0209 0.138

0.02t2 0. I l2

0 .0214 0.081 I

o.02t4 0.0438

which a non-regulatlng plasmid 1s able to invade a bacterial
population bearing a regulating plasmid in case no second

regulating plasmid can invade. ft appears thai under this
growth condltion the ability to regulate the conjugation
rate is in itself advantageous for a plasmid. However, since
the ability to regulate will probably not be acquired with-
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out some costs, it depends on the magnitude of these costs,
i.e, how severely the growth rate of the bacterial host is
reduced by regulation, whether regulation will overall be

profitable. If the growth rate reducti-on caused by regulation
is considerably less than the reduction caused by being a

competent donor, a regulating donor with optimal regulation
rates will in most cases be abfe to prevent the invasion of
a non-regulating plasmid. However, these optimal regulation
rates will not be easily reached. Deviations can easily lead
to a situation in which the non-regulating plasmid can in-
vade, even if non-regulating does not increase the bacterial
growth rale (u. - 0).

DISCUSSION

It is shown in this paper that the ability to regulate
the conjugation rate is disadvantageous in the very constant
environment of a chemostat. In a growing bacterial popula-
tion, which is periodically transferred, repression nay be

advantageous.
Some aspects of the model used require some additional

discussion. First, the model does not take j-nto account that
competent donors are easy victims to bacteriophage infection.
However, when a virus, which can only infeet bacteria carry-
ing derepressed plasmids, is introduced into the chernostat

mode1, selection on regulatlon parameters wiff lead to the
same result (4npc-QoPo=0 and' a non-regulating plasmid is
neutral if the growth rate of its host is the same as that
of bacteria carrying derepressed plasmids). However, the in-
troduction of a vlrus nay destabi.:lze the population because

of the time-delay between virus infection and the release of
new viruses at cefl- 1ysis.

Furthermore, it is assumed that a plasmid cannot enter a

bacterium already carryi-ng another plasmid. This is a reason-
abl-e assumption, since related plasmids exclude each other
in most cases very effectively from their host (Finger &

Krishnapilfai, 1980). Since a regulating plasmid is assumed

to arise by mutatlon from a non-regulating plasmid, the
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competing plasmids are cfosel-y related.
The fact that there seems to be a maximum conjugation

rate per donor is not taken into account. When that naximum
is reached, the addition of extra recipients will not in-
crease the conjugation rate per donor (Cullum, Col-lins &

Broda, 1978a). This will lead to a fower transfer rate in
case a surplus of recipients is present. The all-eged advan-
tage of transfer regulation is that there will be many newly
infected, and therefore competent, donors in case of an abun-
dance of recipients, leading to an overall high transfer
rate, and only few competent donors in case recipients are
scarce, J-eading to a higher growth rate but a lower overall
transfer rate. However, lf the transfer rate per recipient
decreases when the number of recipients increases, the ef-
fect of transfer regulation is lessened.

Model II in this paper assumes that the transfer ability
of a plasmj-d can either be on or off. Occasionally a plasmid,
repressing transfer, can become derepressed. 0f course, it
might also be that plasmids have ini,tially a high transfer
rate and fal-f baek after sone generatlons in thei-r host on a

much lower transfer rate. This assumption feads to exactly
the same results, the low transfer rate, achieved after some

bacterial- generations, is the mean transfer rate after sev-
eral generations according to modef fI. Freter, Freter &

Brickner (1983) have estimated the transfer rates for two
plasmids, R1, a transfer repressing plasmid, and RTdrd-|9, a

non-regulating plasmid, both in the originaf host and in
transconjugants. For R1 the estimated transfer rate of the
newl-y infected donors is in the order of 105 to tOB higher
than that of the original hosts, corresponding to a ratio
between repression and derepression rate of about 1,O5:1 Lo

1OB:1. This ratio departs considerably from the ratios of
the optimum regulatlon rates in the numericaf examples of
table II. They also estimated the transfer rate in the newly
infecNed hosts and a number of hours after the start of thelr
experlment, using their model- r'SWITCHT', comparabfe with model
I in this paper. In that case the transfer rate of plasmid
R1 in the newly infected host is about 101 to 104 higher than
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the transfer rate after the switch, corresponding to a ratio
between repression and derepression rate of 10:1 to tO4:1.

The estimates of Freter, Freter & Brickner (1983) of the

transler rate of newly infected hosts is in the order of 1O-7
-oLo 1.0-> mll(cells x hours). The values of y chosen in the

numerical examples are in reasonal accordance with these
experimental- data, provided that the bacterial concentration
is scafed correspondingly in ce11s/mI.

Nordstrdm, Molin & Aagaard-Hansen (1980) and Nordstr6m &

Aagaard-Hansen (1984) estimated the Loss rate of !lasmids
and arrived at values in the order of 1O-4 to tO-6 per celJ-

per generation. However, under less favorable growth condi-
tions the loss rate may be much higher.

Zvind & Lebek (1984) have investigated the effect of the
presence of a plasmid on the growth rate of the plasmid

bearing baeteria. The generation time of bacteria bearing
plasmids varj-ed in their experiments between 29 and 5B min

(mean 16 min) compared with a generation time of plasmld-free
bacteria of J0 min. As far as I know, no systematlc research
is done to establish the difference in effect on the bacter-
ia1 growth rate of being a competent donor and an incompetent
one.

The effect of the ability to repress conjugation on the
growth rate of its host, has, to my knowledge, never been

investigated. Finnegan & Wil-Ietts (!977, 7972) and Grindley
et a1. (1973) have shown that at least two genes are needed,

finO and fdnP, to repress conjugation in an F-like plasmid.
It seems likely that the presence of these genes and their
transcription and transl-ation is at the expense of the bac-
terial host, i.e. of its growth rate. The knowledge of trans-
fer regulation of other plasmid types is less detailed- How-

ever, also in those cases presumably extra gene products are
j-nvofved.. Therefore, one woul-d expect the growth rate of bac-
teria beari-ng derepressed regulating plasmids to be Iess
than that of bacteria bearing non-regulati-ng mutants of that
plasmid.

Stewart & Levin (1977 ) have investigated whether a conju-
gative plasmid can maintain itself although it decreases the
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growth rate of its host. They concfuded that under a rather
broad range of parameters the plasmid can survive. fn vivo,
the conjugation rate might, however, be too smal1 to satisfy
even these broad conditlons. One of the reasons why the
transfer rate in a natural population is often that sma1l,
is that most plasmids are long-time residents in their host
and therefore transfer repressed. However, the model in this
paper suggests that a high transfer rate ol derepressed plas-
mids mlght be a sufficient condition for a plasmid to be abfe
to invade a ptasmid-free bacterial population. Only esti-
mating the transfer rate in a long time ago infected bacter-
ia1 population wil-l, therefore, lead to a too optimistic idea
about the improbability of the successful spread of artifl-
cialJ-y constructed plasmids.

We have seen that the question whether transfer regulation
is favourable for a plasmid depends on the growth condition
of the bacterial host population. In a chemostat regulation
will never be favoured. Regulating plasmids are, therefore,
not optimally adapted for livi,ng in a chemostat. Prolonged.
cultivation of regulating plasmids in a chemostat will
either lead to their extinction or to the loss of their abil-
ity to repress conjugation. For plasmids in a seriaf trans-
ferred bacterial population, the situation is different. In
a very stable long time serial- transfer the repression and
derepression rate will evolve towards an optimun if the regu-
lation has no severe effect on the growth rate of the bacter-
ial host. The advantage of regulation wi1l, ol course, be
greater if the dlfference between the growth rates of bac-
terj-a bearing repressed and derepressed plasmids increases.
The advantage also increases if the difference between in-
itial and end bacterial coneentration increases, i.e. if the
conditions fluctuate more at each site. Especially if the
difference j-s sma11, the advantage of regulation is smalf,
and it might be doubted if it coul-d abolish the cost of regu-
lation, i.e. the cost of having extra genes and synthesizing
extra gene products.

The advantage of transfer repression, which several inves-
tigators said to be obvious (Ozeki et a1., 1,)62; Brod.a, 1979;
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Campbe11, !981, among others) is at the 1evel of individual
seleetion on plasmids dubious. The advantage which these
authors probably had in mind, is based on group selection:
ff several- colonj-es of bacteria exist and larger colonies
have a higher probability of contributing to the foundation
of new cofonies, it might pay for a plasmid to live in a

fast growing colony, instead of maximizing its frequency in
the colony. Since in many laboratory situations no 'rinter-
colonyrr competition exists selection will- there be against
transfer regulation.
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CHAPTER

A MODEL FOR THE COEXISTENCE OF IUULTIPLE SPECIES OF PLASMIDS

IN CONTINUOUS CULTURE POPULATIONS OF BACTERIA

ABSTMCT

A model is formulated to describe the dynamics of coexistence of sev-

eral compatible plasmids in a bacterial continuous-f1or'r culture. The

model leads to some surprising conclusions. It appears not only that
compatible plasmids can easily coexist, but that the presence of one

plasmid may facilitate the establishment of a second plasmid. Sornetimes

two plasmids can coexist in a population although neither of them can

be maintained separately and although the two plasmids together reduce

the fitness of their host more than each of them separately. Two plas-

mids, of which one is in every respect inferior (lower transfer rate'
lower fitness of the bacterial host, higher rate of loss), can coexist,
and sometimes the inferior plasmid can even predominate. It does not

seem very profitable for a plasmid to exclude other, compatible, plas-
mids from its bacterial host. Three plasmids are also able to coexist.
It may occur that, although all three plasmids are identical in par-
ameter value, one of them reaches another equilibrium concentration than

the other two, Sometimes even the final concentrations of all three plas-
mids will differ.

INTRODUCTION

Plasmids are pieces of extrachromosomal DNA. They occur
abundantly in many bacterial popufations (Christiansen et a1.,
1971; Datta et al., 1)f); Lee, Gerding & Cleary, 1984). fney
are autonomous replicons that are stably inherited in their
extrachromosoma] state. Naturally occurring plasmids of pro-
karyotes are generally dispensable (Novick et aI., 7976).
Plasmids regulate thej-r own replication and the distribution
of their copies among the daughter cel-ls of their bacterial
host, Some rel-ated pfasmid types use an identicaf mechanism

for the regul-ation of both replication and segragation. This
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implies that at replication no distinction is made between
the copies of the two plasmid types. No more ls discriminated
between the two plasmid types at partitioning among the
daughter cells. This feads to a gradual di-sappearance of bac-
teria carrying two or more related plasmids (Novick & Hoppen-
steadt , 1978 ) . Because for two refated plasmid types stable
coexistence in a bacterial clone is impossible, they are
called incompatibLe. Pfasmids are ordered according to this
property into incompatibility groups (Datta, 1979) . A list
of al-1 known incompatibility groups and the plasmids belong-
1ng to them is given in Appendix B of Bukhari, Shapiro &

Adhya, 1977.
Unrelated plasmids, belongi-ng to different incompatibility

groups, use different mechanj-sms for dupllcation and segre-
gation. Therefore, one of them does not necessaril-y disap-
pear from a bacterial clone as a result of drift caused by

randorn replication and segregation.
Several factors influence the population dynamics of plas-

mids. ff a bacterium bearing a plasmid divides, two new bac-
teria arise, both containing copies of the plasmid. There-
fore, the higher the growth rate of the plasmid-bearing bac-
teria, the faster the growth of the plasmid population. Many

plasmids, however, have a negative effect on the growth rate
of their bearers (see for example Ziind & Lebek, 1980; He1-
ling, Kinney & Adams, 1"98L). ff that is the case, selection
will lead to a decrease in the frequency of plasmid-bearing
bacteria. Sometimes plasmid segregation is imperfect, re-
sulting in a plasmid-free daughter ce11, Many plasmids encode

a mechanism for transferring a strand of their own DNA to an-
other bacterium with which their host has accidentally co1-
lided. This process is ealled conjugation. Conjugation is
afso a factor infl-uencing the population dynamics of plasmids
There are, therefore, at feast three factors with an effect
on this population dynamics: plasmid 1oss, conjugation and

effect on bacterial fitness.
Pfasmid l-oss will- al-ways decrease the frequency of plas-

mid bearers, and conjugation will afways increase that fre-
quency. Whether seLection vrifl enfarge or decrease the fre-
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quency of plasmi,d-bearers depends on whether the presence of
a plasmid in a bacterium increases or decreases the bacterial
fitness. Stewart & Levin (1977) have calculated under which
circumstances a conjugationally transmissable plasmid impair-
ing the fitness of its bearer can be maintalned.

It is often more difficuft for a plasmid to be transmitted
to a bacterium already carrying another plasmid than to a

pJ-asmid-free cefl, a phenomenon ca1led ceLL surface erclusdon.
The extent of exclusion depends both on the plasmid already
present and on the type of plasmid entering the bacterium.
Surface exclusion can be especially strong between incompat-
ible ptasrnids. According to Finger & Krishnaplllai (1980),

the entry frequency can be reduced by as much as a factor of
105, Between compatible plasmids, however, exclusi,on is, in
most cases, nol very strong (Hedges & Datta,197l; Finger &

Krishnapillai, 1980 ) .

In a previous theoretical study f have shown that, in the
case of compJ-ete surface exclusion, at most two different
plasmid species can coexist in a bacterlal population (van

der Hoeven, 1984: Chapter 2 and J).
In many bacterial strains, when screened on plasmid con-

tent, several compatible plasmids were discovered (Christian-
sen et al., L971; Datta et al-., 1979; Richards & Datta, L)82;
Lee, Gerding & Cleary, 1984). In most studies it is nol inves-
tigated whether the plasmids coexist in the same bacterial
cell- or only in different bacteria of the same strain. fn
laboratory experiments, however, plasmids are readily trans-
ferred to bacteria already carrying another plasmid. And, if
both plasmlds are compatible, the two plasmids will remain
together in the descendants of that bacterium (e'9., Finger
& Krishnapillai, 1980). Hedges, Smith & Brazil. (1985) have

di-scovered plasmids of three different incompatibility
groups in some Aeromonads populations. They remarked that
the one-niche - one-species-hypothesis (Gause, 1914; Gilbert,
Reynoldsen & Hobart , 1952) suggests that several plasmids can

coexist only if they employ different niches. According to
them, the coexistence of different compatlble plasmids ln one

bacterial population implies either that these plasmids use
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different niches or that this coexistence is a transient
stage. In this chapter this hypothesis is investigated. ft
is analysed whether different compatible plasmids with com-
parable population dynamics are theoretically able to co-
exist, It will be shown that two or three plasmids can

easily coexist, even if they exclude each other s1ight1y,
and if the growth rate of bacteria bearing both plasmids is
considerably lower than that of bacteria bearing only one

pfasmid. Moreover, two plasnids can coexist if one of them is
in every respect less fit than the other.

In a previous study (van der Hoeven, in press: Chapter 4)

I have shown that surface exclusion directed against lncom-
patible plasmids will be profitable in case of 1ow copy num-

ber and a high transfer rate. The question whether surface
exclusion directed agai-nst compatible plasmids can be advan-
tageous for a plasmid, although it reduces the growth rate
of the bacberial host, is also investigated. The conditions
under which this ls the case seem to be more restrictive.

THE MODEL

To analyse the dynamics of the competitlon between differ-
ent compatible plasmids in a chemostat, a mathematical model

is formulated.

Basic assumptions of the model and a survey of the parameters

First a model w111 be formulated for the competition be-
tween two compatible plasmids, P, and P* in a chemostat. An

individual bacterium can be plasmid-free (concentration bo),
carry only plasmid Pl (concentration br), carry only plasmid
P, (concentration bz) or ca?ry both P, and. P2 (concentration
btr r).

The bacteria are supposed to grow in a chemostat with a

constant turnover rate p. There is only one limiting resource
in the chemostat (concentration s) and the growth rate of
plasmid-free and plasmid-bearing bacteria is proportional to
the same function of the limiting resource, f(s). f(s) is an
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increasing function of s, i.e. the bacteria grow faster if
the concentration of the limiting resource is higher. The

proportionality parameter, indicating the rel-ative growth

rate, depends on the plasmid content of the bacteria. The

relative growth rate of plasmid-free bacteria is set equal
to 1-, for bacteria carrying onJ-y plasmid Pi it is uO (i=1,2),
and for bacteria earrying both P, and P, it ls L)r,z,

A quantity e of the limiting resource is supposed to be

needed per ce11 division, independent of the plasmid content
of the bacterium. Then, the consumption of the limiting re-
source is proportlonal to the increase of the bacterial con-

centratlon.
A plasmid-bearlng bacterium may lose one of its plasmids.

It is assumed that the rate at which bacteria lose their
plasmi-d is constant, only dependi-ng on the plasrnid type and

whether or not the other plasmid j-s present' The rate of loss
of plasmid P. from bacteria carrying only that plasmid, is
r i, and from bacteria carrying also the other plasrnid type

/ -.-^ ^\L | \'L-trZ).

Plasmids can be infectiously transferred through conjuga-
tion from a ptasmid-bearing bacterium to another bacterium.
The conjugational- transfer rate is assumed to be propor-
tional to the probability of an accidental col-Iision between

a potential donor bacterium and a recipient. Thls assumption
has been experi-menta11y tested by Levin, Stewart & Rice
(1978) and was found to be reasonable. For very high bacter-
ial- concentrations thi-s assumption is, however, no longer
tenabfe (Colllns & Broda, 19751 Cullum, Collins & Broda,
t978a) .

The transfer rate is assumed to depend both on the abil-
ity of the plasmid-bearer to donate a plasmid and on the
ability of the recipient to receive it. More precisely, it
is assumed to be the product of the donor efficiency and the
recipient eompetence. The recipienl competence i-s scafed to
1 for a plasmid-free recipient. A bacterium only carrying
plasmid P. may have a reduced recipient ability for the
other plasmid. This ability is indicated by o,z, and calfed
the reci-pient competence. Its inverse is the degree of
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surface exclusion of the plasmid. A bacterium may or may not
be abfe to receive a copy of a plasmid, which it already
contains. This wi11, however, not change the plasmid content
of the bacterial ce11, and is therefore irrelevant for the
model. The transfer rate of plasmid P . from a donor bacterium
only carrying that plasmid to a plasmid-free bacterium is \i,
and from a donor bacteri-um carrying also the other plasmid
type yl (i=1,2). And, for example, the transfer rate of
plasmid P, from a donor carrying P, and P2 to a recipient,
carrying only P, is olyl. fne transfer rate to a plasmid-free
bacterlum will be relerred to as rrthe transfer ratett. For
reference, all symbols are l-isted in table I.

The model- for two competing compatible plasmids can

straightforwardly be extended to a more general model for
competition between 1i/ different compatible plasmids, only
the notation beeomes much more complicated.

Modef for two plasmid species

In fig. t a diagram is given of the interactions between
plasmld-free bacteria, bacteria with one plasmid and bac-
teria containing both plasmids. The assumptions in the pre-
vious secti-on, rendered in that diagram, lead to the foffow-
ing model of the dynamics of the different bacterial concen-
trations in a chemostat with a constant inffow of nutrient
solution with concentration sr.

s^
fr = O(sO-s) - ef (s) (bo+utbt+uzbz+t)t,zbt,z)

db

(1a)

-=o = f(s)b^-pb^-(\rbdtoo t+\ zb z+ (l i+y i ) b r, z ) b o+r tb t+t zb z

(1b)

dbt _
dt- tb t+\ rb ob rtf(s)bt-Qbt-a

Tzottz

u

+

+y lb ob !, 2-a' (\ rb r+y lb t, z ) b t
(1c)

sh^
Z? = uzf ( s ) bz-ab z -'r zb z+y 2b ob r+y fb ob t

+ rlbt,2
, 2-d2 ( "t tb r+y lb t , z ) b z

(1d)
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TABLE I

LIST OF PARA}IETERS USED IN THE TWO PLASMID MODEL

ilrP.z the i-" plasmid

bo'bt,bzrbt,2: concentration of bacteria, which are plasmid-free,
contain only P. contain on t_rr, or contain P, arrd P,
respectively (ce11s x volume ')

6, total bacterial concentration (cells * .ro1rrr. -l;
't,1,D2,ti1,2: gror^7th rate of bacteria bearing respectively only pr only

P* ar^d P, and P, relative to the growth rate of plasmid-
free bacteria

I
\4,'liz transfer rate of plasmid P, from a donor bearing or.Ly P.,

respectively bearing also the other plasmid to a plasmid-free
recipient (volume x celI-l x time-l)

io-: the efficiency of a bacterium carrying plasmid P. as recipient for
the other plasroid

'Ei,'(t,1 the rate of loss of plasmid P. froa a bacterium carrying only P,,
respectively carrying also the other plasmid (time-l)

s: concentration of limiting resource in the chemostat (nass x.rolr*.-l;
sr: concentration of limiting resource in the inflow of the chemostat

(mass * lro1rrr.- l;

f(s) z growxh rate of plasmid-free bacteria at resource concenLration s
_t

(time ')
e. quantity of resouree needed for one ce11 division (mass/ce1I)
h(b) = y(so-eT)
p: turnover rate of the chemostat (time-l)
cr parameter of the function ,% in the numerical examples

h(6) = (1-E)/(c-b)

a t, z f ( s ) b 1, 2- pb t, z- ( r i +r ! I A t, 2+o.t ( ^f zb z+y lb t, z ) b 1 +

+ a2(\tbt+\lbt,z)bz (re;

In a chemostat an input-output equilibrium will rapidly be

attained. At the equilibrium the amount of free nutrient
plus the amount of nutrient converted to bacteria flowing
out of the chemostat is equal- to the amount of free nutrient

db, )
dt
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IlbL

{rtb1.t

<2b2 \o''")r1101'yir1.2t-zr2

t 2oz 1ior.,

'Ir u,

rw2 h(6)- t) b2

dilui'on
'(\bt.z
plosmid

loss

(w1,2hl-b) -flbt.2

dilulioh

Fig. l. A diagram of the possible inEeractions when two compatible plas-

mids compete. Drarnm arror4Ts indicate a possible transition of one

bacterial type into another. The transition rates are shown

along the arrows. Broken arrows indicate the donation of a plas-

mid by a bacterial type. The donor bacterium does not change in

lhat case.

in the inflow, i.e. s + e(bo+bt+bz+bt"z) = sr' Therefore the

function f(s) can be replaced by a function & of the total

bacteriat concentration 6, viz. h(b) = 1(sO-eb), and equation

(1a) can be eliminated. In a1l- numerical examples a hyper-

bolic growth function is assumed (Monod , !949 ) . The variabl-es

can be scaled in such a fashion that h(b) = (1-b)/(c-61'

This model can be considered as an extension of the model

of Stevrart & Levin (tg77) for the dynamics of one plasmid in

a chemostat. The generaf conclusions for the single plasmid

model are (Stewart & Levin, 1977)l

1) A plasmld-free bacterial populalion can establish itself
in a formerly bacteria-free chemostat, if f(so) > p, i'e. if
the bacterial growth rate at 1ow bacteriaf density is higher
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than the dilution rate. In that case a stable equllibrium
wifl be attained wiLh hiio) = p, ln other words at the equi-
librlun the bacterial growth rate is identical to the dilu-
tion rate.
2) A plasmid, say Pl can invade a plasmid-free bacterial po-
pulation if

(ut-1) p - rt + \rOo, o

in which b^ is the equilibrium concentration of plasnid-lree
o

bacteria in absence of plasnids (Stewart & Levin, 7977).
This implies that a plasmid can j-nvade although it reduces
the growth rate of its bacterial host, as long as its trans-
fer rate is high enough to compensate the lower grovrth rate
with lts lnfecteous spread. If the plasmid can invade, 1t
wifl be maintained, and a stabfe equilibrium will be reached
with both plasmid-free and plasmid-bearing bacteria.

ResuLts of the analysis of the trrro plasmid modef

Analysis of the two plasr,rid model leads to

If the bacterial population containing^the
P, is at equili briun: (b o,b r) (and h=h (b 

o+b r 1 1

plasmid P 2 can lnvade if either

(uz-utli * 11r-l ,)i^ + ('tr-rz) - a'yrir, ao'

(u z-u t ) h+ 1 y z-\ t ) b n+ 
( t t-r z )

the following

first plasmld
the second

(2a)

i+, l)

(

z-at)h+(rt-(t
+a', li ,o '-

t { (u 1,, 
^u, 

) h+ ( r t-r l) + (y i-y t ) b o+at I lb J
- I ?-

t('tt+\2b^) < 0
U

]
2b)

'tr;1,

^.2 ^.-u Y

- o11
,Q

zb

provided either crr > 0 ay o,2 > O (see appendix A).
Inequality (2a) can only be true if either the growth rate
af a P 2 carrying bacterium is greater than that of a P,
carrier, or the transfer rate of P, is greater than that of
P, or P, is less easil-y lost from a. ba.cterial c-ol1 1ine,
in other words if P2 is "fitter" than P,.
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Condition (2b) is, however, far less restrictive. If, for
instance, both plasmids have equal transfer rate, rate of
loss and degree of surface excl.usion, while both plasmids
have the same effect on the bacterial growth rate (Yr=Yr=Y;

y1=yl=yt; rt='tz=r; rl=rl=.t1 o, 
1=ct2=o.i L)t=u2=tt) the second

plasmid P 2 can invade an equilibri-um with the first plasmid
P1 it

ttt,z ) a - (r+(2y'-Y)bo+aY'bt) / h (1)

provided that the plasmids do not exclude each other com-

pletely (o>r), This i-mplies that even if the grovrth rate of
a bacterium carrying both plasmids is considerably lower
than the growth rate of bacteria carrying only one plasmid,
the second plasmid urill stilf be able to invade!

C1
.9
ob
C
oo
5 o.r(J

I
0.01

0.1

0.001
68

------------+ Time ro3

invasion of plasmid P, in the equilibrium with

ft ry z=yi=yl=o. 05 ; r r1- r=, i=rl=l 0-4 ; cr 
1 =o2=0. 5 ;

, The initial concentration of bz is 10-6.

la) aPu2=0.9 i Dt, z=0.8

lb) 2,.t1-122=6. I ; u1, 2=0.7

0.001

Eig. 2.

zb
o

:bt
.h^

z bt, z

Dynamics of the

only plasmid P,

p=0. l; c=\.125)
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In fig. 2 some examples of such an invasion are given. Tn

these examples the second plasmid in a bacteriun carrying a1-

ready one plasmid, reduces the fitness even more than the
first plasmid does reduce the fitness of a plasmid-free bac-

terium (ut, zr.zo2 ) . Computer simulations show that if the sec-
ond plasmid can invade, the bacterial concenlrations will
converge to a stable equilibrium vafue. This process can, how--

ever, be quite slow (fig. 2). ff the growth rate of bacteria
carrying both plasmids (iar, z) is not much smalfer than the
growth rate of bacteria bearing only one plasmid (2,'), there
exists only one stable combination of equilibrium concentra-
tions (flg. 2a). At that equilibrium both plasnids occur in
equal d.ensities. However, if ur,z becomes smal-1er, this equi-
librium becomes unstable. Two new equilibrium points appear,

one in which the first, and one in which the second plasmid
predominates (see Appendix B). In fig. 3 an exanple of these

equilibrium values is shown,

Fig. 3, Equilibrium values of

br and bz ruhen P, and

P, coexist and are

identical in par-
ameters.

stable equi-
l ibrium; 

- -: 
in-

stable equilibrium. If
lDt,z ) 0.718 onlY one

stable equilibrium
exists wi-xh b, = 5r.

If a1,2 < 0.718 the stable equilibrium values of bt arrd Dz differ. lrtrich

plasmid attains the highest equilibrium^concentration depends on the in-
it.ial conditions. The equilibrium with br = fu2 is in this case instable.
(u plsr=g.9; y r =y2=yl=yl=o.os i r 1='r2=r l=1'r= to-a ; o1=cr2=0. 5 ; p=0. I ; c=

=1.125).

N 1.0
<-o

c
o

a.o

d 0.1

Co(J
t
I

II oor

0.71 0.73 0.75 0.77

- 
w1,2

For large values of u t, z (a t, ,>a .7 18) b r =

For smaller val-ues of zar,z Lhe equllibrium
b z at 

^equilibrium.with br = bt

br ond bt
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becomes unstable and two equilibria arise, one with bt > bz

and the oiher vice versa. It depends on the initlal condi-
tions which equilibrium wifl be reached. In this case, if
the second plasmid P, invades a populatlon at equilibriun
contalning the first plasmid, P, will always rernain in a

minority position.
The second plasmid may also be abl-e to invade and maintain

itself if it is in every respect less flt than the first
plasmid, i.e. when P, induces a sironger reduction of the
growth rate of its host (ur.u r ), when it has a lower transfer
rate ("(z<\t ), when lt is more easify lost ('rrr'r, ) and when it
has a lower degree of surface exclusion (o'ro1). Such a fess
lit plasmid may even maintain itself if the fitness reduction
caused by two plasmids together is more than the product of
the fitness reductions caused by each of the two pJ,asmids

alone (ur,z<o1u2). This is in sharp contrast with the condi-
tlons for coexistence of two incompatible plasmids (van der
Hoeven, 1984: Chapter 2). Besides, the more disadvantageous
plasmid (smal-ler D and y, greater t) rnay reach a higher fre-
quency in the bacterial population than the more advantageous
plasmid, depending on the ini-tia1 concentrations (fig. l1).

Li 1.0cou
-Uoo 

0.,
I
I

I

Fig. 4. Dynamics of competition

betrneen two plasmids P,

and P, of which or.e (Pr)

is in every respect less
ttfit" than the other. Two

different initial condi-
tions (bo=o.0007 and b1,2=

=0.68 in both a) and b);
a) b p0 .06; b z=O .26 ;

b) br=0.07 i bz=o.25) lead

to different equilibria.
l : - - - - -:o'

h.. . A-. 

-. 

A. ^ /"t.=n on(. rr^:A Qo(. l. --n 7. a,. 
Iut; ......, u2i 

-3 

bt,z (u*0.905; r,r2=0.B95; ut,2=0.7; y1=1,r=6.6565'
rr-L,-L

\z=\t=0.0495; 'r1=1r=6.95.10 't 't2='tr=1.05.10 '; o'=0.495; a'=O.505; p=

=0. l; c=1.125)
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(ut,z-7)p - (ri+r'r) > a (4)

However, even if neither P1 nor P2 nor a combination of P,

and PZ can lnvade a plasmld-free bacterial population, there
may exist a stable equilibrium with both plasmids present
(r:-g. 5). Simulation shows that such an equilibrium can exist
even if a bacterium carrying both plasmids has a lower fitness
than a bacterium with only one plasmid, although the fi-tness
of bacteria bearing both plasmids may not be as low as the
product of the fitness of bacteria carrying only one of the
plasmid types (utur).

Fig. 5. Dynamics of the competition be-

tr^7een two plasmids. A case in

which both Plasmids carl co-

exist, while neither of them

can be maintained seParatelY.

boi----:bti
t bzi 

-" 

bt'z (ut=

uz=O.9 ; 1t r, 2=o.89 ; Y1=",'r=Yi=r;=

=o.ol ; t1=1r=11=11-lo-4; g1=s2=

=0.5; p=0.1; c=|.125).

Surface exclusion

Even lf neither P, nor P 2 can invade

teriaf population, the combination af P1

to do so if the growth rate of bacteria
is high, 1.e. if

a plasmid-free bac-
and P, may be able

bearing both plasmids

a bacterium carrYing P, for
a.2 = 1- plasmld P, does not ex-
surface excluslon of P 

2

be asked if it is advantageous
its surface exclusion against

d 1.0

c
oo
io
o(D 

0.1I
I

I

I

0.01

The recipient conpetence of
plasmid P, ls given by o2 ' If
cl-ude P7 at all, if q2 = O the
against P, is complete. It can

for a plasmid (e r) to increase
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another compatibfe plasmid (:rr). To increase surface exclu-
sion the cel-1 membrane of the bacteriaf host has to be
changed. This change will probably be disadvantageous for
the bacterium, for otherwise bacterial- mutants, encoding for
that property themselves, will arise.

Strong surfaee exclusion against compatible plasmids will
only evol-ve if a mutant with a higher degree of surface ex-
clusion can successfully invade a plasmid populati-on. Sup-
pose, for instance, that a mutant of P2 arises, soy Pr*, and
that P, and P r^ only differ from each other in their degree
of surface exclusi-on against p, (respectively o2 and c-2m),

and in their influence on the growth rate of their hosts
(respectively z,l 2 and r.;2mi uI,2 and ,r,rr) . Under what condi-
tions vrill the mutant Pr* be able to invade the original
plasmid population of Pr? Pr, is a mutant of P* therefore,
P, and Pr* vtt-L)- be incompatible. It will be supposed that
they are also mutually exclusj-ve. Assume furthermore that the
relative growth rate of bacteri-a bearing two plasmids is the
product of the relative growth rates of bacteria bearing
either of them alone (ut,z=tir?,)z &rrd ?r)1,2m=?)rzrzm) and that
both the transfer rate and the rate of l-oss of a plasmid do
not depend on the presence of a second plasmid in the bac-
terium (l|=ti; ,i=ri), the mutant P2m can invade under the
following conditions (see Appendix C for the mathematical de-
rivations ) .

- In case the mutant has the same degree of surface excfusion
(a2=a2m) it can invade if its bacterial host has a higher
growth raLe (uzr>uz).

- In case the mutant has the same effect on the growth rate
of its bacterial host (r,rz=azn), it depends on the effect
of the other plasmid , P, on the bacterlal growth rate
whether a mutant of P, with a higher or with a lower degree
of surface exclusion can i-nvade. lf P1 decreases the bac-
terial growth rate (ar<l) a mutant Pr^ with a higher degree
of surface exclusion (a2m<a2) can invade, and lf P, in-
creases the growth rate of the bacteria (zor>l) a mulanl Pr*
with a lower degree of surface excl-usion can invade (u2ms

>02).
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If the mutant dlffers both in degree of surface excl-usion
and in the costs for its host, it is most likefy that an

increase in surface exclusion will cause a decrease in the
bacterial growth rate. In that case, and if the other com-
patible plasmid P, increases the bacterial- growth rate (rur

>7 ), only mutants with a higher growth rate (and a l-ower

degree of surface exclusion) can invade (fig. 6b). lf P1

decreases the bacterial growth rate (ar<l) a mutant with a

higher degree of surface exclusion may be able to invade,
although it reduces the bacterial growth rate. However,
this can only occur if the mutant has a considerably higher
degree of surface exclusion (fig. 6a). Slight increases in
surface exclusion will not be able to compensate for a de-
crease in growth rate. And even if a mutant vrith a hi-gher
degree of surface excl-usion can invade, it will not be abfe
to expel the original plasmid Pr. As soon as the plasmid P,

disappears from the environment of P, and its mulanl P r^,
the mutant, with the higher degree of surface exclusion,
will be sefected against.

n2^
l*
I

..* w2m

Fig. 6. The combination of growth rate (uzm) and recipient competence

7a2m1 for which a mutant P* of P, car. invade an equilibrium
with P, and P, (hatched area). P, arld its mutant Pr^ are incom-

patible and mutually exclusive. The transfer and rate of loss of
P, ard Pr^ are identical. The effects on the bacterial growth

rate of P, and P, ot Pr, are multiplicative, i.e, t-dr,2 = uru2

and D1, z7n = uozln (y1+l=0.05; ,r=yl=o.o2; tr=1r=11=1;=10-4; sr=

=q,2=0.5; p=0. I ; c=l .125) .

6a: z,l1=9.9 i uz=0.951 t/r, z=0.855

6b: o1=1 .l; u2=O.95; t01,2=l .O45.
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The general model

The model wifl now be extended to the general forrn of com-

petition between.t/ dlfferent competing compatible plasmids in
a chemostat. In that case, the notation of the model becomes

much more cumbersome. A bacterium can contain any cornbination
of the ,ai different plasmids. Therefore, there are 2N differ-
ent possible plasmid combinations in a bacterium, ranging
from plasmid-free to alf 1V plasmids. The plasmid content of
a bacterium can be represented by a vector € = (€r,E2,...EN)
in which e i = 1 if the bacterium caruies P. and Ei = O if the
bacterium does not bear P.; the vector 6 lndicates a combina-
tion of plasmids. Now the concentration of bacteria carrying
plasmid combination E can be indicated by b, and the refative
growth rate of bacteria carrying that combination bV u,, the
rate of loss of pfasmid Pi by ,1, th" transfer rate of plas-

a
mid P- by \Z and the recipient competence of a bacterium
carrying plasmid combination E for plasmid Pi by ol. U
shoufd be noted that a bacterium can neither lose nor donate
a plasmid it does not contaio, therefonc i f F = 0 ttren t!

F 
'"" """":-"' "i 'L

= 0 and yi = 0. By definition the reciplent competence of a

bacterium for any plasrlid is 1 if the recipient is plasmid-
I

free, so ol = 1 if 6 is lhe zero-vector. Since the entrance
of a plasmid into a bacterlum already containing that plas-
mid, does not change the plasmid content of the bacterium,
and therefore has no influence on the dynamics in the model,
surface exclusion can be considered to be absolute against
plasmids already present in the bacterium, .o o! = A if Ei =

= 1, Let 3- be the set of the numbers of the plasmid types
9

in combination [, and 0, the set of the numbers of the plas-
mid types not present in combination E (for exanple: ,V=5 and

q=(0,1,1,0,0), then 2r={2,1} and 0r={1,4,5}). If the plasmid

combination indicated by vector 6 does not contain plasmid
Pi, iJnat combination with the addition of plasmid P. can be

indicated by E +pi.. On the other hand, if the plasmid combi-

nation indicated by vector 6 does contain plasmid P* the
otherwise identical combinati-on without P. can be indicated
by E - p. (for example, if 6=(0,1,1,0,0) then e + p =" (i > \-'-'-'-'- - '4
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=(0,1,1,L,O) and E-p2=(0,0,1r0r0)). A

dynamics of 1,/ pl-asmids in a chemostat

,^
7t - P\o 

^ 
u/

AL U
- ef(s)l,u-b-

r99
c,

SLuuc - E. - t- 0"-i+ = u.f ( s ) b.-pb.-LrlL.-b.La\Ly".bn+ax s' I 4iL\ \i1,0 1,t)

/f _^ ) G)+ L ct'.'Yi'b,- Ly"b.. --i " "(E-a.) ;'L"A
c"

Three compatibl-e plasmids

general model for the
becomes in this notation

(5b)

Using the generaf modef the resuft of competition between

three compatible plasmids has been examined by r,reans of com-

puter simulation. lt appears that three plasmids can coexist.
However, the dynamics of the model become very complicated.
Even if the three plasmids do not differ in thelr parameters,
the model- gives rise to 2J different dynamical solutlons
listed in table II. In fig. 7 a diagram is shown of the sol--

utions for the case that two plasmids can coexi-st and the
equillbrium concentrations of both plasmids differ.

The general concl-usions which can be derived from the
three plasmid model resernble the conclusions of the two pfas-
mid model-.

- Three plasr,rids can coexist, even if one of them has a rnore

negative effect on its host than the others, In fig. I an

example is given of the dynamics of three competing plasmids,
wher:e the growth rate of P. bearer"s is louren than that of Pz

bearers, which in lts turn is again smaller than the growth
rate of P, bearers (,{0,0,7)<u(a,1,0)<a(1,0,0)), while the

effect of the plasmids on the relative growth rates of their
hosts are multipllcative (for instance, ?, (1,1,a)=
=' ( 1 , 0 , 0 )u ( 0 , 1 , 0 ) a.d ' ( 7 , 1 , 1 ) =u ( l , 0 , 0 )1' ( 0 , 1 , 0 )u ( 0 , o , 1 ) ) '
Even under these conditions coexistence of three plasmids ap-
pears possible.
- Sometimes three plasmlds are able to coexist, although a
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TABLE II

TYPES OF QUAL]TATIVELY DIFFERENT DYNAI"IICAL BEHAVIOUR OP THE }(ODEL OF

COMPETITION BETWEEN THREE, IN PARAMETERS IDENTICAI,, COMPATIBLE PLAS}{IDS

lPOl is the concentration of bacteria carrying plasmid P'. Since the

plasmids have identical parameter values, the indices in the result can

be interchanged. For example, if an equilibrium with lPi lPZi > lP3l
is described, the corresponding equilibria lPi = [Pg] , IPrl arrdIPrl

= lPSl , lPrl also exist. Each different dynamical behaviour has been

given a number of the forn i.j.k., vrhere k, or both i ar,ld k may be

absent; i refers to the situation with only one plasmid, j refers to

the situation when a second plasmid is added, while k refers to the

situation when a third plasmid is also presenE. An increase in one of

the indices i, j arrd k, while the other two indices remain constant,

indicates a decrease in the growth rate of bacteria carrying one, two

or three plasmids.
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Fig. 7. Diagram of the different possible equilibriur:r situations of the

three plasmid model in case that two plasmids can coexist while
they have different equilibrium concentrations. A1l three plas-
mids are identical in parameter values. At the angular points
only one plasmid is present, on the sides two, and on the per-
pendiculars two plasmids are present in equal concentration
while the third may occur in another concentration. o: unstable

equilibrium; r: stable equilibrium. The corresponding situ-
ations described in table II are a, 1.2.1; b: 1.2.2; c: 1.2,3;
d: I .2.4; e: I .2.5; t : I .2 ,6 ,

combination of two of them cannot coexist, or v/hen a singfe
plasmid cannot be maintained.
- Pl-asmids, identical in parameters will not necessarify
reach equal concentrations. Sometimes two plasmlds rarifl have

the same concentration at equilibri-um, whereas the third has

a higher, or lower concentrati.on, and sometimes each pfasmid
wil-1 have a different concentration at equilibrium (fig. 7e)
Which plasmid will predominate in the population depends on

the i-nitial- concentrations.
- Contrary to the two-plasmid case, stable coexistence of
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Fig. 8. Dynamics of the cor:rpetition

of three corlpatible plasrnids.

The growth rate of bacteria
bearing the third plasmid PS

is lower than that of bac-

teria bearin8 P, rvhich is in
its turn lor.rer than the growth

rate of bacteria bearing Pr.
The effects on the bacterial
growth rate of the three plas-
mids are mu1-tiplicative.

'{1,0,0) 
= o'95i u(0,7,0) =

= o'9; '{o,o,r, = o'85;

'{1,7,0) = o'8553 torr,o,1) =

= 0.8075; , (O,t,r, = 0.765;

bearingPri-----:
!

concentration of bacteria

,{7,1.,1) = 0.72675. The transfer and rates of loss of all three plasmids

are identical, independent of the presence of other plasrnids (V=0.05; t=

=tO-4). The plasmids do not exclude each other 1a\=t fot all E and i)'

three plasmids may be possible in cases, where nei-ther of
them can enter a bacteriurn carryj-ng the other two plasmids.
This can occur irrespective of the growth rate of bacteria
bearing all three plasmi.ds.

DISCUSSION

The model analysed in this paper shows that two or three
compatible ptasmids can easily coexist in one bacterial po-
pulation, There are no indications that this result is
limited to three plasmids. Not only is it possibfe for two

or more plasmids to coexist, but the presence of one plasmid
species can even facilitate the entrance of a second plasmid
in a bacterial population. Excfusion of cor,rpatible plasmids
does not seem very profitable, especiafly not vrhen it brings
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al-ong a decrease in the bacterial growth rate.
Some speciaf cases of the two plasmid model have already

been analysed previously. The case of complete surface exclu-
sion (or=o,2=O) was investigated (van der Hoeven, 1984: Chap-
ter 2) with special reference to incompatible plasmids. In
that case bacteria carrying both plasmids P, and P 2 will not
occur. It was shown that P, and P, can only coexist in a bac-
terial- population if the plasmld wj-th the highest transfer
rate reduces the fitness of its bearer more than the plasmid
with the fower transfer rate. It appeared to be impossible
for three plasmids to coexi-st under these clrcumstances.

Levj.n & Stewart (1980) have studied a model for the main-
tenance of a mobilizable non-conjugative plasmid, fn their
model- one of the plasmids, say P* is mobilizable by the
other plasrnid (er), but eannot induce transfer itself (yr=0,
whereas y;>o). Their model is a special case of the rlodel
presented in this paper with one exception. In their model
the mobilizing (er) ana mobilizabl" (PZ) plasmid can be

transferred together, converting a plasmid*free bacterium
into a bacterium carrying both plasmids in one step.

Levin & Stewart showed that a mobilizable non-conjugative
plasmid wi-11 not only be maintained if it is advantageous
for its bacterial bearer, but can even be maintained if it
is disadvantageous, although only'for a very narrow parameter
range.

Surprisingly, if two plasmids differ only stightly in par-
ameter values, the predominant plasmid in the population does

not have to be the fittest. When one of the plasmids was fa-
voured in the past, for instance by resistance to anti-
biotics, that plasmid rilay remain predominant in the popula-
tion al-though at present it is atmost neutral compared with
the other plasmids.

Pl-asmids are found in many natural- baeterial populations,
and the coexistence of severaf different plasmids is no ex-
ception (Christiansen et al., 7973; Datta et a1., 7979;
Rlchards & DatLa, 1982; Hedges, Smith & Brazil-, 1985; among

many others). However, it is often not clear whether all of
these pl-asmids are conjugative. Some authors cfaim that the
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conjugation rate in vivo 1s negligible (for instance Ander-
son, 1975) , although Anderson leaves open the possibility
that conjugational transfer of resistance plasmids may occur
if antibiotics are used. In vitro, however, the transfer rate
can be reasonably high. (Bennet & Richmond, 1978, between
6.1,0-6 and 2.70-2 lransfers per donor per hourg Cullum,
Collins & Broda, 1978b, about 0.2 transfers per efficient
donor per hour). Besides, the fact that a mechanlsm to pro-
mote transfer has been developed, suggests that it wil-l at
feast sometimes be used in nature.One of the reasons why
plasmid transfer cannot easily be detected in vivo is that
the natural- i:acterial population density is often much lower
than in vitro. tr'reter, Freter & Brickner (1981) state that
lransfer rate of a pfasmid in a r,rouse gut is about the same

as in a chemostat, but that the resufting population of bac-
leria, which have acquired a plasmid by means ol conjugation
ls too smafl to be detected with the normal culture rnethods.

It is well established that the presence of a plasmid in
a bacteri-um affects its growth rate (e.g. Ziind & Lebek, 1980).
What the effect will be of a second or even a third pl-asmid
in a bacterium is not known. It coufd be that the growth rate
reduction, caused by both plasmids together, is the product
of the reductions caused by each plasmid separately (ut,z=
=lt r1D2 ) . This assumption is made in some of the exarnples in
this chapter, for instance in the exampfe of coexistence of
three compatible plasmids (fig. B). Given this assumption,
two plasmids are not abfe to coexist if neither of them can
become esbabl-ished on its own. Another reasonable assumption
for the effect of two plasmids together on the bacterial
growth is that each plasmid increases the generation time of
the bacterial host with a certain length. In that co.s€, r.d1,2

) Dtaz. The real effect of plasmid interaction in a bacterium
wi1I, however, probably be more complicated. It mlght be

either that the effect for the bacterium of two plasmids to-
gether is worse than muttiplieative (ut,z<uruz), as is as-
sumed in the examples in this chapter of the coexistence of
two compatible plasmids (fig. 2 and.4), or that this effect
is less than multiplicative (ut,z>utuz) (fig. 51.
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The conclusion that several plasmid species can coexist
is not in accordance vrith the one-niche-one-species principle
(Gause, 7914; Gilbert, Reynoldsen & Hobart, 1952) - Of course,
one coul-d argue Lhat, slnce the usage by one plasmid species
of a bacterium does not prevent that bacteriun to serve as a

host for another plasmid, a niche includes more for a plas-
mid than a well- defined bacterial species in a weff defined
bacterial environment. It should afso include the direct
plasmid environnent, i.e. the content of the bacterial- ce11,

and the way a plasmid uses that environment to regulate its
replication and segregation mechanism' If the replication
and sep5regation regulation of a plasmid are considered as

part of that plasmidrs niche, Lvro compatible plasmids employ,

by definition, never the sarne niche. However, this argument

has two major drawbacks. In the first place refinlng the
definition of a niche with properties of the inhabiting
species holds the danger of making the differences between

niches coincide with the differences between the inhabiting
species. fn terms of Rescigno & Richardson (1965) this would

imply that each additionaf species adds a new niche (niche

function) to the total number of niches (niche functions),
since the reaction of each individual of that speci'es to con-

specifics differs from that to individuals of any of the
other species. In this way the one-niche-one-specJ'es prin-
ciple becomes a tautology. In the second p1ace, the fact that
different compatible piasmids use different mechanisms to
regulate their replication and segregation is not used in
the model. And, according to the model-, two plasmid species,
which are in every respect identical, can stably coexist (of
course, a model is the only place where two species can be

exactly identicaf). Therefore, it seems more sensibl-e to con-

sider the model developed in this paper as an illustration
of the idea thal the one-species-one-niche principle does

not hofd if the density of one species is restricted by the
number of territories (bacteria) instead of the food supply,
in which case competition might be (almost) exclusively
lntraspecific (Hutchinson, 1957).

A great deal of plasmid ecology both in vivo and in vitro
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is stilf unknown. The model in this paper is a first theor-
eticaf exploratlon of the behaviour of coexisting cornpatible
plasmids. It indicates that many different compatible conju-
gative plasmids can, at least theoretically, coexist without
periodic selection for the different species, cooperation be-
tween different species or different bacterial- hosts as ref-
uges for the different plasmids,

APPENDIX A

CONDITIONS FOR THE INVASION OF A SECOND COMPATIBLE PLASMID P2 IN

AN EQUILIBRIII}{ WITH PLASM]D P7

. P, car. invade an equilibrium of P, if the jacobian matrix, in which

b = db/dt,

/ab,o

/dD,o

/ab,o

I ,oo

I n;,

|,,

\ ,,,

("'""':'"')

\aa,,raro 
661ftbtf

at nA, 3b /bb,o"o'-

Dbt/Zbr Abl/ab2

dD2/ dOt dD2/ dD2

aL o/ab, , ,

bbt/bbt, z

aL,/ab, ,,
(A-l )

, z/8b o ALr, r/Ab, ab r, r/Ab, dL 1, z/Eb 1,

at equilibrium with P, has at least one eigenvalue with positive real
tP

part (and corresponding eigenvector (arra*a,al' wi-th either arl0 or

a,lo) ,
1

At the equilibrium with PJ

Abz/bbo = Abz/bbr = dbt,r/}bo = bb1,2/db1 = 0,

therefore, the eigenvalues of the matrix A-l are the combined eigen-

values of the matrices

(A-2)

and
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/\
I ab2/ab2 abz/\bt,z \t)
\aor, 

r/aa, Dbt,z/dbt,z f
The sign of the real parts of the eigenvalue

the stability of an equilibrium with plasmid

and are irrelevant for the ability of P, to
D

(A-3)

s of matrix A-2 determines

P, in absence of plasmid P2,

invade the equilibrium with

that equilibrium

: dzh - Q - "tz + "Yzbo - a271b1 =

= (u2-at)h + (\2-yL)bo + (a:rr2)

since at the equilibrium

At

.:'dbz

dDz

urh -

oD2

66,,,

db1 7

bbz
and

Q - rr + \rio = o,

I .,

= 11 + \2b^ ,
U

= (a2yrtatyr)i,

- a2yrbt (A-4a)

(A-4b)

(A-4c)

(A-4d)

(A-5a)

(A-sb)

^:dht o

# =tnr.zh-Q-dDlr2

= (tltrz-nt)h +

(ri+rl) + atylf,1 =

rt - (ti+rl) - \tb^ * s'\lb,. ,. o

At least one of the eigenvalues of matrix A-3 has a positive real
part if either the trace of the matrix is positive or its determinant

negative. Since both \bz/Dbt,z > 0 and \bt,z/dbz > 0 this condition im-

plies that either

(uz-ut)h. + (\z-"1 t)bo + ('t: r2) - a2y1b1 > 0

fut,z-ut)i. + 'tt ('c!+rl) - lrio * o'yli, , o
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{ ( a z-u t ) i+ ( y z-\ r ) i o+ 
{ r, -'r z ) } { ( u r,, -u, ) i+r r ('r !+r | 1 -v ri o*o' v )i 11

- ctz\t;1, ( (ut,z-ut)i+(rr'rl)+(ylt,)in*o'ylirl - o'lrir{r'r*ylio1 , o

(A-5c)

Provided that at least one of the two plasmids does not induce complete

surface exclusion (either ol>0 or cr'>0), inequality A-5c is true if only

one of the other two inequalities A-5a and A-5b holds, therefore one of

these inequalities is redundanE,

If both plasmids are idenLical in parameters (tt1=ts2=1s; yFYz-\; yi=Y;
_ I l_

=y 
r; 'r1*-'r2='r ; 'Et="82=-'c t,' s(1--o2=o) the conditions of inequalities A-5 for

invasion of the second plasmid reduce to

ttr,2 ) u - {(2Y'-\)bo+aYtbt+t},/ h

APPENDIX B

EQUILIBRIUM CONCENTMTIONS OF TWO COEXISTING PLASMIDS WHICH

IDENTICAL ]N PARAI{ETERS

(A-6)

ARE

If the two plasmids P, ard P, are identical in parameters (ut=ulz=a;

yFy2=\; yi=yl=y'; rt=rz=t; rl='r)=r' and ctl--ct2=o) the equilibrium values

of system (l) \^rith both plasmids are given by the solutions of

(h-p-y (bftbz)-2y tbr, z)bo + r (bftbz) = 0

( uh-p-r+yb o-a\b z ) b t + ( y' b o+r 
| -ay t b 1 ) b 1, 2 = 0

(uh-p-'t+yb 
o-a\b t ) b z + ( \' b o+T 

| -ay t b 2 ) b 1, 2 = g

(u1,2h-p-2t'+a"tt (bibz) )bt,2 + Zayb1b2 = 0

(B- I a)

(B- I b)

(B- I c)

(B- l d)

Equation

olr2 -

and this

(B-ld) leads to

Za.yb ft z/ {p+2r | -u 1, zh-ay' (b 16, 1 1

equation, combined with equation (B-lc)

(B-2)

leads to
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b t' ( a) 2y\' - b ft z ( a) 2"fl ' + b t {a\ | ( p+rt th-yb 
o) 

my (u 1, 2h-p+2y t b o) }

+ izay'(p*r-ri-yi^) * tui-p-r+yi^) (p+zr,-rr,ri) = 0oo (B-3)

The combination of equation (B-2) with equaEion (B-lb) gives of course

the same result, with br and b2 interchanged. Therefore, the combination

of B-lb, B-lc and B-ld gives

{ ( 2ay' ( uh- p-r ) +ary ( p-u 1, 2h ) ) y - (ah-o-r+yb 
o) 

( p+Zr' -u 1, zh ) } .

{(a)2yyry2+c,y(ut,ri-p*zy'io)y*16ir-r-r*yio) {'r+t'io)} = o (B-4)

with either a = br ot a = |2. This implies rhat at equi-librium either

i, = i, = fui-p-r*yio) lr*rr'-ut,2iL) / {zay'(ui-p-r)+ay1p-'tr,ri)},
(B-s)

in which case

bt,, =
z rui-p-r*yi ^)2 

( p+2r '-r,, ri),o
(B-6)

(Zuyt(uh-p-r)+ay ( ptst, zh) ) ( Q-ut,2h-2y tb 
o)

and (equation B-la) , io i" the solution of

^r-'l
bn'lrr? (h-p) (2c,\'(uh-p-r)+ay(e-u1,zh) ) 

Itt
l-zl ( o+zt 'ts 1, 2h) ( 2\ ' (uh-p) +\ ( p<,; t , rh) ))

-b ( p-u 1, 2h) (h-il ( 2ay' (uh-p-t ) +ay ( e-a t, zh) )

-2 ( 2y ? ( uh-p ) +\ ( p-u t, zh ) ) (ah-p-'r ) ( a+z'c | -u 1, 2h )

+2't\ ( p+2r' -a r, ri) ( p* r, ri)

+ zrfui-p-r) (p+zr'-rr,ri) (ut,zi-p) - 0 (B-7 )

or ir and i, diff"t, in which case one or 6r ana iz is equal to
(B-8a)

{y(etst,zh-Zy'bo)+,/ y'(e-wt,zh-Zy'bo)2-4T'Y'(y'bo+tt)(7s71-p-t+ybo)}

"--
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and the other equals

{y ( ets t, 2h-2y t b o) -,/ y' ( Q-u t, zh-2y' b o) 
2 -4\\' (y tb 

o+r ) (ah-o-r+1b 
o) }___----2d\\,

(B-8b)

In this case,

br,z = (uh-p-r+ybo) / al'

(equation B-la)

b ^ = r ( e-u t. zD / {ay t ( p-h) +y ( p-u t, zh) +2\ | (uh-p ) }

(B-e)

(B- I 0)

The asyurnetrical equilibria (s-8) exist only if both

u,,iro-Zvtb'5' O

^rauirr*r-yio
As long as the presence of the second plasmid does not diminish the

capacity of the bacterium to donate any plasmid (y'>2y), this implies

that these asynrnetric equilibria can only occur if the grolrth rate of

bacteria bearing both plasmids is (considerably) less than the growth

rate of bacteria with only one plasmid (or,z<<u).

APPENDIX C

THE FATE 0F A MUTANT Pzm OF P2

Can a mutant Pr* of P, invade if the plasmid P, and its mutant are

mutually exclusive, and the mutant only differs from the original in the

recipient competence of its host (o2m instead of o2) and in the relative

growth rate of its host (tl2p instead of uzi r^rtr 2m instead of z,-ll, z) ? The

dynamics of bacteria carrying or.LY Pr^ (concentration bzm) and of bac-

teria carrying both P, and Pr, (concentration brrzm) in the neighbour-

hood of the equilibrium with P, arrd P, b,tt without Pr^ ate
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db2m

# = fu zmh (b ) - p-r 2-a2m ( y 1b py'rb r, r+y lb r, zil ) b zm

+ b o(yzbzm+\lb, "r^) 
*,lb r,r

4 {r rroi- p-r r*y ri o-"''* { \ ri, *y'ri r, z ) }b zm + 1y li o+r i} b 1, r7n

= orlbr* * Ai.zbr,r^ (c-ta)

dbt, zm"# - ( a r, z^h 6 ) -o-r i -t l+a'* y'1b r*+o' y lb, ) b r, r*

+ b 2, ( uzm ( y rb fy lb t, 2 ) +aL y 2b 1 ) N {a2m (\ ti r+\'ri r,, ) *a.' t ri r}b r

q {ut,r i-p-rri*r'r)*o'ylir}br,r^ = Azlbr^ * Azzbr,r*
(c- r b)

Both A* arrd A* are positive, therefore a necessary and sufficient con-

dition for P^ to be able to invade is that either All , 0 an,d Ar, > 0

o, AL1A22 - Al/Zt, 0. AZZ can only be positive if ur,z77 is consider-
ably larger than rrl,2, therefore, the interesting condition for the ef-
fect of surface exclusion on the ability to invade i" A11AZZ - Al*Zl ,
<0

ALIAZZ - At*Zt = (uzm-nz) ktr,2q-a1"ili' -

- tu z7n-u z )i. {o'y li r, 2+ ( a2y .l.at y 2 li rli, / i r,, -
t^

- (ur,z7n-at,z)h{\ibo+rr}br,z / bz +

136

The mutant P* can invade if the matrix

lt
I Att Atz \
t I (c-2)

\ ,s^" A^^ I\ zt o"/

has at least one eigenvalue with positive real part. At the eguilibriun
with P, arrd P,

Ar, = (uzr-ur)i * (o'-r"Iryrir*t|it,z) - rllio*rllir,r/i, (c-3a)

and^2,^

Ar, = (ur,zm-nt,z)h - {o Yibr, z+(a2yr+s1"(z)bt}bz / bt,z (c-3b)



+ (a2-azm1. ft,ir*yiir,z) . (wr, rr-ar,,)i*\lio*r'r-^
la'\lbr,z+(q2yial\z)bibz/bt"z G-4)

If the mutant Pr* has the same effect on the growth rate of the bacterial
host as P, (uz=tlz7n; ?iLr2=?iL,zm), it depends on the sign of

r^ t ^
tibo+'ci -la2yrbt,2+(a2yt+alyz)bibz / br,2= D (c-5)

whether the uutant can invade when it has stronger surface exclusion

7sjn<a2) or weaker surface exclusion 7a2m>a2). rf D > , the mutant can

invade if a2m ) 02, where as Lf D < , the mutant can invade if o.2m < a2

Some elaborate calculations show that

D < 0 *'t)1,2 1 u2r;/yz + p(F\;/y2) / i * (rl-rrlll / rvril
(c-6)

If neither the transfer rate nor the rate of loss of the second plasmid

P, is influenced by the presence of the first plasmid P, in its host

$r=y); rz=tl), a mutant of P2 witin a higher degree of surface exclusion

than Py but with the same effect on the bacteriaL growth rate as P2,

can invade if atr2 < lt2, ia other words if P, has a negative effect on

the growth rate of bacteria already carryiag Pr.
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CHAPTER 7:

SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The results of the analyses reported in this thesis are

discussed in the previous chapters. In this chapter some of
the links between the different chapters will be discussed
while afso some still unanswered questions concerning selec-
tion on plasmids will be formulated.

COEXISTENCE OF ]NCOMPAT]BLE PLASI4IDS WITH INCOMPLETtr SURFACE

EXCLUSION

In Chapters 2 and I it is shown that two plasmid types ex-
hibiting complete surface exclusion can only coexist if one

plasmid type has a higher transfer rate and the other is more

beneficial or less harmful to its bacterial bearer. However,

surface excl-usion is never absolute. What will happen if two

lncompatible plasmids only partly exclude each other?
In Chapter 6 it was shown lhat two or three compatible

plasmids can coexist, if exclusion is ineffective. Two com-

patible plasmids can even coexist if one of them has a lower
transfer rate and its host has a lower growth rate, or, in
other words, if one of the plasmids is less fit than the
other. Can two incompatible plasmids, which exclude each

other incompletely, coexist if one of them is less fit?
As long as two incornpatible plasmids exclude each other

equally welt and have equal transfer rates their ratio wiff
not change by infecting once in a while bacteria already
bearing a plasmid, This holds only if, as supposed in Chap-

ter 4, the transfer rate of a pfasmid from a donor is propor-
tional to the number of copies of that plasmid in the donor.
It should therefore be expected that for two incompatible
plasmids wlth equal exclusion and transfer rates the one

whose host possesses the highest growth rate wilf be able to
expel the other. On the other hand, if the grovrth rates are

equal, the plasmid with the highest transfer rate will sur-
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vive. Some preliminary cafculations show that this is indeed
the case, Two incompatible plasmids with an equal degree of
surface excfusion appear only to be able to coexist if one

has a higher transfer rate and if the bacteriaf host of the
other has a higher growth rate. 0f course, this conclusion
wil-l no longer hold if bacteria bearing both plasmids have a

higher growth rate than bacteria carrying only one. Three in-
eompatible plasmids probably can not coexist 1f they exhibit
an equal degree of surface exclusi,on.

In Chapter 4 it was demonstrated that a high degree of
exclusion against incompatible plasmids may compensate for a

fower growth rate of the plasmidts host. Sometimes two incom-
patible pJ-asmids with equal transfer rates can coexist if one

of them has a higher degree of excfusion whereas the growth
rate of the bacterial- host of the other is higher. Therefore,
there are two cases in which two incompatible plasmids can
coexist. The first case is when both plasmids only differ in
their transfer rate and in the growth rate of their bacter-
ial- host (Chapters 2 and l). In the second case both plasmids
only differ in their degree of surface exclusion and also in
the growth rate of their bacterial host (Chapter 4). What

will happen if plasmids differ in all these three properties
(transfer rate, surface exclusion, bacterial growth rate)?
Can three incompati-b1e plasmids coexist in that case?

WHY ARE THE EXCLUSION GENES LOCATED ON THE TRANSFER GENE

COMPLEX?

In Chapter 4 it is shown that surface excfusion against
incompatible pJ-asmids wil-1 be advantageous for 1ow copy num-

ber plasmids with a high transfer rate. It appears that the
genes, responsibfe for excfusion are often sltuated ln the
gene complex encodi-ng for conjugative transfer (Alfaro &

Willetts, 19721 Achtman, Kennedy & Skurray, 1977 I Barth,
1979). The expression of the transfer (tra) gene complex of
many conjugative plasmids can be repressed (Wilfetts &

Skurray, 1980). fn that case the exclusion genes wifl afso
be repressed, and other, incompatlble plasmids may enter. If
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an incompatible plasmid enters such a bacterium, its trans-
fer genes will immediately be repressed by the repression
products of the plasmid already present. Both the resident
plasmid and the invading plasmid wil-1 therelore have a 1ow

(re)transfer rate. In Chapter 5 it is demonstrated that under
some growth conditions, regulation of transfer rate can be

advantageous. In that case, the transfer from most of the
plasmid bearing bacteria will be repressed, and the overall
transfer rate wifl be low. Since exclusion is not very advan-

tageous if the transfer rate is 1ow, it might be advantageous
to repress exclusion together with transfer' Close linkage
between both genes woul-d then facilitate regulation of both
characters. Whether sefectj-on will real-1y favour such a close
linkage between transfer and excl-usion genes is, however,
stilI an open question.

THE MAP LOCATION OF THE TRAI{SFER GENES

When plasmid transfer is interrupted, only part of the
plasmid DNA reaches the recipient ce11' Only those genes,

which have been transferred alreadyr can become expressed in
the recipient cell. The order of transfer is therefore of
great importance for a plasnld. It appears that most conju-
gative plasmids transfer their replication genes first
(Guyer & Clark, 1977t Al-Doori, Watson & Scaife, L982) and

their transfer genes only at last (Walker & Pittard, 1972i
Guyer & Clark, 1977t Af-Doori, V/atson & Scaife, L982; Guiney

& Yakobson , t9B3). Between the replication region and the
transfer region several genes of l-ess lmportance for the
maintenance of the plasmid may be situated (Barth, !979,
Willetts & Skurray, 1980). Sometimes these genes are situated
inside the transfer gene complex, dividing it into tlvo separ-
ate regions (Barth, Richards & Datta, 1978). Can this order
be determined by sefection or is it just an arbitrary one?

It seems reasonabl-e that the replication genes, being the
most essential genes for the maintenance of a plasmid, are

transferred first. But then it can be asked why the transfer
genes are not transferred ir,rmediately afterwards?
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GENES S]TUATED ON PLASIVI]DS

On plasmids several- genes can be located. Sorne of these
genes are necessary for the maintenance of the plasmid, such

as replication and partitioning genes. Other genes encode

for special plasmid properties, such as transfer and surface
exclusion, Many plasmids also possess genes which may influ-
ence the fitness of the bacteriaf host, but do not affect
the plasmid dynamics in any other way. Exampfes of such genes

are genes encoding for resistance to antibiotics, and for re-
sistance against heavy metal-s (Foster , 79Bj ). These genes

coul-d probably function equalfy well- when they had been situ-
ated on the bacterial ehromosome. Many ol these genes are
situated on transposable efements, enabling them to switch
from the pfasmid genome to the bacleriaf chromosome and vice
versa (Cohen, 1976; Campbell, t9B1). Which specific prop-
erties of these genes determine their frequent location on

plasmids? It is remarkabfe that many of these plasmid borne
genes encoding, for instance, for resistance to antibiotics,
are only once in a white favourable for the bacteriaf host.
Severaf investigators have argued that this is not accidental
since plasmids enabfe bacteria to acquire their genes quickly
when needed, and fose them easily afterwards (Clowes, 19721,

Koch, t9B1). However, this argument is questionable, since
it implies that a few bacteria should sacrifice themselves
and keep plasmids under unfavourable ci"rcumstances, in order
to fet other bacterj-a profit from their altruism in periods
when the plasmid genes are needed. It can also be imagined
that al-I kinds of bacterial genes have a nearly equal prob-
ability of being transposed to a plasmid and vice versa.
PIasmids, adding a favourable property to their bacterial
carriers, wil-1 tend to predominate in the plasmid population.
Genes lrhich had been already necessary for a long tine, m&V

have entered the bacterium on a plasmid. However, after some

time, the gene wil-I have been transposed to the bacterial
chromosome, whereafter the plasmid can be dispensed with.
Therefore, the genes discovered on plasmids wil-1 be mainly
genes which have become usefuf for the bacterium only
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recently or genes which are only once in a while favourabl-e.
On the other hand, the discovery of genes, occurring on many

plasmids, that are only occasionally useful could be an arti-
fact resulting from a bias of investigators to search for
antibiotic resistance genes, which are easily detected and

have medlcal importance. The question, therefore, whether in-
dividual selection on plasmids and bacteria can explain the
presence of genes on plasmids that are only once in a while
useful for the bacteria cannot yet be answered conclusively.

THE SPREAD OF GROWTH RATE REDUCING PLASMIDS IN NATURE

Stewart & Levin (1977 ) have calculated under which circum-
stances a growth rate reducing plasmid can invade a bacterial
population. They have analysed the most simple cases of only
one plasmid with a constant transfer rate. They concluded

that there exists a broad range of parameter values for
which conjugative plasmids can become established and for
which plasmid-bearing bacteria wilf maintain high fre-
quencies, even when these factors considerably reduce the
fitness of their host ce11s. This implies that antibiotic re-
sistance factors may be maintained on ptasmids in the bacter-
ia1 population, even when no anti-biotics are used. This means

that even a severe reduction in the use of antibiotics will
not necessarily lead to a lower frequency of antibi-otic re-
sistance. Attempts to estimate the transfer rate in natural
bacterial populations indicate, however, that thls rate may

be even too low to satisfy the broad conditions for pl-asmid

maintenance (Anderson, 1975; Caugant, Levin & Selander,
1981). This may be due to the fact that most plasmid-bearlng
bacteria in nature did acquire that plasmid many generations
ago, and are therefore transfer-repressed. However, in Chap-

ter 5 it is shown that transfer regulating plasmids can,

under some growth conditions, become establi-shed and be main-

tained at an even broader range of parameter values than non-

regulatlng plasmids. In Chapter 6 it is demonstrated that in
a bacterial population, already containing several plasmids,
a new compatible plasmid can invade more easify. Therefore,
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the maintenance of plasmids, which are undesirable from an
human point of view because they confer antibiotic resislance
may be even more easy than the modefs of Stewart & Levin
(1977 ) indlcate.
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SUMMARY AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis severaf mathematicaf models are formulated
to analyse the population dynamics of plasr,rids. Furthermore
it is investigated hov,r selection affects the characteristics
of the population dynamics of plasmids. In the Introduction
(Chapter, 7 ) a survey is given of the principal properties of
plasmids. In the Chapters 2, l, 4 and 5 the fate of a mutant
plasmid in a plasmid population is i-nvestigated. A mutant
will in most cases be incompatible to the corresponding wild-
type plasmid, because a plasmid and its rnutant mostly use the
same mechanism to regulate their replication and partition-
ing.

Fi-rst the question is answered whether one, two or three
incompatible plasmids, which exclude each other completely,
can coexist. In Chapter 2 this is done for plasmids in a bac-
teriaf population kept in a chemostat and in Chapter 3 for
the case that the bacterial population is periodically trans-
ferred to fresh medium. It appears that under both growth
conditions two plasmids may be abfe to coexist if one of them
has a higher transfer rale, whereas bacteria bearing the
other plasmid possess a higher growth rate. fn a chemostat
the concentrations of both plasmids wifl converge to stable
equilibria concentrations. In a periodically transferred bac-
terial- population the frequency of plasmids may oscillate,
both when one plasmid type is present and when two ptasmid
types are competing. Three plasmids are abl-e to coexist under
neither growth conditions.

Occasionally plasmid mutants with a different transfer
rate will- arise. It is assumed that as the transfer rate of
the plasmi-d mutant is the higher, the more negative the ef-
fect of the plasmid on the growth rate of its bearer will be.
In that case sefection will ultimately fead to the establish-
ment of a plasmid with an optimal transfer rate, or to a

situation in which two plasmids, one with a high transfer
rate and the other non-conjugative, will coexist. The first
situation will occur if the relation between the transfer
rate and the bacterlal growth rate is convex, and the second
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if this relation is concave (see fi-g. 2, P. l0)'
Plasmids often excfude other incompatible plasmids from

their hosts by changing sone of the bacterial membrane prop-
erties, This change has probably a negative effect on the
bacterlum, Since survival and growth of the bacterial host
are of great importance for the survival and spread of the
plasmid, a property dlsadvantageous for the bacterial host
tends also to be detrimental to the plasmid. So it can be

asked why plasmlds exclude other incompatible plasmids. This
question is dealt wi,th in Chapter 4. It appears that exclu-
sion is advantageous for a plasmid lf its transfer rate is
high and its copy number 1ow. For plasmids with a high copy

number exclusion does not seem to be profitable since the

entering plasmid will probably disappear out of the majority
of the descendants of the invaded bacterium by incompatibil-
ity segregat j-on.

Many plasmids regulate their ability to induce transfer'
Plasmids have only an efficient transfer in newly infected
hosts. After several generations in a bacterial ee11 line,
the ability to transfer becomes repressed. In Chapter 5 the
dynamics of transfer regulation is modelled, both in a chemo-

stat and in a bacterial population with serial- transfer. It
appears that competition between a transfer regulating pfas-
mid and its mutants in a chemostat will lead to a situation
of neutrality for a non-regulating plasmid, provided that
the ability to regulate transfer has no costs. fn the case

where bacteria, bearing non-regulating plasmids, have a

slightly higher growth rate than bacteria bearing derepressed

regulating plasmids (i.e. if regulation has some costs), the
non-regulating plasmid will eventually win. In a serially
transferred bacterial population optimal regulation dynami-cs

exist. A regulating plasmid with optlmal regulati'on is able
to compete successfufly with a non-regulating plasmid, even

if regulation has some costs. How great the costs of regula-
tion may become without regulation becoming disadvantageous,
depends on several factors. One of these is the extent of
the environmental differences the plasmid has to cope with
durlng its stay at each growth site. More particularly, how
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much the bacterial concentration differs between the start
and the end of each growth period. A greater difference
feads to a higher advantage for transfer regulation.

The dynamics of competition between compatible plasmids

differs from those of incompatible plasmids. Compatible plas-
mids often do not exclude each other and from the moment they
are combined in a bacterium they stay together in that bac-

terial cell line . In Chapter 6 Lhe compelltion between com-

patible plasmids is analysed. It appears that it is possible
for at least three compatlble plasmids to coexist; thls prob-
ably al-so holds for higher numbers. Two (or three) plasmids

can coexist, although one of them is superior to the other,
i,e. when it has a hlgher transfer rate and its bacterial
host has a higher grovith rate. Sometimes it depends on the
initial plasmid concentrations which equilibriun concentra-
tion will be reached, tr'lhen a bacterial population carrying a

plasmid is invaded by a second compatible plasmid, urhich is
slightty superior to the resident plasmid, it may occur that
the less fit plasmid, whlch was present first, remains pre-
dominant. The competition between two (or three) compatible
plasmids can be considered as an example of the possibility
of stable coexistence of tvro (or three) species in the same

niche .

In Chapter 7 some unansurered questions about plasmid dy-
namics are discussed:
- How are the population dynamics of competing incompatible

plasmids affected by incomplete surface excfusion?
- Is the structure of the plasmid genome arbitrary or influ-

enced by selection?
- Why do plasmlds carry so often genes coding for properties

which are only once in a while favourable lor bacteria?
- How are the (theoretical) conditions for plasmid spread in

nature affected by the ability of a plasmid to regSulate

its transfer rate?
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SAMENVATTING EN ALGEI\iIENE CONCLUSIES

In dit proefschrift zijn verscheidene mathematische model-
1en opgesteld om de populatiedynamica van plasmiden te analy-
seren. Tevens is onderzocht wat het effect van sefectie 1s

op de populatiedynamische eigenschappen van plasmiden, In de

Inleiding (Hoofdstuk 7 ) wordt een overzicht gegeven van de

voornaarnste kenmerken van plasmiden. In de Hoofdstukkefl 2, 3,
4 en 5 is onderzocht r.iat het lot is van een gemuteerd plasmi-
de in een plasmidepopulatie. Zorn mutant zal doorgaans incom-
patibel zijn met het oorspronkelijke plasmide, aangezien een

plasmide en zijn mutant meestal over dezeffde mechanismen be-
schikken voor het reguleren van hun replicatie en segregatie.

In de eerste plaats wordt de vraag beantwoord hoeveel

incompatibele plasmiden samen voor kunnen komen in een bacte-
riepopulatie, indien ieder van deze plasmiden verhindert dat
een van de andere in hun gastheer binnendringt. In Hoofdstuk
2 is dit onderzocht voor plasmiden in een bacteriepopulatie
die zich in een chemostaat bevindt en in Hoofdstuk 5 voor
het geval dat eens in de zoveel- tijd een (random) fractie
van de gastheren wordt overgeent naar een nieuv,r voedingsmedi-
um. In beide gevallen blijken tvlee plasmiden samen voor te
kunnen komen. Dit is al1een mogelijk indien 66n van de tvree

een hogere (infectieuze) transfer snelheid heeft, terwijl de

groeisnefheid van de drager van het andere plasmide hoger is.
De concentraties van beide plasmiden zu1len in een chemostaat
naar stabiel-e evenwj,chtconcentraties convergeren. Bij perio-
dieke overentlng kunnen de frequentj-es van de plasmiden ook
gaan oscilleren. Dit kan optreden zowel indien er maar 66n

plasmide aanwezig is, a1s in het geval waarin twee plasmiden
met el-kaar concurreren. Noch in een chemostaat, noch bij pe-
riodieke overenting kunnen drie plasmiden samen voorkomen.
Zo nu en dan zullen er mutanten van pl-asmiden ontstaan met

een andere transfersnelheid. Indien wordt verondersteld dat
een toename in de transfersnelheid gepaard gaat met een ver-
laging van de groeisnelheid van de bacteri6le gastheer, kan

selectie tot twee verschillende eindtoestanden leiden. Er
kan een toestand ontstaan waarin maar 66n plasmide met opti-
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male transfersnefheid overblljft. Anderzijds kan selectie
ook feiden tot het samen voorkomen van twee plasmiden, 66n

met een maximale transfersnelheid, en de andere met een mini-
male. De eerste situatie zal ontstaan afs de relatie tussen
de transfersnelheld en de bacterl6fe groeisnelheid convex is,
en de tvieede als die refatie concaaf is (zie fig. 2, blz. l0).

Plasmlden voorkomen vaak dat andere, incompatibele plasmi-
den in hun gastheer blnnendringen. Hiertoe veranderen zij
enige rnembraaneigenschappen van hun gastheer. Zorn veran-'
dering zaf vermoedelijk ongunstig zijn voor de bacterie. Im-
mers, indien deze verandering gunstig zou ziin voor de bacte-
rie, dan zou een bacteriemulanl, die zelf voor deze veran-
dering codeert, spoedig de oorspronkelijke bacteriepopulatie
verdringen. Aangezien het voor de verspreiding van plasrniden

van groot belang is dat hun bacteri6le gastheren overfeven
en groeien, zal een eigenschap die nadelig is voor de gast-
heer ook ongunstig zijn voor het plasmide. fn Hoofdstuk 4

wordt onderzocht waaron plasmiden desalniettemin verhinderen
dat andere, incompatibel-e, plasmiden hun gastheer binnen
gaan. Het blijkt dat deze buitensluiting voordelig is voor
plasmlden met een hoge transfersnelheid en een laag aantal
kopieEn per gastheercef. Buitensluiting is niet erg voorde-
lig voor plasmiden met een groot aantal kopiedn per ce1 ' In
dat geval irnmers zal een plasrnide dat net is binnengedrongen
in een bacterie, daar sterk in de minderheid zijn. Daarom

zal inet binnengedrongen plasmide, a1s gevolg van incompatibi-
liteits-segregatie, in het rlerendeel van de nakomelingen van

die bacterie afwezig zijn.
Veel plasmiden reguleren het vermogen om hun eigen trans-

fer te bewerkstelligen. De transfersnel-heid uit pas geinfec-
teerde bacteri6n is hoog. lJa enkele generaties ln een bacte-
ri6l-e cel-1ijn wordt het verrnogen om transfer te induceren
onderdrukt. an Hoofdstuk 5 is een model opgesteld dat de po-
pulatiedynamica beschrijft van een plasmide dat zijn trans-
fersnefheid regul-eert . Dit is zov,rel gedaan voor het geval
dat de bacteri6le gastheerpopulatie in een chemostaat groeit,
aIs voor het geval- waarin deze peri-odiek wordt overge6nt.
Wanneer een plasmide, dat zijn transfersnel-heid reguleert,
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moet concurreren met mutanten, die een andere regufatiedyna-
mica hebben, dan zal in een chemostaat een toestand ontstaan,
waarin een nlet-regulerend plasmi-de selectlef neutraaf is.
Dj-t al-fes indien het vermogen om de transfersnefheid te regu-
feren geen extra kosten in de vorm van een verlaging van de

fitness van de gastheer met zich meebrengt. A1s bacteridn met

een niet-regulerend plasmide een iets hogere groeisnelheid
hebben dan bacteri6n met een regulerend plasmide met dezelf-
de transfersnefheid (dus afs regulatie kosten met zich mee-

brengt), dan zal inet niet-regulerende plasmide uiteindelijk
t'wj-nnen't. In een periodiek overgednte bacteriepopulatie
blijkt er een optimale regulatiedynamlca voor het plasmide
te bestaan. Een regulerend plasmide met optimale regulatie
kan succesvol concurreren met een niet-regulerend pfasmide.
Dit is zeffs mogeli-jk a1s het vermogen de transfersnel-heid
te reguleren enige kosten met zich meebrengt. Hoe groot dle
kosten moeNen worden, wif niet-reguleren voordel-iger zijn,
hangt af van verscheidene factoren. Een daarvan is hoe varia-
beI het mifieu van de plasmiden is gedurende iedere groeipe-
riode. Al-s de totale bacterieconcentratie aan het begin en

het einde van de groeiperiode zeer verschil-lend 1s, hebben

de plasmiden te maken met een sterk vari6rend mifieu. Naar-
mate het verschil groter wordt, wordt regulatie van de trans-
fersnelheid voordeliger.

De dynamica van de competitie tussen compatibele typen
plasmiden verschift van die tussen incompatibele plasmiden.
Het binnendringen van een plasmide in een bacterie wordt vaak
niet gehinderd door de aanvrezigheid van een ander cornpatibel
plasmide in die bacterie, Als turee compatibele plasmiden een-
maal- sarnen voorkomen in een bacterie, bfijven zij ook samen

aanwezig in de nakomelingen van dle bacterie. In Hoofdstuk 6

wordt de conrpetitie tussen compatibele plasmiden onderzocht.
Het blijkt mogelijir- Le zijn dat tenminste drie compatibele
plasmiden samen voorkomen in 66n bacteriepopulatie. llaar-
schi-jnlijk kunnen ook meer dan drie compatibele plasmiden
sarnen voorkomen. Twee (of drie) compatibele plasmiden kunnen
ook samen voorkomen als 66n superieur is aan de andere, dus

de hoogste transfersneLheid heeft, terwijl de groeisnefheid
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van zijn drager eveneens hoger is. Soms bestaan er meerdere

verschill-ende stabiele evenwichtconcentraties van de bacteri-
en. Welke van die evenwichten wordt bereikt, hangt af van de

beginconcentrati-es. Als er reeds een plasmide aanwezig is in
een bacteriepopulatie, kan het voorkomen dat een tweede plas-

mide, dat in de bacteriepopulatie binnendringt, in de minder-

heid blijfl, zelfs als het tweede plasmide superieur is aan

het eerste. competitie tussen twee (of drie)compatibele plas-

miden kan worden opgevat aIs een voorbeefd van stabiefe co-

existentie van twee (of drie) soorten in dezelfde niche'
In Hoofdstuk 7 worden enkefe nog te beantwoorden vragen

betreffende de dynamica van plasmiden uitgewerkt:
- Wat is het effect van het verschijnsel, dat incompatibele

plasniiden el-kaar niet volledig uit hun gastheer buiten kun-

nen sluitetr, oP hun populatiedynamica?

- Is de structuur van het plasmidegenoom wilfekeurig, of is
die structuur ontstaan onder invloed van sefectle?

- Waaror,r bevatten plasmiden zo vaak genen, die coderen voor

eigenschappen die sfechts zo nu en dan nuttig zijn voor

een bacterie?
- Wel-ke zijn de (theoretische) voorwaarden voor de versprei-

ding van plasmiden in natuurlijke bacteriepopulaties, ge-

zien het vermogen van het plasmide om de transfersnelheid
te reguleren?
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